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Abstract

Although problems of movement control in Parkinsonism have been

the focus of much research in recent years, the precise nature of the deficit

remains somewhat mysterious. The aim of this thesis was to perform detailed

kinematic analyses of rhythmical and coordinated movements in order to

examine the organizational and control processes involved in making these

types of movement.

In chapter 2, repetitive finger movements were found to be more

affected by tremor and smaller in amplitude when perceptual information was

reduced or withdrawn. These changes in performance may be attributed to the

interaction between a voluntary timekeeper and a pathological tremor

generator.

In chapter 3, the natural conditions under which limbs cooperate to

reach targets with varying amplitude and precision requirements was

investigated. While good interlimb coordination was observed, for the control

subjects, when both hands were moving concurrently to the targets, bilateral
movement times tended to be dissimilar in the mixed-distance tasks. The

pattern of Parkinsonian results was similar, although movements were generally
slower and more variable. There was some evidence that Parkinsonian subjects

were alternating attention between limbs to maintain coordination. While these

results represent a failure to replicate previous studies, they highlight subtle

features of interlimb coordination which would not have been revealed if

movement parameters had been averaged across subjects.

In chapter 4, there were indications that Parkinsonian subjects may be

able to make repetitive reaching movements, similar in form to those made by
control subjects, yet controlled by a different strategy. This hypothesis was

tested in chapter 5, where it was demonstrated that control subjects'

•movements were characterised by a regular rhythm and consistent amplitude,
whether their eyes were open or closed. With eyes open, the Parkinsonian

subjects behaved in a similar manner, but with eyes closed movement stability

declined. Movements which appeared to be motor programmed were actually

made under visual guidance.



The implications for therapy are twofold. Firstly patients should be

encouraged to form a strong template for difficult movements. Secondly,

actions may be visually controlled when the ability to generate or execute a

motor program is impaired.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Parkinsonism in Perspective

The modern history of Parkinsonism dates from 1817 when James
Parkinson published a monograph entitled An Essay on the Shaking Palsy which
described six patients with a slowly progressive physical disease. By careful

description Parkinson was able to separate the illness from other disorders of

movement, and offer an accurate definition of what is now universally known

as Parkinson's disease.

The characteristic set of symptoms seen by Parkinson were

"involuntary tremulous motion with lessened muscular power, in parts not in

action and even when supported; with a propensity to bend the trunk forward

and to pass from a walking to a running pace; the senses and intellect being

uninjured." Some of the symptoms mentioned in this definition had been seen

before. Indeed, Galen, the ancient Hellenistic physician made a distinction

between tremor of the hand at rest and tremor which occurred during

movement, although he did not associate tremor with any other symptoms.

Parkinson himself referred to the 18th century physician Sauvage whose

description of abnormal gait appears to be indicative of Parkinsonism. However

like Galen he did not mention any other symptom.

The medical historian E. M. Thornton has convincingly illustrated

(1983), that it was only towards the end of the 18th century that combinations

of symptoms came to be recognized as expressions of specific diseases.

Consequently the early 19th century was a time when many of the the diseases

known today, including Hodgkin's disease and Bell's palsy, were first described
and a beginning was made at correlating the symptoms present in life with

changes found during postmortem study. In Parkinsonism, the essential

pathological findings were made many years after the identification of the

symptoms. In view of this, Duvoisin (1982) writes, "Parkinson deserves

recognition for having 'connected' the several symptoms he noted and for

having recognized that patients at different stages of its progress were victims

of the same disorder....We must grant Parkinson full credit for having been the

first to recognize the shaking palsy as a specific morbid entity in its own right".
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Another important figure in the history of Parkinsonism was the 19th

century French neurologist Jean-Michel Charcot. In addition to insisting that

the shaking palsy be named Parkinson's disease, Charcot made two important

contributions to the study of Parkinsonism. The first was the identification of

muscular rigidity as an important symptom. The second contribution came on

the practical side when in 1867 he introduced therapy with the alkaloid drug

hyoscine which, together with more effective drugs from the same

anticholinergic group, remained the principle treatment for Parkinsonism until
the advent of levodopa therapy, a century later, in 1967 (Calne, 1970).

Unlike patients who have had a stroke. Parkinsonian patients are not

paralysed although fatigue increases in severity with the advance of the
disease. Schwab et.al. (1954) found that when patients were asked to squeeze

a bulb ergometer, amplitude declined gradually, yet peripheral nerve stimulation

produced a normal response. Such characteristics of movement puzzled 19th

century pathologists who expended much unproductive labour in attempting to

locate the physical substrate of Parkinsonism. Some thought the problem was

in the spinal cord, others thought it was actually in the muscles, but no

consistent abnormality could be found. Because of the disturbance of motor

function without an apparent structural change in the brain, Parkinson's disease

was classified as a neurosis for some time (Critchley, 1955); indeed some

modern authors, e.g. Oliver (1967) suggest that traumatic events can precipitate

Parkinsonism. Charcot, of course, was a pioneer of hypnotism and his famous

demonstrations of hypnotically induced hysteria strengthened his belief that

genuine motor dysfunction could be caused by processes in the patient's
unconscious mind. Following his mentor, Freud was later to extend this belief

into a system which is today known as psychosomatic medicine.

However neither Charcot or Freud were aware that lesions lying in the

motor pathways between the cerebral cortex and the spinal cord do not cause

muscle wasting nor are the muscles' electrical reactions diminished. Later

psychiatrists, following Freud's example, extended the use of retrospective

psychoanalysis to explain a plethora of symptoms e.g. coprolalia (the utterance

of profane and obscene words, often in inappropriate surroundings). This is

now known to be a manifestation of Gilles de la Tourette syndrome, which is
almost certainly caused by a degenerative process in the brain (Murray, 1979).

(See Sacks [1986] for an excellent discussion on the relationship between Gilles
de la Tourette syndrome and Parkinson's disease.)



Agoraphobia is a more common illness to which a psychogenic

interpretation is often given. In fact this is probably incorrect as the main

symptom is not 'fear of open spaces' but rather becoming giddy in open

spaces, pointing to the vestibular system and its connection to the brain. This

explanation is supported by the fact that head injury is often followed by

agoraphobia. In view of recent studies which demonstrate that equilibrium is

intersensory, patients are now encouraged to persevere in going into open

spaces, where adaptive and compensatory mechanisms come into play to

correct the defects (Thornton, 1983).

This example is important because it illustrates that research and

therapy are closely linked to understanding of the underlying pathology. It was

not until the early 20th century that Brissaud, a student of Charcot, suggested

that the material basis of Parkinsonism, might be in a certain small nucleus in

the midbrain known as the substantia nigra. Finally in 1915, Tretiakoff observed
a number of changes in the nerve cells of the substantia nigra which are now

recognized as typical of Parkinsonism, although other parts of the basal ganglia

may be damaged (Forno, 1982).

The basal ganglia consist of a number of bilaterally symmetrical
subcortical nuclei. Although these nuclei have complex interactions, the core

structure of the basal ganglia - the striopallidal complex - is relatively simple

(Nauta, 1979.) The major source of input to the basal ganglia is from the

cerebral cortex, which projects to the caudate nucleus and the putamen. These

two nuclei, known as the neostriatum, also receive projections from the

thalamus, the raphe nucleus of the midbrain and the zona compacta of the
substantia nigra. The main output of the basal ganglia is from the globus

pallidus and zona reticulata of the substantia nigra to the ventral nucleus of the

thalamus and thereon to the frontal and premotor area of the cerebral cortex.

There are also some pathways to brainstem structures, but no direct links to

the spinal cord (Carpenter, 1976). The connectivity of the basal ganglia to other

brain structures is illustrated in figure 1.1.

The substantia nigra is also connected to another group of nerve cells

in the deep grey matter of the cerebral hemispheres, called the corpus

striatum, by long ascending fibres. All projections from the substantia nigra to

the corpus striatum are mediated by dopamine. This neuro-transmitter is

manufactured in the cells of the substantia nigra and when these cells are
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Figure 1.1 Diagram fl shows the approximate interna I location of the
basal ganglia within the cerebral hemisphere (from Harre and Lamb, 1986)
Diagram B shows how the substantia nigra is anatomically linked to the
other parts of the basal ganglia by reciprocal connections with the
corpus striatum (caudate nucleus and globus pallidusl, while diagram C
illustrates in schematic form the basal ganglia's connectivity with the
cerebral cortex and the thalamus (from Pribram, 1968).
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injured and cannot produce or store dopamine, the result is a deficiency of

dopamine in the striatum (Rinne et.al., 1974; Lloyd et.al., 1975). If the deficiency

is sufficiently severe, symptoms of Parkinsonism begin to appear (Bernheimer

et.al., 1973). In fact, Parkinsonism is sometimes defined in chemical terms as a

state of brain dopamine depletion.

Normally the cells of the substantia nigra contain a dark pigment but

in Parkinsonism these are depigmented by degeneration of melatonin

containing neurons and consequently the dopaminergic nigrostriatal neurons

are virtually destroyed which must lead to gross disturbance of normal

striopallidal activity (Kolb and Whishaw, 1980). Marsden (1982) believes that,

"this....makes Parkinson's disease the clinical "test-bed" against which all the

theories of basal ganglia function must be tested."

At the present time the cause of Parkinsonism is still unknown

(Duvoistn, 1982), although very recently new evidence has been obtained

linking the disease to the chemical MPTP

[1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,5,6-tetrahydropyridine] (Bates, 1984). The fact that this

and similar chemicals from the pyridine group are used in the production of

pesticides and many other products including foods and beverages, has lead

some researchers to speculate that Parkinson's disease could be caused by

some environmental substance containing MPTP or a MPTP-like compound

(Palfreman, 1986). In the United Kingdom there may be as many as 100 000

patients with Parkinsonism and at least 1 in every 1000 people will develop the

disease and for the 60 - 70 years age group the probability is about 1 in 100

(Stern and Lees, 1982). Three quarters of all patients develop the disease

between the ages of 50 and 65, yet it cannot be said that Parkinsonism is

exclusively a disease of old age, because 1 in 7 patients develop the illness in

the thirties and early forties (Hoehn, 1976). The average age of onset is about

60 but the beginning is usually so insidious and the progression so gradual

that it cannot really be dated precisely. The disease appears to occur with a

similar prevalence in other countries in which good epidemiological studies

have been done (DeJong, 1966).

Parkinson noted that the first symptoms are usually "a slight sense of

weakness with a proneness to trembling...in one of the hands and arms."

Clinicians often observe a phase in which vague non-specific symptoms

develop and continue for some time. This may involve some generalized lack
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of energy or difficulty in doing simple tasks which had previously seemed

effortless.

The diagnosis can only be made with certainty when the three

characteristic signs are present: tremor, rigidity and bradykinesia (Macieod and

Munro, 1986). Tremor is usually the first to appear, although some patients

feel the tremor for many months before it is visible. If the writing hand is

affected, tremor may be noted in the patients handwriting. In addition the

handwriting tends to become progressively smaller and less legible This

phenomenon is known as micrographia and indicates that Parkinsonian patients

have difficulty in executing sequential movements (Margolin and Wing, 1983).

While tremor may be confined to a single finger, more often it
involves all the fingers and oscillating thumb movements against the index

finger. As Parkinson noted, there is a characteristic tendency of tremor to

occur when the affected limb is at rest and to diminish or disappear during

voluntary movements. Parkinsonian tremor has a considerably lower frequency

range ( 3-6 Hz) and larger amplitude than physiological tremor (Jankovic and

Fahn, 1980). This has been attributed to pathological changes in single motor

unit activity (Gurfinkel and Osovets, 1973; Dietz et.al., 1974). Parkinsonian

tremor tends to be regular in amplitude and frequency and may be

distinguished from the group of action tremors which occur during voluntary

movement (Findley et.al., 1981a; 1981b).

Essential tremor, for example, is characteristically present during

maintenance of a posture and is usually of a flexion-extension type as opposed

to the supination-pronation movements of Parkinsonian tremor, and occurs in a

higher frequency range (7-11 Hz). The major point of difference however is

that neither rigidity nor bradykinesia occurs in patients with essential tremor

(Jankovic and Fahn, 1980).

In a small but significant percentage of patients, there is little or no

tremor. Rather rigidity and bradykinesia are sometimes the first symptoms to

appear (Hoehn and Yahr, 1967). Rigidity may be observed when the patient's

joints are passively moved and the affected muscles increased resistance can

be detected. Frequently there may also be a regular rhythmical jerking quality

which has be named the 'cogwheel' phenomenon (Findley et. al.) which is said

to be caused by the superimposition of tremor on rigidity. However Lance et.
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al. (1963) point out that cogwheeling may occur in the absence of resting

tremor and that the frequency of the cogwheel phenomenon is usually higher

than the frequency of Parkinsonian tremor.

All movements require the cooperation of opposing muscles - some

relaxing while others contract. This being the case, it is evident that muscular

rigidity slows movement as the failure of an antagonist muscle to relax limits a

given movement. In a simple forearm bending movement, for example, the

biceps muscle brings about the movement by contracting and its function is
that of an agonist muscle, whereas the antagonist muscle is the triceps muscle
which relaxes and allows itself to be stretched as the arm bends to the elbow..

To straighten the arm the reverse occurs; now the triceps contracts and the

biceps relaxes. Failure of the reciprocal action of these muscles, i.e. the failure

of the triceps to relax on bending the arm or the biceps to relax when

straightening the arm, is the essential feature of rigidity (Hallet et.al., 1977).
Thus rigidity impedes not only passive movement but also active voluntary

movements.

Until fairly recently it was thought that rigidity was the sole cause of

slowness of movement in Parkinsonism, but careful clinical observations

revealed that slowness of movement may occur in the limb with the least

rigidity and that rapid movement can be produced by rigid limbs. Duvoisin

(1982) reports having observed "patients who look rigid but in whom I can find

no sign of rigidity (that is, of increased resistance to passive movement). This

misleading appearance of rigidity is due to bradykinesia."

Bradykinesia is a comprehensive term used to describe slowness and

poverty of willed movements, as well as difficulty in performing rapid, repetitive

tasks. Some researchers also use the term to describe delay in movement

initiation, although others prefer to use the term akinesia (literally absence of

movement). It is the most incapacitating of all the disabilities encountered in

Parkinsonism and seems to be the cause of many of the frustrating difficulties

encountered by patients. Bradykinesia in not only responsible for slowness in

everyday activities such as dressing and eating, but is also thought to underlie

facial immobility or masking and the paucity of normal gestures. Particularly
noticeable to others is the impairment of spontaneous automatic movements

such as the failure to swing the arms symmetrically when walking and the loss

of characteristic gestures and postures.
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Bradykinesia may be demonstrated in an affected hand by asking the

patient to tap the knee alternately with the palm of the hand and the back of

the hand. After some hesitations and perhaps a few false starts, the patient is
able to tap, if somewhat more slowly than with the unaffected hand. Then the

tapping becomes slower and finally stops as the patient seems unable to turn

his hand (Martin, 1967).

However it was not until the era of stereotactic brain surgery

(described in section 1.3), that bradykinesia was finally accepted as a distinct

component of Parkinsonism (Oliver, 1967; Selby, 1967). While many patients had
excellent relief of tremor and rigidity as a result of surgery, there was no

corresponding diminution if bradykinesia. In neurophysiological terms,

bradykinesia can be attributed to damage of the inhibitory bundle of dopamine

containing nerve fibres between the substantia nigra and the caudate nuclei

(Stern, 1966). This disturbance of function of inhibitory nerve fibres, results in

over-inhibition of the putamen by the caudate nuclei (Delong and Strick, 1974).
However as a psycho-physiological phenomenon, bradykinesia is not well

understood. Consider the following remarks made by Duvoisin (1982):

"Patients sometimes remark that they feel as if their
batteries had run down. Other patients feel the bradykinesia as
an external force restraining their movement...

Bradykinesia is aiso experienced as weakness or fatigue. It
seems that actions rendered difficult by bradykinesia can
nonetheless be accomplished by an effort of the will...One patient
complained that getting out of a chair required "a campaign of
instructions to every muscle involved."

Another aspect of bradykinesia is a difficulty in doing two
things simultaneously and in stopping one activity to start
another. This is perhaps just another aspect of the need to
concentrate on an on-going activity to ensure its proper
execution...

Bradykinesia varies considerably from movement to
movement and in different circumstances. The patient can carry
out an action on one occasion but not on another. The most

striking examples are known as paradoxical kinesia...Every trace
of Parkinsonism seems to disappear for a brief moment...

The phenomenon (of paradoxical kinesia) has been
interpreted as evidence that the part of the nervous system
which control and coordinate motor activity are intact and can
function normally if properly activated. The basic problem must
be in some defective regulation of those parts of the brain. Here
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we are at the core of the problem of Parkinsonism, for
bradykinesia is surely the most important even though it is not
the most obvious symptom. It is also the most difficult to
understand."

1.2. Motor Dysfunction in Parkinsonism

Much of the relevant literature on motor dysfunction in Parkinsonism

is discussed in the context of the experiments reported in the following

chapters. At this point, it is necessary to review the key issues and findings

contained in the motor control literature, in order to understand how the

strategies and mechanisms which underlie the planning and execution of

movement, relate to the deficits caused by Parkinsonism.

Essential to the performance of any act is the ability to initiate

movement at a given time and place, in response to changes in the

relationship between subjectively defined goals and the actor's environment.
As James Gibson (1975/1982) put it, "perception of the environment is always

accompanied by co-perception of the self...thus exteroception is seldom

divorced from proprioception." Although Gibson took great care in defining the

terms he used and was himself dissatisfied with the concept of movement

considered as a response to an external or internal stimulus, many writers have

sought to make a clear distinction between voluntary action taken after
conscious thought and movements which follow from automatic of reflexive

processes and which involve no intentionality.

Wittgenstein, reflecting on this distinction, came to abandon the idea
that that will can be the cause of action and replaces it with the idea that the

will /'sthe action itself. In his Notebooks (1914-1916/1961) the following series
of statements occur:

"Does not the willed movement of the body happen just like
any unwilled movement in the world, but that it is accompanied
by the will?

Yet it is not accompanied just by a wish! But by will we
feel, so to speak, responsible for the movement.

The fact that I will a process consists in my carrying out
the process, not in my doing something else which causes the
process."
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These observations are extremely illuminating because Wittgenstein
was attempting to refute a statement he had made earlier in the Tractatus

Logico-Philosophicus (1918/1961) : "The world is independent of my will." In

the quotations from the Notebooks, we see Wittgenstein trying to place the
human will more firmly and explicitly at the centre of the whole account of the

relationship between thought and the world. This amounts to a rejection of an

autonomous will which can initiate actions without reference to the flow of life.

It is now no longer a question of building up the concept of human action from
a more primitive concept of the will; rather the concept of human action is

taken as primitive and the notion of will is explained in terms of it.

Wittgenstein's remarks are, I believe, germane because they encourage

comprehensive description of human action. Very often the literature on

Parkinsonism refers to the inability to initiate action or slowness of movement

as "paralysis of the will" (e.g. Wilson, 1925). Such speculation does not

enhance our understanding of Parkinsonism, since the word 'will' is ill-defined,
nor is there any attempt to explain the connection between the material state

of the brain and the mental function called the will.

Bernstein (1967) was a pioneer in realizing that whether movement is

made on the basis of an internal or external signal, "the relationship between

movements and the innervational impulses which evoke them is complex and

equivocal". In his view "the central motor area organizes responses by deftly

adjusting between resultant external forces and manifestations of inertia,

constantly reacting to proprioceptive signals and simultaneously integrating

impulses from central control systems." This quotation underscores Requin et.

al.'s point (1984) that Bernstein's work cannot be used as an argument to solve

the conflict between peripheralists and centralists because it is concerned with

what must be centrally processed once the state of the periphery has been

evaluated.

1.2.1 Movement Initiation

In the typical reaction time experiment, the brain varies the parameters

of many spinal reflexes after it registers the auditory or visual cue but before it
sends out the signal that initiates muscle contraction (Kots and Zhukov, 1971).
In the period immediately prior to self-paced movements, a slow regular

potential can be observed in the surface EEG. This is called the readiness
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potential and is maximal over the precentral area contralateral to the limb to be

moved (Deeke, Grozinger and Kornhuber, 1976). The readiness potential can

only be recorded in association with voluntary movement (as opposed to

passive movement). Osebo, Rothwell and Marsden (reported in Marsden

[1982]), were able to record a readiness potential in 10 Parkinsonian patients,

some of whom were severely affected. The readiness potential was seen to

emerge about half a second before movement both in normal and Parkinsonian

subjects, although in the latter group its size was smaller, reflecting the

difficulty in activating the muscle as shown by the smaller and more dispersed
EMG burst associated with thumb flexion movement.

The results of reaction time experiments experiments on Parkinsonian

patients reveal some some interesting aspects of movement organization. In

general simple reaction time is about 50 - 100 msecs slower for Parkinsonian

subjects than for normal subjects. In a visual tracking task Flowers (1976)
found control subjects' reaction time to be about 260 msecs while that for

Parkinsonian subjects' was about 315 msecs. Evarts et. al. (1981) using a visual

signal to prompt pronation-supination arm movements found normal reaction
time of 310 msecs and Parkinsonian of 397 msecs. They also found high

variability between subjects and within subjects at different times. Furthermore

they found that reaction time and movement time were prolonged for

Parkinsonian subjects but the correlation between reaction time and movement

time was low. Overall they noted that movement time was more consistently

and profoundly affected for the Parkinsonian subjects than reaction time.

On the basis of experiments on normal subjects using a Fitts' law

paradigm, Welford (1968) suggested that the processes involved in the

selection of movements are independent of processes involved in the execution

of movement. Firstly correlations between reaction time and movement time
tend to be low and insignificant and secondly movement time increases linearly
with the index of movement difficulty - which is calculated from the ratio of

movement amplitude to target width - whereas reaction time does not (Fitts
and Peterson, 1964). Although these results apply only to highly prescribed

experimental set-ups where the movements required are strictly defined and
restricted to a single joint of the finger, there are many motor skills which
involve the implementation of relatively stereotyped actions. Indeed it is

precisely the normally automatic chores such as stirring, opening bottles,

fastening buttons etc. which present Parkinsonian patients with often
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insurmountable difficulties.

Perhaps the difficulty lies in the inability to choose the appropriate

response. To test this hypothesis Evarts et. al. performed a choice reaction

time experiment. In addition to moving when the stimulus appeared, subjects
had to move in one of two directions. Whereas in the simple reaction time

experiment the signal specifying direction appeared 2.4 sees prior to the go

signal, in the choice reaction time experiment the subject received the

'direction' and 'go' signals concurrently. Although Parkinsonian choice reaction
time (458 msecs) was slower than simple reaction time (397 msecs), the speed

of central processing, given by subtracting simple reaction time from choice

reaction time was not abnormally high (61 msecs). Evarts et. al. did not obtain

choice reaction time data from control subjects because "the differences in

choice reaction time and simple reaction time in our sample of Parkinsonians

was so slight that it did not seem warranted to pursue the hypothesis that
such patients exhibit a selective impairment of choice reaction time." The
authors concluded that there was no evidence of any impairment in the speed

of response selection in Parkinsonism and that delayed initiation of movement

cannot be attributed to some defect in processing the stimulus to move.

Marsden (1982) attributes the Parkinsonian delay in movement

initiation, not to the overall strategy of movement, but to specific instructions

required to contract the muscles on one side of the body, in view of the fact
that Parkinsonian subjects often exhibit unilateral delays in movement initiation.
The mechanism underlying this delay is not clear. It has been suggested that

delayed initiation may be due to the failure to induce appropriate antagonist

inhibition (Marsden et. al., 1977), but Hallet et. al. (1977) found that

agonist-antagonist timing relations are in general preserved in Parkinsonism.
Wilson (1925) found that the automatic extension of the wrist which is required
when the fingers are clenched to make a fist, was "executed normally by

Parkinsonians; that is to say the movements follow normal physiological lines
and are neither lost or perverted"

1.2.2. Movement Execution

Choices must also be made during movement and several experiments

have been conducted with Parkinsonian patients in order to ascertain whether

they use the same kind of strategies as normal subjects. Angel et. al. (1970),
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argued that reaction time experiments are only of limited value, as the slower

than normal Parkinsonian reaction time only shows that in some general sense,

the initiation of movement is slowed down by the disease. The authors aim

was rather to demonstrate a defect at a higher level of motor planning, their

hypothesis being that a higher level defect should delay the arrest of voluntary

movements, when these are perceived as inaccurate or unintentional. The

experiment consisted of a step-function tracking task in which patients used a

joystick to position a cursor line on an oscilliscope and track a target line.

Subjects were induced to make false moves on fifty percent of the trials where
the directional relation between control and display was reversed, i.e the

control joystick and the cursor moved in opposite directions. The key findings
were that Parkinsonian subjects' did not have an increased tendency to make

false moves compared to the control group, but the duration of false moves

was significantly longer for the Parkinsonian subjects' than for the controls.

These results, together with the fact that for Parkinsonian subjects, the mean

time needed to arrest a false move was less that that needed to initiate either

a correct or a false move, were seen to be indicative of a defect in the

monitoring of proprioceptive signals and/or 'outflow' into the motor pathways.

As the Parkinsonian group did not make significantly more false moves, the

results were not attributed to a faulty perceptual or decision making

mechanism. Although this conclusion must be treated with caution, in view of

the fact that the average velocity of movements made by the Parkinsonian

group was less that that for the control group, the implication of Angel et. al.'s

study is that the basal ganglia contribute to the monitoring of on-going

movement and may even determine when to move from one part of the motor

plan to the next (Stern et. al., 1982)

For normal subjects, some fast movements are described as 'ballistic',
because once initiated, the limb is set on a course which cannot be altered by

unanticipated feedback en route to the destination (Vince, 1948). Such
movements are said to be executed in an 'open-loop' mode, which in effect

means that only efferent commands are involved in controlling the movement-

all parameters are specified in the motor command and the muscle

innervations are carried out to completion without any alteration. In contrast

slower movements which may be regulated during the course of execution by

using perceptual information (e.g. vision) and/or proprioceptive information (e.g
muscle spindles and joint receptors), to modify movements are said to operate
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under 'closed-loop' conditions (Adams, 1971; Adams et. al., 1977; Kelso and

Stelmach, 1976).

Woodworth (1899) recognized that "the path to skill lies in increasing
the accuracy of the initial adjustment so that the later groping need only be

within narrow limits." He made a distinction between the 'initial impulse' which

corresponds to the modern use of 'open-loop' and 'current control' which

involves the use of feedback to ensure the accuracy of movement.

Nevertheless some researchers reject the open-loop/closed-loop
distinction. In Dialogue on Perception and Action (1982), von Hofsten declares

that he does not "believe in ballistic movements. Movements are always

controlled and what you need is continuous information about the environment

to be able to plan your movements and continuous information about your own

movements to be able to control them." Although finding the

open-ioop/closed-loop distinction confusing Lee adds that "actions have to be

programmed and the program has to be continually regulated to allow for

deviations of the activity from its intended course."

1.2.3. Using predictive information to control movement

In his paper on visual 'closed-loop' and 'open-loop' characteristics of

voluntary movements in patients with Parkinson's disease and intention tremor

(1976), Flowers goes some way towards allowing for the flexibility of

programmed acts by noting that "processing ... visual information takes some

minimum time and is done only intermittently, so that the subject operates at

this level in short open-loop periods of 300 - 500 msecs." The latter figure
comes from Welford (1968), whose starting point was Craik's (1947; 1948)
observation that corrections in a tracking task were intermittent. Welford

argues that response to an event is delayed because the observation of

misalignment itself starts a computation during which further input is blocked.

Therefore, making responses occupies the central mechanisms and precludes
their dealing with fresh signals for action and consequently discrete responses

can be issued only at the rate of 2 per second. This figure includes 300 msecs

for observing signals and computing a response based on current visual

information, while making the response occupies a further 200 msecs. Choice
reaction time experiments also demonstrate that the decision 'gate' protects
the whole computation relating signal to response until the latter has begun.
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In adopting Welford's account of the time interval needed to issue new

responses, Flowers is moving towards an operational definition of open-loop

movements. Likewise for ballistic movements, he employs an operational

definition by classifying all movements that occur within 1 reaction time as

ballistic, while those that take more than 1 reaction time are termed

non-ballistic.

In Flowers experiment subjects were required to move a joystick,
which controlled the position of a spot on an oscilliscope, to a circle which
was programmed to jump horizontally leftwards to one of five positions,

returning to the baseline point after an interval of 2-4 seconds. The main

finding was that Parkinsonian subjects rarely made open-loop movements, in

comparison to control subjects, even though their mean reaction time (315

msecs) was significantly longer than control subjects mean reaction time (260

msecs). This effect was particularly strong on those trials where subjects had

to move the spot to the more distant targets; compared to control subjects,

the duration of the Parkinsonian subjects' initial movements to the more distant

targets was relatively longer than the duration of movements to closer targets.
The Parkinsonian subjects also displayed a tendency to undershoot the more

distant targets. "In general", Flowers writes, "Parkinsonian subjects seem to

have to trade-off speed for accuracy in a way normals do not." This was

because after the initial movement, Parkinsonian subjects were able to make

corrective movements and so eventually reach the specified target. The normal

subjects also used an error-correcting closed-loop strategy to adjust the

movement in its final stages, but with minimal practise they soon transferred

to open-loop control, their movements being made within 1 reaction time. In

contrast, "Parkinsonian subjects rarely employ open-loop since almost all

movements they tend to take at least 2 reaction times to complete an action.

To retain control of movement they were forced to move more slowly so that

the ending of an action may be determined separately when the major part of

the required distance has been covered." In an earlier paper Flowers (1975),
wrote that,

"If the parkinsonian impairment consisted of a simple loss
of "feedback", one might expect patients to be worse at the
corrective component of the movement, but they appear to be
relatively normal on this. Their major deficit, in fact, is in the
generation of that kind of movement where sensory feedback is
not involved, and in the generation of movement, not simply in
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the reaction time for it to start."

In unpublished data summarized in Marsden (1982), Day and Marsden

report the results of a visual tracking task with an irregular but repetitive

pattern. In the data presented the normal subject showed an immediate

improvement in performance as soon as he realized that the task was repetitive

and this improvement was associated with a dramatic reduction in tracking lag

down to almost zero. The patient with Parkinsonism could not decrease the

delay between movement of the visual target and his response. Day and

Marsden conclude that, "he could not employ predictive tracking and so did not

improve his performance when he realized that the task was repetitive."

This difficulty in using predictive information was also found by

Bloxham et. al. (1984). They hypothesized, on the basis of Flowers' later

studies (1978a; 1978b), that since Parkinsonian subjects can only control their

movements by feedback, they should not be able to use predictive information

about the type of movement required. To test this hypothesis they used a

choice reaction time paradigm. On some trials a warning signal appeared,

indicating where to move, either 250 msecs or 2000 msecs prior to the signal

to move. The results showed that with no advance information there was little

difference between Parkinsonian and normal subjects. However with advance
information the controls' reaction times were reduced by nearly 100 msecs

after the 250 msecs advanced warning and by over 150 msecs by the 2000
msecs advance warning. In contrast the Parkinsonian group gained little from

the advance information.

Frith et. al. (1986) found that, while Parkinsonian subjects were capable
of acquiring new motor skills in both semi-predictable and unpredictable visual

tracking tasks - as reflected in between session improvement in performance -

they did not display any within session improvements, as did the normal

subjects. The authors interpret this to mean that Parkinsonian subjects do not

learn the temporary associations which characterize the specific features of a

novel motor task and consequently they are more likely to encounter initiation

difficulties when they are required to activate a motor program in novel

circumstances, e.g. when the context in which the movement takes place is

different from the one in which it was originally developed.
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1.2.4. Evidence of motor programming

The hypothesis that the basal ganglia are not involved in the process

of using proprioceptive feedback to control movement is supported by the

previously cited behavioural evidence and also physiological data which
indicates that the basai ganglia receives no direct proprioceptive input.

(Krautheimer, 1979; lansek and Porter, 1980). The behavioural deficits exhibited

by Parkinsonian patients and the anatomical connectivity of the basal ganglia
led Marsden (1982) to suggest that the basal ganglia are involved in the

"planning and execution of programs of movement rather than in closed-loop
on-going corrective action of movement". The notion that some movements

may be programmed and executed without any contribution from peripheral

information sources is supported by observations made by Traub et.al. (1982)
who observed a patient whose arms were completely deafferented from the
elbows as a result of an unexplained sensory peripheral neuropathy. The

patient could select the correct finger to move and he could move it, to one of

three positions at one of three speeds at random. Furthermore he could still

perform these movements with his eyes closed after a little practise. As long
as the load remained constant, programmed actions could be successfully

executed in the total absence of peripheral feedback.
Further evidence of motor programming comes from a study by

Wadman et al. (1979). The task involved subjects making rapid arm

movements to turn a handle to a new position. Normally in movements of this

type there is a characteristic EMG pattern which corresponds to contraction of
the agonist, then relaxation of the agonist followed by contraction of the

antagonist and finally the simultaneous contraction of the agonist and

antagonist so that the limb is anchored into position at the target. In certain
randomized trials of the experiment, the lever was clamped into place at the

starting position so that the limb would not move at all when the subject
exerted force on it. The authors found that the EMG pattern was completely

unaffected, relative to the EMG pattern when the limb was moving in the
normal fashion, during the first 110 msecs. Thereafter there were only very

minor modifications. Schmidt (1987) contends that this experiment is strong

evidence of advance motor programming because the EMG pattern was

manifested even though the limb did not move at all. As the

agonist-antagonist timing relationship was the same in both conditions, it may
be argued that timing information is contained in the motor program, and is
not as Kelso et. al.( 1981) claim an emergent property of movement itself.
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These authors have claimed that, "any relative consistency in biological

patterns is an emergent and distributed property of physical processes", and

would have (presumably) predicted that the rhythmical EMG pattern would

cease when the movement (physical process) was stopped. Salzman and Kelso

(1982) have developed this line of argument with the claim that any attempt to

explain rhythmical actions by motor programs or motor memory commits, "the

first order isomorphism fallacy"; i.e taking the predicates that result from

description of movement and assigning them to a program or memory

structure. In their view, "assigning movement curves and various

kinematic/kinetic dimensions to isomorphic counterparts only confuses the

exemplar hypothesis..."

In other words any evidence of timing in motor programs fails to

conform to the philosophical design being proposed by these authors and must

be rejected on a priori grounds. This theoretical approach to motor control is

nevertheless faced with the difficulty of explaining much empirical evidence

which clearly demonstrates that rhythmical activities such as running and

walking, in species as diverse as cats and cockroaches are genetically built in

as motor programs (Pearson, 1976).

Wilson (1961) favoured this explanation for the fact that a single

electrical stimulus is sufficient to cause a locusts wings to beat rhythmically,

as if it were in flight, when their afferent nerves were severed, while

experiments on rhythmical tapping movements made by human subjects

(reviewed in chapter 2), suggest that responses are generated by an internal

timekeeper.

1.2.5. Psychobiological aspects of rhythm

The importance of rhythm in human life is stressed by Cohen and

Clark (1979):

"Like other forms of life, man flourishes and perishes in
time. His survival demands a twofold synchronization, which is
at once external and internal. External because what goes on
within him must keep in phase with that goes on outside him,
above all with the timekeepers of the solar system....Internal,
because a multitude of his bodily rhythms must proceed in
mutual harmony: most if not all the cells of his body, the basic
'modules' of life, are genetically programmed to act rhythmically,
by a regular alteration of opposed states in keeping with the
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cycles of the rotating earth."

One of the first authors to draw an analogy between people and clocks was

the Spanish renaissance scholar Juan Luis Vives (1497-1590) who wrote, "For a

body is like a clock, if one wheel be amiss, all the rest are discordant." A

century later Descartes developed this analogy; in a letter to the Marquis of
Newcastle in 1646 he wrote, "I know indeed that brutes do many things better

than we do, but I am not surprised at it; for that also goes to prove that they

act by force of nature and by springs, like a clock, which tells better what the
hour is than our judgement can inform us."

So impressed was William James by the cyclical nature of human

actions that he repeatedly employed the metaphor of a wave passing through

the nervous system to encapsulate what he believed to be a universal law

governing the production of movement. In The Principles of Psychology (1890),
details of eye movements, respiration, reflexive responses and actions which

are normally thought to be volitional, are provided to support this conclusion.

As more sophisticated recording techniques became available,

researchers were able to empirically validate, and elaborate on, James' theory.

Bernstein's 'cyclogrametric method' (1967) has been particularly fruitful in

describing the biodynamics of rhythmical actions. His precise experimental

analyses of locomotion led to the creation of a distinctive approach to motor

control in which the interplay of cerebral, somatic and environmental factors

were analysed in order to discover the mechanisms underlying the production

of movement. The generality of Bernstein's discoveries has been affirmed by

Trevarthen (1984) and summarized in a series of laws governing the

'biodynamic structures' that make adaptive movements possible. Of relevance
to the present study is the law which states that, "Well coordinated movements

have a regular, automatic, rhythmic or oscillatory structure in relation to which
events in all moving segments of the body are virtually interdependent."

The basal ganglia may be an important neural correlate of this law, if
Woodsburne's (1967) conclusion that they are "concerned with producing and

controlling automatic and rhythmical movements", is correct.

Most of the literature reviewed here suggests that internal

'metronomes' and 'motor programs' do exist. It would be wrong however to
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think that the neural processes operating in this manner are totally

unresponsive to the medium in which they issue. ("Nature abhors a vacuum" -

Spinoza). The ability to successfully accomplish most actions depends on the

neural process between perceptual recognition and motor action which

Marsden (1982) calls motor planning. While acknowledging that "accurate and
successful motor planning is based on accurate perceptual judgements. The

complete motor plan can be realized only if the executive mechanism

responsible for the initiation and execution of movement are intact."

1.2.6. Summary

The studies reviewed here suggest that Parkinsonian patients have

difficulty in incorporating predictive information into motor plans, particularly
where the plan calls upon predomimantly 'open-loop' control mechanisms. In

contrast, Parkinsonian subjects are able to use 'closed-loop' control strategies.
While this distinction is not accepted by all authors, others have shown that

rhythmical movements often occur in the absence of afferent information,

although under normal circumstances feedback is probably used to monitor the

sensory consequences and outcome of movements. These characteristics of

rhythmical movement, and its hypothesized impairment in Parkinsonism, clearly
merit closer examination.

1.3. The treatment of Parkinson's disease

1.3.1. Drug therapy and surgery

The drugs currently available for the treatment of Parkinsonism act

either by modifying the function of the brain itself in such a way as to

compensate to some degree for the deficiency of brain dopamine or by

replenishing brain dopamine (Anden et.al., 1964; Hornykiewicz, 1973; 1982). The
former group are the anticholinergic drugs which work by blocking the reaction

of acetylcholine. Acetylcholine is the neurotransmitter for many nerve cell

systems and is present in large amounts in the corpus striatum (Butcher and

Butcher, 1974). Unlike dopamine, acetylcholine is not deficient in Parkinsonism.
In fact there appears to be a reciprocal relationship between the two

neurotransmitters such that dopamine acts to restrain the acetylcholine nerve

cells (Barbeau, 1962). Therefore because dopamine is deficient in Parkinsonism,
the acetylcholine nerve celis are released from this restraining influence and
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consequently improperly regulated activities of this neurotransmitter contribute

in some manner to the various symptoms. However the efficacy of

anticholinergic drugs is limited and it is estimated that they can reduce the

symptoms of Parkinsonism by no more than 25% (Duvoison, 1982).

Between the advent of synthetically prepared anticholinergic drugs and

dopaminergic drugs, there was a phase of surgical treatment of Parkinsonism.
In 1939, an American neurosurgeon, Dr. Russel Myers discovered during surgery

on a Parkinsonian patient with a brain tumor, that when he cut through a part

of the corpus striatum, tremor and rigidity on the contralateral side of the body

suddenly diminished. He later found that the best effect could be achieved by

severing a small bundle of nerve fibres called the ansa /enticu/aris which is

situated in the thalamus. However it was found to be difficult to reach this

area without inflicting damage to other brain cells. The operation became

known as a thalactomy and although tremor and rigidity were markedly

alleviated in 70-80% of cases with unilateral Parkinsonism, the risks of side

effects such as the slurring of speech or damage to other parts of the brain,

together with the advent of levodopa therapy, resulted in the end of the

surgical era in the treatment of Parkinsonism (Selby, 1967).

L-Dopa or levodopa (full chemical name L-3,

4-dihydroxyphenylalanine), is the most effective chemical substance currently
available to treat Parkinsonism. Only a very small proportion of the oral dose

of levodopa, probably less that 1 percent ultimately penetrates the brain, where

it is selectively taken up by the dopamine nerve cells of the substantia nigra
and then converted to dopamine. In this manner the brain stores of dopamine

may be partly replenished (Papavasilious et.ai., 1972).

It should be stressed however that levodopa treatment is not a cure

for Parkinsonism. Levodopa therapy does not affect the basic disease process

or bring back those cells that have been destroyed. Rather it helps the

dopamine nerve cells make dopamine more readily and thereby can relieve the

symptoms without correcting the underlying cause.

The introduction of levodopa therapy revolutionized the treatment of

Parkinsonism. As a result of the therapy, life expectancy is now normal

(Marsden, Parkes and Quinn, 1982) and many patients are able to maintain or

resume a normal life style. In general bradykinesia is the most responsive
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symptom to levodopa therapy, although in many patients rigidity is also

completely abolished. Although levodopa sometimes increases tremor at the

start of therapy, continued treatment reduces the tremor more effectively than

any other drug (Yahr et.ai., 1969; Marsden and Parkes, 1976).

In some cases a rapid change from the pre-drug state to the post

drug state may be observed and this has been termed the on-off effect (Fahn,

1974). These patients fluctuate markedly from a state of Parkinsonism to a

state of normal movement and back again several times a day. This tends to

occur with patients who self regulate their dosage schedules depending on

their own subjective feelings. Often they cannot tell whether their symptoms

at any one time are due to overdosage or underdosage. Transition to the 'on'

state often results in the production of various involuntary movements such as

twisting and writhing movements. The neurological term for these movements

is chorea In fact chorea-like movements are not a side effect but rather a

normal effect of levodopa in Parkinsonian patients. Studies have shown that

Parkinsonian patients are more susceptible to the chorea inducing effects of

levodopa than normal patients (Lee et.al., 1978). This may be due to the

disruption of the pathways projecting from the substantia nigra to the caudate

nucleus, the latter being the site of the major pathology of Huntingdon's

chorea, in the basal ganglia. (Bernheimer et.al., 1973). Normally the substantia

nigra exerts an inhibitory influence on the caudate nucleus and therefore the

sudden availability of dopamine may result in overinhibition, causing the

problem of choreic movement. However the fact that Parkinsonian patients are

more susceptible to the chorea-inducing effects of levodopa than normal

subjects suggests that some other factor is involved. It may be that the brain

compensates for the decreased capacity to store dopamine by increasing its

sensitivity to the action of dopamine (Lee et.al., 1978). When dopamine

becomes available these hypersensitive brain cells might respond in an

exaggerated manner. It has also been suggested that other nerve cells which
do not normally process dopamine can assume this function (Hornykiewicz,

1979). In converting levodopa to dopamine, they may release it inappropriately
at the wrong time in response to wrong signals and deliver it to unusual

places. Whatever causes involuntary movements, they do not diminish with
continued therapy and patients do not develop a tolerance to this aspect of

levodopa therapy.

In spite of this ana other drawbacks, levodopa therapy remains the
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most effective treatment of Parkinsonism and when the dose and timing are

suited to individual requirements a great deal of improvement can be expected.
Both levodopa and the anticholinergic drugs act on the Parkinsonian state as a

whole, but numerous other drugs may be prescribed for other symptoms that
are not specific to Parkinsonism such as insomnia and anxiety. However it
would be inappropriate to describe these drugs in the context of this thesis, as

they have no direct bearing on the relief of motor dysfunction. At present, the

drug treatment of Parkinsonism is evolving and new drugs are continually being
tested and some like bromocriptine and depryni have already proved to be
effective in treating motor dysfunction in Parkinsonism, although both drugs
have serious side effects which may prevent them from becoming as

widespread as levodopa (Calne et.al., 1978; Lieberman et. al., 1976; Schacter
et.al., 1980; Eisler et.al., 1981).

1.3.2. Exercise, Physiotherapy and Sensory Reinforcement

Although Park¬

insonian patients are not paralysed and their muscle strength is usually
quite normal they tend to withdraw from their usual activities and many

retire to a sedentary existence if a conscious effort is not made to continue
normal activities. This feature of Parkinsonism may be an expression primarily
of bradykinesia although depression may be a contributing factor in many

cases (Mindham, 1970; Mayeux et.al., 1981). While no amount of physical
activity or exercise can alter the basic disease process in the nervous system,
a patient who remains physically fit is better able to cope with the symptoms

of Parkinsonism. In view of this perhaps obvious truism, many doctors stress
the importance of maintaining normal posture, balance and muscle tone
because in the absence of appropriate movement, muscles stiffen and joints
become immobile and painful. It is difficult to recommend any specific set of
exercises; in Duvoisin's view, "exercise has a definite place in the management

of Parkinson's disease at every stage in its evolution. The choice of type of

activity is a highly individual matter to be decided in consultation with the

treating physician."

This being the case, one might expect physiotherapy to feature

prominently in the treatment of Parkinsonism. A survey of 260 patients
conducted by the Parkinson's disease society (Gibberd et.al., 1985) revealed that
treatment was almost exclusively by drug therapy although 17 percent were
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receiving physiotherapy and 13 percent occupational therapy. While

physiotherapy and to a lesser extent occupational therapy are used to treat a

significant proportion of Parkinsonian patients, until recently there has been

very little evidence to support the efficacy of these methods.

In a study carried out by Gibberd et. al. (1981), 17 Parkinsonian

patients were included in a controlled cross-over trial of physiotherapy and

occupational therapy. In ail cases medication was stable and no patient had

received these types of therapy before. Speech, gait posture and balance,

tremor and rigidity in the most affected arm were assessed and graded. In
addition objective timings were made of the patients performing several

activities: 1) The time taken to rise from a seat, walk 6 metres, turn round and

walk back to the seat. 2) The time taken to insert a set of six pegs into a peg

board. 3) The time taken to insert a sheet of cardboard into an envelope. Also

recorded was the number of times the patient could open and clench his fist in

ten seconds.

into a group to receive active therapy and a group to receive inactive therapy.

Immediately after the courses the patient was reassessed by the doctor, who

was unaware of which treatment individual patients had received. The patients

then proceeded to cross over and receive the opposite type of therapy. (See

figure 1.2).

After the initial assessment period, patients were randomly divided

ASSESSMENT BY DOCTOR

6 Patients 11 Patients

^1
( 6 + 4 ) ( 11 + 2 )

2 Patients ( 11 + 2 )

Figure 1.2 Design used to assess the efficacy of physiotherapy in
Parkinsonism. [Adapted from Gibberd et. al. (1981)]
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Active physiotherapy involved using Proprioceptive Neuromuscular Facilitation

and Conductive therapy. These methods were used to improve rotation,

balance, walking and increasing the range of movement where rigidity was a

problem. Active occupational therapy was aimed at improving personal

independence and functional activities such as eating, cooking and dressing.

Inactive therapy consisted of infra-red radiation to the thorax and diversional

activities such as table games and crafts.

The results of the study, as measured by comparing assessments

made before therapy with those obtained immediately after treatment, revealed

no significant differences (or even trends) on any of the nine assessment tasks.

The authors conclude that, "remedial therapy in a hospital out-patient

department is not useful in the treatment of Parkinson's disease despite its

widespread usage." Furthermore they were doubtful if any other form of

therapy or assessment would have demonstrated any improvement because

both therapy and assessments involved tests of walking and manual dexterity,

both of which are very important everyday problems encountered by

Parkinsonian subjects.

Franklyn et.al. (1981) point out that assessment of physiotherapy in

Parkinsonism is hampered by: 1) the extraordinary variability of performance,

depending largely on the drug cycle and 2) impairment of concentration for

long periods of time. In their study, physiotherapy consisted of breaking up

patterns of movement which patients found difficult, into component elements.

Patients then practised the elements they found difficult and then tried to

integrate them into the complete movement. 21 patients took part in the study

and assessments were made in 4 ways: 1) Subjective assessment of everyday

activities, i.e. turning in bed, walking etc., and was scored on a six point scale.

2) Objective assessment which included timing of activities such as writing and

walking. 3) Video recordings of everyday activities. 4) Independent assessment

by a doctor using the Northwestern University Disability Scales (NUDS).

Although ten patients showed a modest improvement on varying

parameters at the end of treatment, only seven retained any improvement five
weeks later. Furthermore patients' subjective ratings of their performance at

home, often failed to correspond to any improved abilities in hospital, e.g.
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some patients walked normally in hospital but continued to festinate at home.

As these studies are seemingly the only controlled tests of

physiotherapy with Parkinsonian patients, it must be concluded at this stage

that conventional physiotherapy does little to alleviate the symptoms of motor

dysfunction associated with the disease.

One method which has been more successful is the technique of

'sensory reinforcement'. Purdon Martin (1967) pioneered the use of this

technique which is based on the hypothesis that the mechanisms which

underlie the execution of normal movements can be strengthened by actively

using visual and tactile information to control movement. Martin therefore

provided structured perceptual information to help patients compensate for the

loss of movement fluency. For example, lines placed at regular intervals along

the floor facilitate the initiation and maintenance of a fluent rhythmical stride.

By consistently addressing visual cues to the sense of body position, patients

are enabled to reinforce their actions, and perhaps strengthen the faulty

processes underlying movement control. That this is an idiosyncratic technique

is made clear by Sacks (1973). In his book Awakenings he reports the case of

a postenchephalitic 1 Parkinsonian patient who was able to restore fluent

movement by listening to music, but "she was only moved by music which

moved her. The movement was simultaneously emotion and motoric and

essentially autonomous." On the basis of this and other observations, Sacks

expresses the view that post-encephalitic Parkinsonian patients

"show how the physiological and existential go together. At
the highest level there must be a constancy of cerebral rhythms.
Both L-dopa and music by calling forth a steady and more

'Postenchephalitic Parkinsonism came into existence as a result of an epidemic that started in
Vienna in 1916 and spread throughout the world until 1926 when it disappeared as mysteriously
as it had arrived (von Economo, 1931). A few sporadic cases were seen during the 1930's and the
early 1940's, but none since then. Up to 50% of patients died during the acute or initial stages of
the illness. A few patients displayed the hallmarks of schizophrenia, including hallucinations and
obsessional ideas but the majority - over 80% - developed an unusual kind of Parkinsonism
(Duvoison et.al., 1965). The symptoms included tremor, rigidity and bradykinesia but the illness
was atypical in many respects including the phenomenon known as an 'oculogyric crisis' where
the eyes are forcibly and uncontrollably deviated upwards or to one side often for several hours.
These crises were sometimes accompanied by extreme fear and confusion. Between 1920 and
1940, postenchephalitic Parkinsonian patients were by far the most common type of Parkinsonian
patients seen by doctors (Dimsdale, 1946). The virus which was assumed to be responsible for
postenchephalitic Parkinsonism was never identified (Neal, 1942).
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rhythmic unity of the brain, give back to the patient the
possibility of freedom".

When Luria (1932) speaks of the necessity of "devising algorithms of

behaviour" and "restoring the natural kinetic melody", it is important to

recognize that each patient has a distinctive style which requires the

development of individually tailored "behavioural prostheses". Duvoison (1982)

reports the case of a patient who had nails placed in the heels of her shoes.

She found that this made her conscious of the rhythm of her walking and

prevented episodes of festination which had been troubling her gait. Many

patients have developed similar tricks to help restore disturbed motor patterns.

Perhaps the passivity and decline in activity, observed in many cases could be

counteracted by enabling Parkinsonian patients to use sensory reinforcement
and thereby get involved in their own treatment.

1.4. Design Philosophy

Many researchers have noted that movements made by Parkinsonian

subjects are considerably more variable than those made by normal subjects.

Clearly a programme of research, the aim of which is to investigate some of
the characteristics of movement in Parkinsonism, must take account of this

factor and incorporate it into an appropriate experimental strategy.

Furthermore Marsden states that "most of the psychological literature on

Parkinsonism is contaminated by the failure to realize that there are many

stages of the illness. Blind aggregation of patients inevitably has led to

detection of a multitude of defects....in a proportion of patients."

The validity of the idiographic approach is strongly supported by three

prominent researchers, J. Cooke and S. Brown in the field of motor control and
B.F. Skinner, the founder of operant behaviourism. In the following quotes they

highlight some of the problems associated with the collection of large amounts

of data and propose solutions they believe to be appropriate.

"Averaging data is, basically, a statistical tool and there is
currently a strong thrust towards only treating or trusting
averaged data. However, averaging carries its own problems..We
averaged our records about the start of movement (recognizing
that the definition of movement onset is fraught with difficulties).
The result of this was that one obtained a reasonable average of
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the movement but not of the associated EMG's. Because of the
inherent temporal variation in the EMG relative to movement
onset, any fine structure in the EMG will tend to be
obscured....Our move towards inspection of records of individual
movements arose from the growing conviction that every
movement made by a subject is valid. That is, there is
information about the nervous system contained in each
movement. An extension of this view was that approaching the
analysis of movement through averaging could well be
hampering our efforts at understanding movement generation
and control at the level of each movement made by a subject"

Cooke and Brown, 1985

"(Operant Research) is usually single-organism research.
Any other experimental method is often impossible. When an
experiment on one pigeon runs to thousands of hours, it cannot
be repeated on even a modest group...at least if one wants to get
on with other matters. Fortunately a statistical program is
unnecessary. Most of what we know about the effects of
complex schedules of reinforcement has been learned in a series
of discoveries no one of which could have been proved to the
satisfaction of a student in statistics 'Av. Moreover, a statistical
approach is just wrong The curves we get cannot be average or
otherwise smoothed without destroying properties which we
know to be of first importance. These points are hard to make.
The seasoned experimenter can shrug off the protests of
statisticians, but the young psychologist should be prepared to
feel guilty, or at least stripped of the prestige conferred upon
him by statistical practices, in embarking upon research of this
sort."

Skinner, 1958

The Selspot movement monitoring system which was used to obtain movement

data for the experiments reported here can rapidly collect a large amount of
data for each subject, which can then by analysed, on a PDP 11 computer,

using programs developed by David Young. As will become clear 'averaging'

the data would result in the distortion, if not the destruction, of the inherent

variability not only between subjects, but in many cases within subjects.

For these reasons, a predominantly case study approach, concentrating
on a small group of Parkinsonian subjects with fairly mild and predominantly

unilateral symptoms was employed. While the collection of data was not time

consuming, the analysis of data was - and to some extent evolved together

with the theoretical structure of the thesis. During the initial experimental
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period, it seemed prudent to collect relatively small amounts of Selspot data,

and analyse these fully, before progressing to more ambitious designs. In the

event, it took several months to fully analyse even one subjects' data from one

experiment. Thereafter, the idea of collecting data from a large group of

subjects was not considered feasible.

It may still be felt that idiographic analysis is no substitute for using

large subject groups; it may be objected that the conclusions reached are not

applicable to other Parkinsonian patients. These objections, I concede, may be

valid; hopefully, the considerations outlined in this section, together with the

detailed analysis of individual subject's data attenuate the strength of these

objects. In the following chapters I have therefore taken a leaf from James

Parkinson's own book - his conclusions, it will be remembered were based on

6 case studies - and tried to elucidate some general principles of motor

control in the domain of Parkinson's disease.

1.5. Aim of this Thesis

The adoption of the experimental philosophy outlined in the previous

section is crucial to understanding the aim of this thesis. Rather than treating

Parkinsonian patients as a group, for comparison with normal subjects, each

subject's movements are analysed in detail and where certain common

elements emerge, the results are discussed within the context of general

models of motor control, with the caveat that idiosyncratic features of each

individual's data are not neglected but treated as an integral component of that

subject's style of movement control.

At the present time a number of fundamental issues are facing
researchers in the field of human movement science. Perhaps the most

important debate concerns the role of cognition in motor acts. The literature
reviewed in section 1.2 indicates that both normal and Parkinsonian subjects

actively employ information in the planning and execution of movements. No
comment was made there on the extent to which these processes involved

'symbolic representations' of subjects' movements and/or environments and it
is not intended to pursue this issue in the present work. However experiments
in movement control invariably involve consideration of such factors as

attention, planning, memory etc. - without explicit reference to possible
'non-motor' components of these factors - and this convention is followed

hereafter in this thesis.
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Another issue which has attracted much discussion is the role of

motor programming in certain types of movement and, related to this, the

temporal organization of hypothesized motor programs. Most researchers

agree that, while in the long term the control process for the production of

rhythmical movement must be sensitive to changes in the environment, in the
short term these activities are initiated and controlled by a central motor

program.

Patients in the early stages of Parkinsonism are particularly suitable

subjects for experiments designed to explore these aspects of movement for

two reasons. Firstly, actions involving repetition and bilateral coordination in

highly practised tasks (e.g. writing, fastening buttons etc.), are affected at an

early stage of the illness. Secondly, the early pathology of Parkinsonism is

confined to the basal ganglia and therefore it may be stated with a high degree
of certainty that impairment of such actions is caused by basal ganglia

dysfunction. This may not be the case in later stages of the disease when
other parts of the brain (e.g. the frontal lobes) may be pathologically affected

and hence contributary factors in observed motor deficits.

The experiments reported in chapters 2-5 attempt to pinpoint the

sources of information used by Parkinsonian subjects to organize and control
rhythmical movements and establish the precise nature of bilateral coordination

during repetitive tapping and reaching to targets at the same and different

distances. By analysing kinematic data (e.g. position and velocity) as well as

discrete measures (e.g. reaction time and movement time), it is hoped to

highlight features of Parkinsonian motor dysfunction which have not previously
received detailed analysis.
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CHAPTER 2

CONTROL AND COORDINATION OF RHYTHMICAL FINGER

MOVEMENTS IN PARKINSONISM

2.1. Introduction

Previous studies with normal subjects have shown tapping to be a

sensitive index of motor performance and a ideal task for assessing the relative
contribution of central and peripheral factors to sequences of rhythmical finger

movements (Michon, 1967; Summers, 1975; Wing, 1977; Wing, 1980; Vorberg

and Hambuch, 1984). For these reasons finger tapping was chosen as suitable

experimental task for highlighting some previously uninvestigated aspects of

rhythmical movement production in Parkinsonian patients.

Given that Parkinsonian tremor is also a rhythmical motor activity, the

first question to be asked is: What type of movement will be produced when a

tremoring Parkinsonian subject attempts to produce a series of rhythmical taps?

In order to formulate this question in more precise terms it is necessary to

first of all summarize what is known about the processes responsible for

tapping and tremor.

Models of tapping and Parkinsonian tremor

The main premise of the studies cited above is that the timing of

tapping responses is controlled by an internal timekeeper or, when subjects are

asked to group responses, a hierarchy of timekeepers. A timekeeper is

analagous to a metronome with the important difference that the former may

be sensitive to changes in feedback, whereas the latter will continue to

oscillate at a pre-set frequency - unless it is physically stopped. Wing (1977),
for example, found that when delayed auditory feedback (DAF), given to

subjects through a pair of headphones, was perturbed by a small amount

(10-50 msecs) for one tap during a sequence of taps, the adjustment made

suggested that subjects were using auditory feedback to monitor the inter-tap

response intervals. A strictly closed-loop model in which feedback acts as a

trigger for successive responses would predict that delaying feedback from the

response should delay the initiation of the next response. The results did not

support this model; rather the delay in the response following the perturbation
in DAF was smaller than expected and in some conditions, subsequent
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responses were also affected. In view of these and other findings, current

models of repetitive tapping now recognize that feedback is not used directly

to alter a particular response, but rather to adjust the internal timekeeper which

generates the sequence of responses (von Galen and Wing, 1984).

The role of feedback during tapping has been extensively analysed by

Chase et. al. (1961). In their experiment, subjects were asked to tap to a

metronome oscillating at 3 Hz under two groups of conditions. In the first

group there were five types of decreased feedback; auditory (masking noise

through headphones), visual ( tapping hand screened from view), tactile (digital
nerve block of 'tapping finger), proprioceptive (vibrators applied to forearm) and

a combination of all of these. The results obtained under these conditions

showed that with decreased auditory feedback, decreased proprioceptive

feedback and with decreased combination feedback, tapping was too slow and

amplitude too large, relative to a control condition with normal feedback. In the

second group, all sources of feedback were (with the exception of

proprioception) delayed. No adjustments to rate or amplitude were made in

any of these conditions.

These results are consistent with the timekeeper model described

above. Firstly, the changes in behaviour induced by decreased feedback were

not restricted to particular responses, but were observed over the entire

sequence of taps in these conditions, which suggests that rate (and perhaps

indirectly amplitude) was controlled by an internal timekeeper. These changes

may have been made to increase the amount of feedback from other

undisturbed channels or they may have been a consequence of attempting to

control movement with reduced information. The effect of these changes,

whatever the underlying cause, would be to permit the timekeeper greater

flexibility for the monitoring of the tapping sequence. Secondly, the conflicting
sources of delayed feedback did not prevent subjects from tapping at the

specified rate and amplitude. Presumably the timekeeper was able to ignore

conflicting sources of feedback when they were reliably linked in time to the

sequence of motor activity.

If a normal subject's timekeeper can maintain rhythmical motor output

when feedback is decreased or delayed, will a Parkinsonian subject also be able

to accommodate the effects of tremor during tapping in a similar way, or will

the two processes interact in some other way? One factor which could be
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relevant to this question is that the literature pertaining to the process

responsible for tremor contains the same distinction between central and

peripheral sources of control as was seen in the tapping literature.

On the one hand, a pathological correlate of Parkinsonian tremor has

been traced to neurons in the ventrolateral nucleus (VLN) of the thalamus that
fire repetitively at the same frequency as the tremor (Alberts, 1972), supporting

the hypothesis that tremor is driven by a central nervous system oscillator (Lee
and Stein, 1981). On the other hand tremor may be due to oscillations in

peripheral feedback loops brought about by delays in sensory feedback as

Dinnerstein et. al.'s (1962) suggested. In tasks requiring visuo-motor

coordination, delaying visual feedback can result in vaccilation and repetition.

Analagously, proprioceptive delay might disrupt motor tasks, as the limb on

reaching it's correct destination would be too late in signalling proprioceptive

impulses and the consequent sequence of new delayed impulses would

produce oscillatory movement.

The delayed feedback hypothesis does not however account for the

fact that during the execution of voluntary rhythmical movements, tremor often
decreases (Cohen, 1970). A possible explanation of the phenomenon is that

higher brain centres inhibit noisy input received from the spinal cord (Alberts,

1972). Another, not necessarily antithetical, explanation is that the timekeeper

which governed the production of rhythmical flexion and extension wrist

movements in Cohen's experiment was, like the timekeeper in the tapping

experiments described above, able to ignore discordant patterns of feedback.

While it is possible that the delayed feedback mechanism plays a

subsidary role in the production of Parkinsonian tremor, the weight of evidence

suggests that a pathological oscillator (or group of oscillators) in the VLN of
the thalamus is the main cause of Parkinsonian tremor.

The effect of information on tapping and tremor

The degree of intrusion of tremor into tapping movements will be

determined primarily by the relative strength of the underlying generative of

tapping and tremor. Another factor which may affect the character of motor

output is the type of information made available to the subjects. Previous

experiments, described above, have shown that tapping can be influenced by

feedback, to the extent that changes in behaviour permit the timekeeper to
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monitor tapping more efficiently. Although it is well known that factors such

as stress can cause the amplitude of Parkinsonian and physiological tremor to

increase, there does not appear to have been any systematic study of the

effect of perceptual information on tremor in the literature.

In the experiments reported here, the effect of visual information on

tremor in the resting state and during maintenance of posture will be

examined. The effect of visual and auditory information on tapping and the

relative role of tremor during tapping will also be assessed.

Bilateral coordination

A final question, which may be asked here, concerns the effect of

tremor on bilateral rhythmical tapping. As tremor was largely confined to the

left arm of the Parkinsonian subjects tested, its effect on contralateral tapping
will be a factor of great importance in delineating the processes underlying the

production of rhythmical movements. It has been suggested by Cohen (1970)
that Parkinsonian tremor is analagous to passive movement, in that neither

activity produces re-afferent signals and therefore unilateral tremor should not

disrupt contralateral activity because it produces no reafferent signals to

compete with those generated by voluntary movement.

On the other hand, if bilateral tapping is controlled by a single process

which specifies a parameter (or parameters) invariantly across limbs, then the

sequence of taps may depend on the relationship between the neural

timekeepers which are responsible for the production of tapping and tremor.

Peters (1977) found that concurrent performance of two rhythmical movements,

which were not synchronous or harmonically related, by two different parts of
the motor system (e.g. left and right arms) was only successful if the rhythms

were "integrated in such a manner that the two rhythms produce predictable

and interlocking patterns of stresses and pauses", if tremor introduces an

unpredictable element into the tapping produced by the affected limb, then

contralateral tapping may also be affected by this restriction on the occurrence

of rhythmical bilateral motor activities.

Questions

The foregoing leads to the following four questions which were

addressed by the experiments to be reported.
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1) What effect (if any) does tremor have on rhythmical finger tapping
in Parkinsonism?

2) How is tapping performance affected when more perceptual
information is made available to Parkinsonian subjects?

3) Is Parkinsonian tremor affected by perceptual information?

4) What effect (if any) does unilateral tremor have on contralateral

tapping when both fingers are tapping together?

2.2. Method

2.2.1. Subjects

Three patients with idiopathic Parkinson's disease took part in the

study (see Table 2.1). All three patients had symptoms primarily confined to

their left arm, although the only criterion for participation was that symptoms

should not be so severe as to prevent a level of motor functioning enabling the

patient to complete the task. All patients were right handed. Subjects taking
medication (A and B) refrained from doing so on the morning prior to

experimentation which took place in the early afternoon.

Table 2.1 Profile of Parkinsonian subjects.

SUBJECT SEX AGE DURATION DRUGS SYMPTOMS

A M 72 9 Years Sinimet Moderate tremor

Mild bradykinesia
B F 59 2 Years Sinimet Mild tremor

Moderate bradykinesia
C F 66 3 Years Nil Mild tremor

No bradykinesia

2.2.2. Apparatus

Two 2 cm square brass plates, 20 cm apart, centred on a table 70cm

high. The plates were positioned so that subjects could tap on them with their
index fingers with their hand(s) resting comfortably on the table. A Selspot
movement monitoring system was used to record finger movement. The
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Selspot camera, fitted with a Nikon 55 mm f3 micro lens and mounted on a

tripod, was positioned 25 cm from the designated tapping area, so that its

optical axis was pointing horizontally, perpendicular to subjects' fronto-parallel

plane and passing through a point midway between the left and right hands
when they were resting on the table. The camera picked up the position

coordinates of the images of light emitting diodes (leds) which were firmly
attached to the ventral side of the index fingertip of each hand. The position

coordinates signals were digitally processed and outputted to a PDP-11

computer for analysis. The whole recording process was controlled from a

BBC microcomputer.

2.2.3. Task and Procedure

A: Tapping experiments

Subjects were seated at the table with both index fingers over the

brass plates. The task was to tap the plate at a regular rate with the proximal

interphalangeal joint of one or both index fingers, although it was not

considered important for the analysis if subjects occasionally tapped from the

metacarpophalangeal joint instead.

For subjects A and B, there were two possible levels of visual

information (eyes-open/eyes-closed) and two levels of auditory information

(metronome-on/metronome-off) at each frequency (Subject A: 1.09 Hz; 2.14 Hz,

Subject B; 2.2 Hz; 4.2 Hz), giving rise to 24 experimental conditions. For subject

C, there were 36 experimental conditions, as 3 metronome frequencies were

used (Subject C: 1.85 Hz; 2.95 Hz, 3.75 Hz). A single trial was performed in

each condition; i.e. 24 trials for subjects A and B and 36 for subject C. The

task was explained and demonstrated to each subject who then performed 6

practice trials to make sure (s)he understood what was required. The

experimenter controlled the data recording from a BBC microcomputer and

verbally issued instructions to the subject. Firstly the subject was told under
which condition to tap, e.g. " eyes open, both fingers, 2 Hz whereupon the

metronome was started at the specified frequency. After 4 sees the command

"go" was given and the subject attempted to tap in synchrony with the
metronome. After 8 sees tapping the metronome was switched off and the

subject had to try to continue tapping at the same rate for a further 8 sees.
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There was a brief interval between conditions.

A within-subjects related design was used for all 24 or 36

experimental conditions whose order was randomized. In addition subjects were

asked to tap at their own preferred rate for 12 seconds with each finger

separately and with fingers concurrently. The 'free response' tapping tasks
were performed with eyes open and closed. If for any reason a subject or the

experimenter was dissatisfied with a trial (e.g. loss of concentration or an led

going out of sight), it was repeated. Each subject was tested separately.

B: Resting tremor and finger alignment

Resting tremor in the left index finger was recorded when the

subject's arms and hands were resting on the table and the subject's left index

finger was situated on or close to the tapping plate. A finger alignment test

was used to measure finger position while the subject maintained a posture.

This involved aligning left and right index fingers in the subject's fronto-parallel

plane without the subject's arms or hands resting on the table. The subject's

fingers were positioned 20 cm above the tapping targets and the camera was

raised by 20 cm, to centre the fingers in the field of view. The subject's

fingers were the same distance from the focal plane of the camera when

maintaining posture as when resting on the table. Thus the amplitude of

movement in both states is directly comparable. Measures of resting tremor

and finger alignment were taken in two 12 second trials; the first when the

subject's eyes were open and the second when subject's eyes were closed.

2.2.4. Analysis of Performance

The vertical position coordinate of each finger led was sampled every

6.4 msecs for 16 sees during each test and the resulting time series were

smoothed by a moving Gaussian profile filter spanning five data points. The

time series were then analysed using a set of time series programs on the

PDP11 computer. Positional data were transformed by Fourier analysis into

component sinusoidal frequencies with their associated powers.

The Fourier breakdown of tapping normally revealed 1 dominant

frequency with associated harmonic(s) and in many trials there was also a

frequency present corresponding to the resting tremor frequency. Occasionally

'"The problems encountered in setting a criterion to unequivocally distinguish pathological tremor
from voluntary tapping prevented the data from being analysed in accordance with Wing's (1980)
two stage timing model. [See the footnote on page 133 for a detailed explanation of the model ]
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other frequencies not obviously related to the dominant tapping frequency or

the resting tremor frequency were observed. When these frequencies were

clearly discriminable, by visual inspection, from the background of other

frequencies which were present, they are presented in the results section,

together with the dominant/harmonic(s) and tremor frequencies. This also

applies to the Fourier analysis of resting tremor, finger alignment position and

left/right index finger tremor during contralateral tapping. Most cases of the
latter revealed one dominant frequency of very low power in comparison to the

contralateral tapping frequency. Occasionally two frequencies were clearly
discernible from, and of much greater power than, the background frequencies.

Where this is the case, both frequencies are presented. In the results section

the term 'power' is used to refer to the magnitude of tapping and tremor and

is calculated by squaring the amplitude of each component sine wave
i

(representing each component frequency).

2.3. Results

As the phenomena under investigation were found to be variable

between subjects it is more instructive to present the results in the form of
case studies, particularly in view of the well known idiosyncratic nature of

symptoms which appear in Parkinsonism. Therefore this section details results

for individual subjects, rather than describing the three patients as a

homogeneous group.

It should be noted that the Parkinsonian subjects were able to serve

as their own controls by virtue of the fact that, in all cases, single index finger

tapping with the unaffected right finger was indistinguishable from single index

finger tapping performed by normal subjects, in pilot studies. Furthermore, as

normal subjects were also able to tap very accurately with respect to

metronome frequency, in the bilateral conditions, it was not thought necessary

to compare their results to those obtained from Parkinsonian subjects which
were qualitatively different due to the influence of tremor and other factors.

'The scaling of the y-position coordinates on the y-axis of the graphs in the results section is in

arbitrary 'Selspot' units which are defined by the position of the camera lens relative to the
position of the leds on the subjects' fingers As the y-position data was accessible in this form,
these units are used on all the y-position graphs in this chapter However, as the distance
between the camera lens and the subjects' fingers was constant across conditions, the arbitrary
units used are the same in real terms on all the graphs in this chapter and may be converted into
millimetres according to the following rule. 1 arb. unit = 2.5mm, 100 arb units = 250 mm etc
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2.3.1. Subject A

The frequency and power of tremor

The Fourier analysis of subject A's left index finger resting tremor,

presented in table 2.2, shows that tremor power more than doubled when the

subject's eyes were closed. The tremor frequency of 3.96 Hz was within the

normal Parkinsonian range, and was also observed in the left index finger's

Fourier transform during the alignment test (see table 2.2 and figure 2.1). The

power of tremor during this task was considerably higher than that of the

resting tremor, although this may have been a consequence of the many more

degrees of freedom available in the alignment task than in the resting state, i.e.

the limb may move more freely and in more directions when it is not resting

against a surface and is therefore less constrained. Power was only marginally

greater, during this task, when the subject's eyes were closed

When the right finger was tapping alone, the power of concurrent left

index finger movement was very much reduced and the pathological resting

tremor disappeared (table 2.3: upper panel) The left finger apparently took on

the frequency of the tapping right finger (see graph E in figure 2.2), but this

may have been due to mechanical resonance, across the table or across the

subject's body, emanating from the right side of the body, rather than being a

feature of bilateral timing. 1

'One other possibility is that the 'movement' is nothing more than noise produced by the Selspot
system. If this were the case, then the frequency of the noise would reflect the Selspot system's
sampling rate [313 Hz] or the frequency of its electrical supply [50 Hz] . This explanation may
however be rejected because the tremor frequency or frequencies were always the same as the
frequency or frequencies of contralateral tapping.
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Table 2.2 Fourier analysis of the vertical component of left index
finger movement when resting and in the finger alignment test.
Subject A.

resting
tremor

EYES OPEN

hz

3.96

power

1.5

EYES CLOSED

hz

3.96

power

3.5

finger
alignment

3.96 7.3 3.96 7.9

resting tremor of tremor of left index finger

Figure 2.1 The frequency of tremor remained constant at
3.96 Hz during the finger alignment test. The same

frequency was observed in the resting state with lower
amplitude. Both graphs were taken from conditions
where the subject's eyes were open. Subject A.
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Table 2.3 Fourier analysis of single
and contralateral tremor.

index finger tapping
Subject A.

Metronome on

LeftRight
Tapping

hz power

1-OP 1.07
2.14

26

12

Tremor

hz power

1.07 0.6

Metronome off

Right Left
Tapping Tremor

hz power hz power

1.03 31 1.03 0.4

2.06 29

1-CL 1.07
2.14

29

14

1.07 0.3 0.92 29 0.92 0.5
1.83 12

2-OP 2.13

4.27

38

14

2 .13 0.2 2 .13 38 2.13 0 .5

4.27 14

2-CL 2.24

4.48

24

14

2.24 0.4 2.13 39 2.13 0.7

4.12 13

Metronome on

RightLeft

Tapping

hz power

1-OP 1.22

2.44

20

5

Tremor

hz power

1.22 0.7

Metronome off
Left Right
Tapping Tremor

hz power hz power

1.22 5

3.96 6 3.96 0.3

1-CL 1.22
3.96

1.22 0.5 1.22 3

3.96 7 3.96 0.8

2-OP 2.0

3.96

11

3

2.0
3.96

0.4

0.3

3.66 5 3.66 0.4
7.32

2-CL 2.1

3.96
4.2

7

4

13

2.1

3.96

0.3

0.5

1.52 7

3.96 6 3.96 0.5

1 - metronome on at 1.09 hz 2 - metronome on at 2.14 hz
OP - Eyes open CL - Eyes closed
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LEFT AND RIGHT INDEX FINGERS TAPPING TOGETHER

SINGLE INDEX FINGER TAPPING
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Figure 2.2 Records of both index fingers tapping and
single index finger tapping with concurrent tremor in
the contralateral index finger. Eyes open with the
metronome on at 2 Hz. Subject A.
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The lower panel of table 2.3 shows that in all conditions the frequency

of right index finger movement was the same as the frequency (or a

component frequency) of left index finger tapping. This was observed, when
the left index finger was tapping with the metronome on, especially at the
lower (1 Hz) frequency. At the faster frequency, the tremor frequency coexisted
with the tapping frequency and in the condition where the metronome was

switched off, the right index finger tremored at the frequency of the

pathological tremor (See graph D in figure 2.2). Again, the very low power of

right index finger tremor hinders speculation concerning the underlying cause

in view of the possible alternative explanations cited earlier.

Unilateral and bilateral finger tapping

The pathological resting tremor frequency (3.96 Hz) was observed, to

varying degrees, in the Fourier transforms of all but one of the conditions

where the left index finger was tapping separately, although in most conditions

a frequency corresponding to the metronome frequency was also present (table
2.3: lower panel). In contrast, the right index finger was unaffected by tremor

when tapping separately. Fourier analysis of unilateral right index finger

tapping shows that the subject was able to tap at the specified frequency and

the power of right index finger tapping was generally 2-3 times greater than

comparable left index finger tapping (table 2.3). This discrepancy in power was

also observed in the conditions of bilateral tapping. However Fourier analysis

revealed that, although in all conditions both index fingers tapped at the same

frequency (1.5 - 1,7 Hz), the bilateral tapping frequency was never that specified

by the metronome ( see table 2.4 and graphs A and B in figure 2.2).
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Table 2.4 Fourier analysis of bilateral index finger tapping.
Subject A.

Metronome on Metronome off
Left Right Left Right
Tapping Tapping Tapping Tapping

hz power hz power hz power hz power

1 o 1.7 19 1.7 35 1.7 18 1.7 39
4.2 8 2.8 15 3.0 5 3.0 16

5.8 4 4.2 9 4.5 4 4.5 5

1-CL 1.5 10 1.5 32 1.5 6 1.5 29

2.5 4 3.0 12 2.5 3 2.7 9

4.0 5 4.5 7 4.0 7 4.2 4

2-OP 1.5 3 1.5 26 1.5 4 1.5 32

2.5 3 3.0 9 3.6 6 3.0 11

4.0 2 4.5 6 7.2 3 4.5 8

2-CL 1.7 12 1.7 19 - - 1.5 27

4.2 5 3.4 9 4.0 4 3.0 9

8.0

OP - Eyes open
1 - 1.09 Hz

CL - Eyes closed
2 - 2.14 Hz

Table 2.5 Fourier analysis of bilateral free-response tapping.
Subject A.

Left

Tapping
Right
Tapping

OP

hz

1.7
4.2

power

3

4

OP

hz

1.6
3.2

power

23

7

CL 1.5

4.2

CL 1.5

3.0

23

9

A clue to the wrong frequency, at which both fingers tap, may lie in

the experiment where the subject was asked to tap at his preferred frequency.
Under these conditions, the frequencies observed when both fingers were

tapping (table 2.5) were very close to those observed in the the bilateral

conditions of the main experiment (table 2.4), which perhaps suggests that the

subject was unable to perform two tasks simultaneously. By focusing attention
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on the left finger, coordination may be controlled by an automatic or natural

timing mechanism which makes no demands on the subject's limited

processing capacity. Furthermore, if bimanual coordination is constrained by a

single coordinative structure (Kelso et.al., 1981 ), then inability to maintain
autonomous rhythms would entail some accommodation by both left and right

fingers, particularly the latter given that the former, being influenced or

disrupted by tremor, is often prevented from tapping at the specified frequency.

The effect of visual and auditory information on tapping

Figure 2.3 illustrates the effect of visual and auditory information on

unilateral left index finger tapping at 1 Hz. With the subject's eyes open and

the metronome on (graph A), the dominant tapping frequency was close to the
metronome frequency and the power was only slightly lower than comparable

right index finger tapping (table 2.3). When the metronome was switched off

(graph B), power declined dramatically and the resting tremor frequency

emerged to compete with the underlying tapping frequency. Similarly when the

subject closed her eyes (graph D), the tremor and tapping frequencies were

present and power was lower than when the subject's eyes were open (graph

C).

The resting tremor frequency was present in the Fourier transform of
left index finger tapping in the 2 Hz conditions, when the subject's eyes were

closed and the metronome on, although it made a relatively insignificant

contribution to the overall power spectrum (table 2.3: lower panel). However

when the metronome was switched off, tapping per se was abolished; the

frequency observed was entirely that of tremor. Tapping with eyes closed and
the metronome on at 2 Hz, was similar to that observed with eyes open,

although the tapping frequency was not so powerfully represented and the
tremor frequency was relatively stronger. When the metronome was switched
off in this condition, tremor became much more powerful, while a much slower

and harmonically unrelated frequency was also present.

In terms of power the same pattern was observed in the 1 Hz bilateral

conditions, with the greatest overall reduction in power occurring when the
metronome was switched off and the subject's eyes were closed (see table

2.4). In addition to the dominant frequency there were, in these conditions,

harmonically unrelated frequencies which were close to the resting tremor
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Figure 2.3 Fourier analysis illustrates the effect of
vision (upper graphs) and the metronome (lower graphs)
on the component frequencies and powers of unilateral
left index finger tapping at 1 Hz. (Voluntary tapping
frequencies [1.2 Hz and 2.4 Hz] and involuntary tremor
[3.96 Hz]). Subject A.
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frequency, especially when the subject's eyes were closed. In the 2 Hz

conditions, tapping with eyes closed actually occasioned an increase in the

power of the dominant frequency when the metronome was on, but the tremor

frequency became predominant when the metronome was stopped in the
condition where the subjects eyes were open, and overwhelming when the

subject's eyes were closed.

Velocity analysis

Further clarification of the role of tremor in movement was sought by

counting the number of velocity peaks (i.e. zero acceleration points) which

occur on the upward trajectory. Were the movement to be perfectly smooth,

there would be one peak corresponding to each tap. On the basis of the

results reported above, it could be predicted that as more information becomes

available, tapping will become smoother and there will be a corresponding

decrease in the number of velocity peaks. Where tremor is more prevalent, the

expectancy is for changes in the direction of movement to occur more

frequently.

Figure 2.4 does not bear this out but the graphs in figure 2.5 point to

the reason for this. As it becomes easier to delineate tapping from tremor, it

may also be observed that each tap contains 2 or 3 velocity peaks, 1 or 2 of

these being small or negligible in comparison to the main peak. Where tapping

and tremor are less easily identified (compare left finger velocity profiles at 1

Hz and 2 Hz in figure 2.5), the distribution of velocity peaks is less regular, but

there are not significantly more of them than in the former condition. Under

these conditions tremor seems to be incorporated into the tapping action itself.

2.3.2. Subject B

The frequency and power of tremor

The frequency of subject B's left index finger resting tremor was

uncharacteristically low for Parkinsonism (see table 2.6) and as figure 2.6

demonstrates, the uniformly regular rhythm normally associated with

Parkinsonian tremor was also absent. The same frequency was observed in the

left index finger during the alignment task (table 2.6), which suggests that

maintaining an active posture per se does not result in the cessation of the
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Figure 2.5 Velocity records for bilateral index finger
tapping show that while the distribution of velocity
peaks is less regular at the 2 Hz frequency there are
not significantly more of them than there are at the
1 Hz frequency. Tremor may be incorporated into tapping
at the faster frequency. Subject A.
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resting tremor frequency. As for the previous subject, power was greater in
the alignment task than in the resting state. In both cases there was a small
increase in power when the subjects eyes were closed relative to when the
subject's eyes were open.

Table 2.6 Fourier analysis of the vertical component of left index
finger movement when resting and in the finger alignment test.
Subject B.

EYES OPEN EYES CLOSED
hz power hz. power

resting 1.83 1.8 1.83 2.0

tremor

finger 1.83 4.7 1.83 5.2

alignment 2.23 0.8 2.64 0.7

4.47 0.4 3.05 0.6

resting tremor of tremor of left index finger
left index finger during alignment test

time (3) time (3)

Figure 2.6 Resting tremor of unusually low frequency was
observed both in the resting state and during the finger
alignment test. Both graphs were taken from conditions
where the subject's eyes were open. Subject B.
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hz power

2.2 82

4.4 12

6.6 8

2.2 76
4.4 15

6.6 13

4.2 22

8.4 5

4.2 23

2.2 84 2.2 0.4

4.4 12

6.6 10

2.2 57 2.2 0.6

4.4 18

6.6 11

Table 2.7 Fourier analysis of single index finger tapping
and contralateral tremor. Subject B.

Metronome on Metronome off
Right Left Right Left

Tremor Tapping Tremor

hz power hz power hz power

2.2 0.4

2.2 0.5

4.2 0.7 4.2 24 4.2 1.1
8.4 9

4.2 0.9 4.2 30 4.2 1.2
8.4 5 8.4 5

Metronome on Metronome off
Left Right Left Right
Tapping Tremor Tapping Tremor

hz power hz power hz power hz power

2-OP 2.2 2.9 2.2 1.1 2.2 1.3 2.2 1.4
6.6 1.1 6.6 0.9

1.83 2.0

2-CL 2.2 2.7 2.2 0.2 2.2 1.0 2.2 0.4
6.6 0.9 6.6 0.6
1.83 0.5 1.83 2.6

4-OP 2.0 5.3 2.2 0.5 2.0 0.9 2.2 0.3
6.0 1.0
1.83 2.3

4-CL 2.6 1.9 2.6 1.6 2.2 3.8 2.4 1.7
6.6 2.0
1.83 2.5

2 - Metronome on at 2.2 hz
OP - Eyes open

4 - Metronome on at 4.2 hz

CL - Eyes closed
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Unilateral and bilateral index finger tapping

The upper panel of table 2.7 shows that the resting tremor frequency

was not observed in the left index finger when the right index finger was

tapping. The left index finger tremored at the same dominant frequency as the

tapping right finger, although the tremor power was very low (see graph E in

figure 2.7). The same pattern was discerned, in most conditions, for right index

finger tremor during concurrent left index finger tapping; i.e. the frequency of

right index finger tremor was the same or very close to the dominant left index

finger tapping frequency (see graph D in figure 2.7). As for subject A, the low

power tremor frequencies could be due to mechanical resonance across the
table or across the subject's body.

In the 2 Hz unilateral conditions, the specified tapping frequency was

present, to varying degrees, in the Fourier transform of left finger tapping,

although the power of this frequency was very low (table 2.7: lower panel). In

three of the four 2 Hz conditions, the resting tremor frequency was also
observed in the Fourier transform. In the 4 Hz unilateral conditions however,

the subject was unable to tap at the metronome frequency. During these

conditions, the dominant frequency of left finger tapping was slower than the

metronome frequency. Fourier analysis showed that the component

frequencies were similar to those observed in the 2 Hz conditions. In contrast,

the dominant frequency of right index finger tapping was same as the specified

metronome frequency in all conditions and the power of right finger tapping
was much greater than comparable left finger tapping (see graph F in figure

2.7).
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Table 2.8 Fourier analysis of bilateral index finger tapping.
Subject B.

Metronome on Metronome off
Left Right Left Right
Tapping Tapping Tapping Tapping

hz power hz power hz power hz power

2-OP 2.2 11 2.2 60 2.2 8 2.2 46

2-CL 2.2 7 2.2 55 2.2 4 2.2 71

4-OP 6.4 '6 4.2 31 6.4 5 4.2 32

4-CL 6.6 2 4.2 20 6.6 1 4.2 19

OP - Eyes open CL - Eyes closed
2-2.2 Hz 4-4.2 Hz

Table 2.9 Fourier analysis of bilateral free response tapping.
Subject B.

Left Right
Tapping Tapping

hz power hz power

OP 1.43 5 .8 OP 1.43 24

CL 1.52 4.3 CL 1.52 31

In the 2 Hz bilateral conditions, the frequency of both left and right

finger tapping was 2.2 Hz, this being the frequency of the metronome (see
table 2.8 and graphs A and B in figure 2.7). As in the unilateral conditions, the

power of right finger tapping was greater than left finger tapping. Thus the

discrepancy in power did not prevent rhythmical coordination at this frequency.

In the 4 Hz conditions however, left finger tapping seemed to be driven

upwards to a higher frequency (6.4-6.6 Hz) by the activity of the tapping right

index finger, it may be that the frequency observed in the left index finger was

indicative of a different type of action tremor, the occurrence of which may

depends on non-pathological activity elsewhere in the motor system. The

frequency of concurrent right finger tapping was unaffected by the left finger

tremor, which suggests that bilateral coordination breaks down when
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LEFT AND RIGHT INDEX FINGERS TAPPING TOGETHER

left index finger taps right index finger taps

SINGLE INDEX FINGER TAPPING

left index finger taps

concurrent tremor of
left index finger

concurrent tremor of

right index finger

right index finger taps

Figure 2.7 Records of both index fingers tapping and
single index finger tapping with concurrent tremor in
the contralateral index finger. Eyes open with the
metronome on at 2 Hz. Subject B.
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involuntary motor processes manifest themselves unilaterally, to the exclusion

of voluntary control.

The effect of visual and auditory information on tapping

In the 2 Hz unilateral conditions, tapping with eyes closed reduced the

power of the metronome frequency, in the Fourier transform, and increased the

power of the resting tremor frequency, relative to tapping with eyes open

(compare graphs C and D in figure 2.8). Similar effects, of greater magnitude,

were also observed when auditory information was withdrawn (compare graphs

A and B in figure 2.8). The power of the dominant tapping frequency was only

reduced in the 4 Hz unilateral conditions when the metronome was on (table
2.7: lower panel). When the metronome was switched off and the subjects

eyes were open, the resting tremor frequency was more powerfully represented

than the voluntary tapping frequency. With eyes closed and the metronome off,

this situation was actually reversed with the voluntary frequency gaining power

relative to the tremor frequency.

The resting tremor frequency was not observed in the bilateral

conditions, although the power of the dominant frequency tended to decrease

slightly when visual and auditory information were withdrawn (table 2.8).

Qualitatively these results were similar to those obtained for subject A,

in terms of the effect of information on: A) resting tremor and finger alignment;

B) the role of tremor during left finger tapping; C) the power of left finger

tapping.
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Figure 2.8 Fourier analysis illustrates the effect of
vision (upper graphs) and the metronome (lower graphs)
on the component frequencies and powers of unilateral
left index finger tapping at 2 Hz. (Voluntary tapping
frequencies [2.2 Hz and 6.6 Hz] and involuntary tremor
[1.8 Hz]). Subject B.
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Velocity analysis

The hypothesis suggested - to account for subject A's data - that
tremor can blend into and effectively disappear as an independent force during
tapping with sufficient information, received support from the finding that the
number of velocity peaks was relatively constant over all conditions of subject
B's tapping performance (see figure 2.9).

Figure 2.9 The number oF velocity peaks remained relatively
constant over the range oF conditions. (Eyes open top], eyes
closed Col], metronome on [on] and metronome oFF [oFF3].
Subject B.
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2.3.3. Subject C

The frequency and power of tremor

Table 2.10 shows that the frequency of subject C's left index finger

resting tremor was in the normal Parkinsonian range, and as figure 2.10
illustrates it was similar to subject A's resting tremor in terms of its regular

rhythm. The frequency of the left index finger during the alignment task was
also 4.97 Hz and as for the previous subject, it's power was greater than that
of resting tremor (see table 2.10). Both types of movement were slightly larger
when the subject's eyes were closed relative to when they were open. Overall,
this subject's resting tremor and finger alignment movements were of greater
power than those made by the previous two subjects.

resting tremor of tremor of left index finger
left index finger during alignment test

Figure 2.10 The frequency of tremor remained constant
at 4.97 Hz during the finger alignment test. The same

frequency was observed in the resting state with lower
amplitude. Both graphs were taken from conditions
where the subject's eyes were open. Subject C.
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Table 2.10 Fourier analysis of the vertical component of left index
finger movement when resting and in the finger alignment test.
Subject C.

EYES OPEN EYES CLOSED
hz power hz power

resting 4.97 8.4 4.97 9.5
tremor

finger 4.97 16.8 4.97 17.5
alignment

□

O
left tremor

right tremor
open.
closed

LEFT TREMOR

open
A closed

met on
met off

Figure 2.11 Left index finger tremor during concurrent right
finger tapping illustrates the central and peripheral components
of tremor. As information is withdrawn (metronome off and eyes
closed) the variability of peak amplitude increases (graph B)
but the underlying frequency remains the same (graph A). The
frequency of right index finger tremor during concurrent left
finger tapping covaries with the frequency of the metronome
(graph A). Subject C.
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Left index finger tremor remained stable at around 5 Hz during

concurrent right index finger tapping which suggests that this subject may

have been less susceptible to contralateral rhythmical actions (see table 2.11:

upper panel and graph A in figure 2.11). In contrast the frequency of previous

subjects' left finger tremor covaried with the concurrent right finger tapping

frequency. While this illustrates a feature of tremor which was impervious to

reductions in perceptual information, a more peripheral component was

revealed by the finding that the variance in the peak amplitude of tremor

covaried with the metronome frequency and increased when visual and

auditory information was withdrawn (see graph B in figure 2.11). As for

previous subjects, the power of right index finger tremor was very small and its

frequency covaried with the concurrent left finger tapping frequency (table 2.11:

upper panel and graph A in figure 2.11).
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Table 2.11 Fourier analysis of single
and contralateral tremor.

Metronome on

LeftRight
Tapping Tremor

hz power hz power

4.97 7.92-OP 1.83 85

3.66 9

2-CL 1.83 84

3.66 17

3-OP 3.05 54

6.10 8

3-CL 3.05 51
6.10 7

4-OP 3.66 42

4-CL 3.66 34

M

Left

4.88

4.88

9.7

8.1

4.76 8.9

4.97 10.5

4.76 11.3

Metronome on

Right
Tapping Tremor

hz power hz power

2-OP 1.83 97

3.66 17

2-CL 1.83 134
3.66 31

3-OP 3.05 59
6.10 7

3-CL 3.05 70
6.10 15

4-OP 3.66 59

4-CL 3.66 47

2.05 1.6

1.92 1.7

3.05 0.7

2.98 0.8

3.86 0.4

3.75 0.4

index finger tapping
Subject C.

Metronome off

Right
Tapping

hz power

1.83

3.66

1.83
3.66

3.05

6.10

3.05

6.10

3.66

3.66

61

11

89

21

59

8

50

6

49

35

Left

Tremor

hz power

4.97 14.5

4.88 16.8

4.97 15.5

4.88 15.1

4.86 17.8

4.76 18.9

Metronome off
Left

Tapping
Right
Tremor

hz power hz power

1.83 131 2.05 1.7
3.66 38

1.83

3.66

3.05
6.10

3.05

6.10

3.66

3.66

146

34

64

7

78

20

55

50

2.05 1.6

3.05 0.9

3.05 0.9

3.75

3.75

0.5

0.6

2 - Metronome on at 1.85 hz
4 - Metronome on at 3.75 hz

OP - Eyes open

3 - Metronome on at 2.95 hz

CL - Eyes closed
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Unilateral and bilateral index finger tapping

Unlike the previous subjects, subject C was able to tap at the correct

frequency in all unilateral and bilateral conditions, with the left index finger.
Fourier analysis (see table 2.11: lower panel) showed that the power of left
index finger tapping was actually greater for the left finger than for the right
finger, particularly in all of the unilateral conditions. There were no resting
tremor frequencies in any conditions, although examination of left index finger

tapping profiles showed that movements made by the left index finger tended
to be more variable in peak amplitude than for the right finger (see figure 2.12).

Figure 2.12 Peak amplitude is generally more variable
for the left index finger than for the right index
finger. The graphs show the left and right index
fingers tapping together at 2 Hz with eyes closed.
Subject C.
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Table 2.12 Fourier analysis of bilateral finger tapping. Subject C.

Metronome on Metronome off
Left Right Left Right
Tapping Tapping Tapping Tapping

hz power hz power hz power hz power

2-OP 1.83 102 1.83 101 1.83 108 1.83 124

2-CL 1.83 71 1.83 72 1.83 69 1.83 81

3-OP 3.05 73 3.05 69 3.05 65 3.05 75

3-CL 3.05 63 3.05 65 3.05 65 3.05 59

4-OP 3.66 71 3.66 61 3.66 64 3.66 60

4-CL 3.66 47 3.66 49 3.66 45 3.66 57

OP - Eyes open CL - Eyes closed
2 - 1.85 Hz 3 - 2.95 Hz 4 - 3.75 Hz

Table 2.13 Fourier analysis of bilateral free response tapping.
Subject C.

Left Right
Tapping Tapping

hz power hz power

OP 2.4 78 OP 2.4 75

CL 2.4 59 CL 2.4 61

The effect of visual and auditory information on tapping

Whereas the data for subjects A and B revealed that visual and

auditory information influenced the frequency and power of tapping, the data

presented in tables 2.11 and 2.12 do not show similar qualitative or quantitative

changes in behaviour. Several further analyses were therefore performed on

subject C's data, and the variance of peak amplitude was found to be the most

informative variable. These data which are graphically presented in figure 2.13,
demonstrate that when the subject's eyes were open, peak amplitude variability

covaried with the metronome frequency, for both the left and right fingers,

whether they were tapping separately or together. When the subject's eyes

were closed however, there was a large increase in peak amplitude variance at
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the lowest frequency (2 Hz), which suggests that vision played an important
role in preserving amplitude stability at this frequency. (As the presence or

absence of auditory information did not affect this measure, the data presented

in figure 2.13 were averaged over the 2 conditions where the metronome was

on and off respectively.) Figure 2.13 also demonstrates that peak amplitude

variability was greater for the left finger than for the right finger, thereby

strengthening the impression given by figure 2.12, that the left index finger

tends to be more variable in peak amplitude than the right finger.

These results may reflect the operation of the muscle spindle system,

which relays proprioceptive information to the spinal cord via the 1A afferent

nerve. Muscle spindles are structures that lie in the intrafusal fibres of a

muscle which run parallel to the extrafusai fibres which are the main part of

the muscle in which the spindles are embedded. Because spindles are oriented

in parallel with the main body of the musculature, stretching the entire muscle

by a certain percentage of its length, stretches the spindle by approximately

the same percentage (Granit, 1970). It has been demonstrated that muscle

spindles have a dynamic component which respond to, and provide information

about, the velocity of voluntary movement (Matthews, 1964). The dynamic

component is responsive to active movements because the muscle spindles are

also activated by efferent motor commands via the gamma motoneuron

pathway.

The discovery of the dynamic pathway led Paillard and Brouchon

(1968), to hypothesize that slow voluntary movements will not recruit these

velocity receptors and consequently may not provide adequate feedback to

calibrate such movements. Lazlo and Ward (1978), indirectly tested one

implication of this hypothesis in an experiment concerned with the role of

proprioceptive information in active movement. They found that vision
enhanced the recall of active movement only when proprioceptive feedback

was distorted by vibration and that passive versus active differences were

accentuated when subjects' eyes were closed and/or when proprioception was

distorted by vibration. In view of Nakajima's demonstration (1975) that the 1A

spindle afferents fire at the frequency of muscle vibration, the Lazlo and Ward

results, showing superiority of active or passive performance under vibration,

suggest that proprioceptive feedback is not the primary cause of active/passive
differences in movement recall, but that proprioceptive information is involved
with movement calibration when subjects' eyes are closed. Thus visual
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Figure 2.13 Amplitude variability increased when tapping
at 2 Hz with eyes closed relative to tapping at 2 Hz with
eyes open. Subject C.
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information may compensate for defective dynamic proprioceptive information
which in subject C's case may be the lack of information available to the

gamma-dynamic system at the slowest (2 Hz) tapping frequency. The operation

of this system would explain why peak amplitude variability increased at the 2
Hz frequency when the subject's eyes were closed.

Velocity analysis

The pick-up of defective proprioceptive information suggests that
tremor may have subliminally influenced the course of tapping. Although
Fourier analysis did not reveal any tremor frequencies in any condition, visual

inspection of the tapping profiles shows that there were oscillatory left finger

movements around the contact points and displacement peaks where velocity

approaches zero. (As in previous cases the overall number of velocity peaks
was relatively constant between conditions - see figure 2.14.) The simplest

explanation lies in the fact that, as these two points are reached, a situation

resembling momentary stationary posture occurs, this being the occasion for

tremor at rest.

The possibility that Parkinsonian subjects may actually exploit resting

tremor has been suggested by Hallet and Khoshben (1980), who note that, "with

a-prominent tremor at rest it is difficult to say where the tremor ends and the

movement begins....the repetitive running of this pattern may be a

compensatory mechanism for the major deficit of akinesia, although it is not

clear how the tremor itself can be compensatory unless it enables the shaking

limb to initiate movement more rapidly". Goodman and Kelso (1983) offer

empirical support for the hypothesis that movement initiation delay in

Parkinsonism might be a consequence of waiting to get into the right (tremor)

cycle, with the finding that movements made by normal subjects were initiated
when the tremoring muscle-joint system possessed peak momentum.

In the present experiment subject C may have exploited this feature of

movement at certain points of the movement cycle. A close examination of
bilateral velocity profiles shows that, in all conditions, there was a lag between

the two fingers with the left leading the right by 30-50 msecs (see figure 2.15

). Whatever the cause of this, the effect was that of facilitating coordination

with consistent right finger tapping by allowing a small anticipatory interval in

which to correct any perturbations produced by the centrally driven tremor
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condit"ion

Figure 2.14 The number oF velocihy peaks remained relaMvely
consfan!- over hhe range oF cond i I" i ons. (Eyes open [op], eyes
closed [ell, mehronome on ton] and mehronome oFF [oFF])
Subject" C.

left index finger

time (s)

Figure 2.15 Velocity records for both, index fingers tapping
with eyes closed and the metronome off [ 2 Hz]. The left
finger leads the right finger by 30 — 50 msecs. Subject C.
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generator.

2.4. Discussion

In the three cases examined, the classical symptom of low frequency
Parkinsonian tremor was observed in the resting posture and also during the

finger alignment task, with increased power. The fact that the resting tremor

frequency dominated motor output when subjects attempted to align their
index fingers indicates that intentionality accompanying movement is not a

sufficient condition for arresting tremor, if the task is confined to maintaining a

specific posture.

The results from the tapping experiment suggest that action retains

some of the characteristics of resting tremor when performance is controlled

by central processes. However as more information becomes available, tremor

is incorporated into the movement plan, by voluntarily compensating for its

effects or more directly through the operation of generalized feedback

mechanisms as outlined in the introduction. This accords with other studies

(Flowers, 1976; Martin, 1967), which suggest that availability of sensory

information alleviates the symptoms of Parkinson's disease, particularly when

the patient is actively engaged in some task.

As normal subjects appear to control rhythmical actions such as

tapping by means of a 'neural metronome', they only respond to changes in

afference if the new information specifies that the existing "kinetic melody",

which in Luria's (1973) terminology is "orchestrated through efferent channels",
is no longer realizing the subject's goals. When such information is received,

parameterization of the timekeeper may be up-dated to take account of the

new situation.

In contrast, the sensitivity of Parkinsonian patients to changes in
afference is consistent with the concept of a more involuntary or reflexive

motor process which responds to both intracerebral and extracerebral events,

without reference to subjective intentions. Thus Parkinsonian motor output

during tapping may be specified by a neural process which combines the

output of a voluntary timekeeper (which aims to produce rhythmical tapping

movements) with a pathological tremor generator.

A theoretical framework for explaining how two rhythmical neural
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processes interact was developed 50 years ago by von Hoist (1937/1973).

Although von Hoist established the main principles of his theory - namely the

principle of superimposition and the magnet effect - by studying the
1

movements of the fins in medulla fish, he applied his theory to a wide range of

rhythmical movements made by higher species including man. As both of
these principles played an important role in producing the results reported

here, I shall briefly explain how they operate and give examples from the

Parkinsonian data.

Von Hoist used the term superimposition to describe rhythmical
movements which can be expressed as the sum of two sinusoidal oscillators

with different frequencies. This additive process, which is purely quantitative,

permits the output of two neural oscillators to be combined, but it does not

enforce the tempo of one rhythmical process on another. Superimposition is

evident in the tapping of subjects' A and B. The Fourier transform of these

subjects' movements showed that in many cases, the 'voluntary' tapping

frequency and the tremor frequency were present in the movements,

particularly when visual and auditory information was withdrawn. These

movements seem to be the manifestation of what von Hoist called

automatisms so called because von Hoist recognized that rhythmical activities

can occur in the absence of sensory activation or sensory input.

Another aspect of superimposition which von Hoist described was the

way in which movement amplitude can change, within limits, in response to

certain stimuli, without any corresponding alteration of the automatic

underlying process (i.e the frequency of movement). This aspect of

superimposition accounts for the effect of perceptual information on the power

of all subjects' resting tremor and finger alignment movements and the peak

amplitude variability observed in subject C's left index finger tremor during

right index finger tapping, although it does not explain why amplitude increased
rather than decreased when perceptual information was withdrawn. If the

changes in amplitude were similar to those described by von Hoist, then their

function may have been to reinforce the frequency of movement and so

prevent any disturbance of movement rhythm by further unexpected stimuli.

Rhythmical activity then is subserved primarily by 'automatic'

processes, but is also responsive to changes in peripheral conditions by means

of what von Hoist calls the "ultimate motor elements from which the muscle

^Teleost fish belonging to the genus labrus "Under natural conditions, the phenomenon ot
relative coordination are little applicable owing to the general behavioural instability of the fish
and rapid changes in internal conditions When the medulla is transected the movements become
fined and regular without any alterations in their natural properties" (von Hoist, 1937/1973)
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impulses emerge". This dualism between automatic and motor elements,
allows the subject to simultaneously preserve the frequency of rhythmical

action while adjusting movement amplitude to respond to changes in

perceptual information.

'IAA,\AAAAaj
Figure 2.16 Recording oF voluntary up-and-down movement oP the
perpendicuIarIy held lower arms with a Frequency relationship oF
2 : 1. The experimental subject keeps the eyes closed and attempts
to move each arm as evenly as possible (above: right arm; below;
leFt arm). Both traces From the same subject (von Hoist, 1937).

Von Hoist's own recordings of voluntary arm movements, illustrate the

quantitative dimension of superimposition. In figure 2.16A the effect of left arm

amplitude on right arm amplitude was clearly present when the periodicity of
both arms was coincident. Also present in the left arm trace in figure 2.16B is

the influence of the right arm rhythm. This is an example of the magnet effect

which von Hoist defined as "the endeavour of one automatism to impose its

tempo and a quite specific reciprocal phase relationship upon another

(automatism)". His work led him to the conclusion that the magnet effect

provides the superimposition of two automatisms with a biological foundation,
when it stabilizes the two rhythms with a reciprocal relationship where one

augments the action of the other. In the Parkinsonian data reported here, the
influence of the magnet effect was evident in subject A and B's bilateral

tapping performance in those conditions where: A: some components of the
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left finger frequency spectrum were also present in the right finger frequency

spectrum, when one would have expected that right finger to tap at the

frequency specified at the metronome; B: the frequency of right finger tapping
exerted a powerful influence on the phase of left finger tapping, to the extent

that the 'tremor' component of left finger tapping (which was clearly present

when the left finger tapped alone) was no longer apparent, in the Fourier

transform, when both fingers were tapping together.

Unlike the superimposition principle which may be explained in purely

physical terms, the magnet effect, or the process by which it is produced, is a

somewhat more nebulous concept, as von Hoist himself recognized. His
demonstration of its existence, was obtained by detailed phasic analysis of the

relationship between two oscillators, which was not performed, on the data

reported here. Many more experiments would have been necessary to prove

that the effects described above are attributable to the magnet effect rather

than superimposition. However, even if the effects are attributable to

superimposition, they would not invalidate the main feature of the Parkinsonian

data which is that tapping involves the interaction of two rhythmical neural

processes; a voluntary timekeeper and a tremor generator.

This interaction between voluntary and pathological processes was

evident in all three subjects' performance, although it was expressed in a

variety of forms. In response to the questions posed in the introduction the

following answers may be given. Firstly, the stability of rhythmical tapping was

affected by tremor and in some cases seriously disrupted. Secondly, tapping
was generally less affected by tremor when visual and auditory sources of

information were available. Thirdly, the power of resting tremor increased
when subjects closed their eyes but the frequency remained the same.

Fourthly, in most cases of bilateral tapping, subjects were able to maintain
coordination although not always at the frequency specified by the metronome.

Occasionally, tremor dominated the motor output of a subject's left index

finger, and in these cases, where the right finger continued to tap at the

specified frequency, bilateral coordination broke down. These findings,

interpreted in the context of interacting neural oscillators, highlight aspects of

rhythmical movement organization which reveal the extent to which the

voluntary intentions of Parkinsonian patients are subverted by autonomous

neural processes.
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CHAPTER 3

INTERLIMB COORDINATION IN PARKINSONISM

3.1. Introduction

In seeking a dynamical explanation for the kinematic description of

movement, careful consideration must be given to the appropriate level of

analysis (Pew, 1974). Physiologists may base their assessments on patterns of
muscle activity or brain potentials which accompany movement, while

psychologists more often employ direct observations of reaction and

movement times in the hope of correlating these parameters, or their

derivatives, with underlying central processes. The main problem that has

emerged with this type of research is the multiplicity of equivocal models
which have been developed to describe the representation of a particular

movement. [This topic is reviewed in detail by Reed (1984) and Turvey and

Kugler (1984)].

However there is one class of representation which "is a proven reality

in the Central Nervous System", (Gallistel, 1980); namely neural oscillators.

Bernstein (1967), described neural oscillators as representations of "movement
formulae" which enable prospective actions to be guided through analysis by

synthesis. Thus the motor system determines the representation of an action

by constructing (synthesis) a model of motor output by selecting (analysis)

parameters from actions that have previously been successful in attaining their

goal.

Motor programming and the mass-spring system

In the previous chapter, timing of rhythmical tapping was shown to

manifest superimposition and entrainment which have been identified as

properties of limit cycle oscillators (Kelso et. al., 1981). The mass-spring

system is another type of neural oscillator which appears to be instantiated in
the nervous system. This claim (Kelso, 1977; Bizzi et. al., 1982) has been made

on the basis of experiments which have consistently demonstrated superior

accuracy in attaining final position over amplitude from variable starting

positions for functionally deafferented subjects. The final equilibrium point is
determined not by the amount that the mass is displaced but by selecting a

set of length-tension ratios for agonist and antagonist muscles. The motor
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program specifies an equilibrium point between two sets of muscles that

correctly positions the effector limb in relation to the target (Polit and Bizzi,

1978). This conception of the motor program is highly flexible as it is

synonymous with an automatically self-adjusting system which realizes its

pre-set goal independently of initial position (Tuller et. al., 1982).

However the term "motor program" to describe the mass-spring

system is rejected by Turvey et. al. who prefer to focus on the autonomy of
the mass-spring from the Cartesian homuncu/us Schmidt (1980), opposes the

mass-spring model to his own definition of motor-programming which

devolves around the impulse timing model. Rather than saying as Keele (1968)

did, that a motor program is a set of pre-structured muscle-commands that

executes movements in the absence of any peripheral feedback, Schmidt's

change in definition "allows us to say that feedback can operate in the

movement but not with respect to being able to initiate a new motor program.

Rather feedback operates at very low levels in the system to correct for minute

errors in the way the program is being executed while it is running off". In

practice this means that motor programs are responsible for movements that

are too short to be modified by current exteroceptive feedback, (although other

researchers [e.g Shapiro, 1976] have suggested that motor programs can run

over longer durations, particularly in a stable environment).

Schmidt argues that the motor program produces impulses which can

be thought of as the aggregate of accelerative and decelerative forces acting

on a limb. The assumption underlying this model is that some derivative of
direction and distance is embedded in the program. For rapid unidirectional

movements, the observed speed-accuracy trade-off supports the concept of

impulse timing, although Wright and Meyer (1983) have criticized the logic of
Schmidt's model and are able to account for the trade-off in terms of the

concatenation of a sequence of preprogrammed overlapping accelerative and
decelerative force impulses.

Different styles of control which emerge in different contexts may

draw on different underlying mechanisms. Keele (1981), for example, suggests
that movements made slowly and smoothly are governed by a mass-spring

system while fast movements may be described by a hybrid of the impulse

timing and mass-spring .models, controlling the initial and final phases of
movement respectively. Of course if vision is available and time is sufficient,



feedback can be used to make adjustments if necessary (Sheridan, 1983).
' AT- ~ '

Simultaneity of concurrent bilateral limb movements

Kelso and his colleagues (1979, 1983), have sought to clarify "natural"

styles of control and identify the mechanisms underlying the production of

coordinated movements. Their work supports the notion that stiffness and

equilibrium length are variable parameters of two handed movements, which

would account for interlimb timing coordination. In Kelso e.t. al.'s experiments

subjects were asked to produce unilateral or bilateral movements of their upper

limbs to targets varying in amplitude and precision requirements. This

paradigm was designed to investigate the natural conditions under which limbs

cooperate to accomplish a task and utilizes the formulation developed by Fitts

(1954), which relates movement duration, movement amplitude, and target

precision. In a series of experiments Fitts showed that movement time

increased as a function of the ratio of the movement amplitude (A) to the

target width (W). The value of this ratio, which has been termed the index of

difficulty (ID), is expressed by the equation:

ID = log2(2A/W)

Fitts' law relates movement time (MT) to the index of difficulty by the equation:

MT = Afog2(2AAV)

Although Kelso et. al. (1979) found that in the unilateral reaching conditions

movement time was consistent with the predictions made by Fitts' Law, in the

mixed-difficulty bilateral conditions they:

"...did not find that the limb producing a short movement to
an easy target arrived earlier than its more difficult counterpart
as one might expect. Instead there was a strong tendancy for
both movements to be initiated and terminated synchronously.
Indeed an examination of the movement times indicated that the
hand moving to the difficult target moved more rapidly in the
combined easy-hard condition than its single limb control while
the easy hand obviously slowed down - as if the limbs were
adopting a common temporal metric.

...Thus although different spatial demands for the two limbs
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affected the magnitude of forces produced for each limb, the
absolute timing and segmental durations of movement
components, that is, the timing relations between the two limbs
remained quite constant".

Neural control of temporal motor processes

When split-brain patients were tested with this paradigm, Tuller and

Kelso (reported in Kelso et. al., 1983), found that, "although movements were

slower overall than in normal subjects, the relative timing between the limbs in

the easy-difficult conditions was again nearly synchronous. These data

suggest that the details of timing may not be prescribed at higher cortical

levels but rather arise from the functioning of autonomous structures perhaps

at the level of the Cerebellum or below". This view is supported by Wing (1982)
who examined the processes involved in the temporal specification of bilateral

movements to targets at different distances by measuring the covariance of

adjacent left-right time intervals separated by one left-right response pair (i.e L

(1) R-L (2) R-L etc). The key finding was that the covariance of this sequence

of left-right response intervals was not significantly less than zero, which

suggests that the variances of the time interval in each hand were independent

of each other and were specified subsequent to the coordinative process at a

lower level of the motor system.

In view of the well documented finding that Parkinsonian patients are

less able than normals in bimanual performance of two different motor actions

(Schwab et. al. 1954; Talland and Schwab, 1964), Kelso's paradigm affords an

excellent opportunity for examining the bilateral integrity of Parkinsonian motor

output and its relation to basal ganglia dysfunction.

3.2. Method

3.2.1. Subjects

5 subjects took part in this study. The experimental group comprised
3 patients with idiopathic Parkinsonism, two of whom (B and C), took part in

the study reported in chapter 2. Subject A was no longer available and was

replaced by a new Parkinsonian subject, details of whom can be found in (table

3.1). In the tapping experiments reported in chapter 2, patients were able to
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serve effectively as their own controls because of the within-subject

methodology employed. While this strategy was followed in the present

experiment, it was felt necessary to include two control subjects, firstly to

obtain "normal" data comparable with that obtained in similar studies by Kelso

et. al. (1979, 1983) and Marteniuk et. al. (1984), and secondly because the

specific techniques employed in this study produce movement parameters with

respect to computer defined locations. Therefore the magnitude of kinematic

variables (e.g. velocity) are of different dimensions to those obtained using
other experimental set-ups and are only comparable between subjects using
the equipment described here. No attempt was made however to replicate the

cited studies, both of which used larger subject samples and found high

between subject variance over a range of kinematic parameters. All 3

parkinsonian subjects were tested when they were off medication, to the extent

that they did not take their morning or lunchtime dose of drugs prior to the

experiment, which took place in the early afternoon.

Table 3.1 Profile of Parkinsonian and control subjects

PARKINSONIAN

SUBJECT SEX AGE DURATION DRUG SYMPTOMS

55 5 years

50 3 years

56 4 years

Artane mild tremor

Symmetrel mild bradykinesia

Sinimet mild tremor

moderate bradykinesia

Sinimet mild tremor

no bradykinesia

CONTROL

SUBJECT SEX AGE

D

E

F

F

27

49

3.2.2 Apparatus

A Selspot movement monitoring system' was used to record the

position of light emitting diodes (leds) in the camera's field of view. The

camera, fitted with a Canon 50 mm lens, was mounted on a metal support
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frame 125 cm above the table on which the subject performed the reaching

task. Its optical axis was vertical and perpendicular to the plane containing the

midpoints of the starting positions and the targets (see figure 3.1A). The target

area consisted of a wooden base 50 cm long by 50 cm wide and was

positioned horizontally on top of a table such that the edge of the base was

parallel to the front edge of the table. Two 2 cm square brass plates centred

10 cm apart served as the home keys and were numbered 1 and 2,

corresponding to the starting positions of the left and right fingers respectively.

Two brass targets for each hand were located 10 and 20 cm away from the

home keys in the subject's fronto-parallel plane. The near targets were 2 cm

square and the distant targets were 4 cms long by 2 cms wide. These were

numbered 3 and 5 for the left-near and left-distant targets and 4 and 6 for the

corresponding right targets (see figure 3.1 B). Both target distances had the

same level of difficulty as defined in the introduction. Thus the index of

difficulty for the near target and the distant target were the same:

ID = log2[2 x 10/2] = 3.32 near target
ID = log2[2 x 20/4] = 3.32 distant target

The reason for choosing these target specifications was to provide a safeguard

against alternative explanation of results solely in terms of movement difficulty.

This may be of importance in view of Hallet and Khoshben's (1980) finding that

Parkinsonian patients have difficulty in generating sufficient force to accomplish

larger displacements, thereby increasing movement time as a function of

distance. A single target was used in unilateral conditions and two targets were

used in bilateral conditions. Thus four different bilateral conditions were

possible: a) both hands reaching to near targets; b) both hands reaching to

distant targets; c) both hands reaching to mixed distances (left near/right

distant); d) both hands reaching to mixed distances (left distant/right near).
Leds were attached to the ventral side of a brass "thimble" which was fitted

over the index fingertip of each hand. When one or both of these thimbles

came into contact with the target(s), a closed circuit was formed and an

electrical pulse transmitted to the Selspot recorder. Another pulse was

recorded from an auditory buzzer which provided the stimulus to move.

Altogether 4 led signals were digitally processed and sent to a PDP 11

computer. The whole recording process was controlled from a BBC

microcomputer.
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Table-Heiyht: 72 cm

50 cm

TARGET-BOARD

FIGURE 3.1 Experimental apparatus showing the
relationship between the subject and the apparatus
in diagram A and the dimensions of the target board
in diagram B.
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3.2.3. Task and Procedure

The subject was seated at the table with both fingers resting on the

home targets (1 and 2). The subject's task was to make right handed, left

handed, or both left and right handed movements. All movements were made

in the saggital plane with respect to the midline of the body and involved arm

abduction and extension of the elbow-wrist-hand linkage. Before each trial the

experimenter told the subject which target(s) to reach for as soon as the

buzzer sounded. Thereafter instructions were identical to those given by Kelso

et. al. (1979, 1983), i.e. the subject was asked to move her index finger(s) from
the home key(s) to the target(s) as quickly and as accurately as possible, after

receiving the stimulus to move. There were no instructions to move

simultaneously in bilateral conditions. Eight experimental conditions were used.

Four conditions involved the right or left hand alone moving to targets 10 cm

or 20 cm away. The other four conditions required bimanual movements in

which the movement amplitude was the same between hands or different.

Each subject performed 5-10 practice trials followed by 40 experimental trials:

5 trials in each of the 8 conditions. A within subjects related design was used

to randomize trials and conditions. Inter-trial intervals were about 20 sees

with a longer pause after the first 20 trials. Each subject was tested

separately.

3.2.4. Analysis of Performance

The Y position coordinate of each finger led, with respect to the

camera's frame of reference (i.e. in the direction of movement), was sampled

every 6.4 msecs and the resulting time series were smoothed by a moving

Gaussian profile filter spanning 5 data points. Reaction time and movement

time were measured as follows. Reaction time was defined as the period from

the buzzer onset to the start of movement. The buzzer onset was apparent

from its led analogue while initiation of movement was observed either at the

time when the thimble left the home key or when the movement velocity

profile started to increase from zero. Similarly movement time, defined as the

time from movement onset to termination, was determined from the led

analogue of the thimble's contact times with the home key and target, or from
the velocity profile's zero points. These alternate measures of movement time
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and reaction time were invariably identical although on a few trials there was a

small discrepancy (3-6 msecs). When this occurred the velocity measures

were chosen in preference to the thimble contact measures. These data and

their derivatives served as the basis for the analyses reported in the next
4

section.

3.3. Results

3.3.1. Preliminary Remarks

To facilitate comparison of the results of the present study with those

obtained by Kelso et. al. and Marteniuk et. al., the principle dependent variable

measures of the latter studies are shown in tables 3.2 and 3.3. A similar

format is adhered to throughout this chapter but with respect to individual
rather than averaged group data (see also figure 3.2). The Kelso and Marteniuk

results had several similarities but also diverged on a number of points.

^The scaling of the y-position and velocity coordinates on the y axis of the graphs in chapters 3
- 5 Is in arbitrary 'Selspot' units. However the arbitrary units used are the same in real terms on
all the graphs in chapters 3-5 and may be converted into millimetres according to the following
rule: 1 arb unit = 6.JS mm, 100 arb units =625 mm etc
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Table 3.2 Parameters from Kelso et al's 1983 experiment 1.

total movement react ion left home right react ion movement total
time t ime t ime target

371 151 220

287 82 205

308 89 219

403 166 237

393 155 238

383 140 243

10

12

target time time t ime

1 218 159 377

218 78 296

7

11

224 85 309

240 169 409

246 133 379

240 158 398

Table 3.3 Parameters from Marteniuk et al's 1984 experiment 1.

total movement react ion left home right react ion movement total
time

563

t ime

307

t ime

256

target

48 238 247

489 233 256

545 282 263

538 285 253

527 272 255

10

12

target time

1 251

242

7

11

time

295

238

t ime

546

480

259 235 494

267 281 548

261 250 511

254 293 547

key to experimental conditions;

unilateral reaching to a near target :
unilateral reaching to a distant target :
bilateral reaching to near targets :
bilateral reaching to distant targets :
bilateral reaching to mixed distance targets
bilateral reaching to mixed distance targets

I - right, 2 - left
3 - right, 4 - left
5 - right, 6 - left
7 - right, 8 - left
9 - right, 10 - left
II - right,12 - left

Both studies found that reaction time was elevated for two hands

relative to one hand although Kelso et. al. found this to be the case only when

one hand was reaching to the distant target. In the bilateral conditions Kelso's

results show no significant difference in left-right reaction time for any target

combination while Marteniuk reports a significant left-right asymmetry in the

left/distant-right/near condition (10 - 9), although the actual difference was

only 8 msecs. This highlights a difference in approach between Kelso and

Marteniuk. While Kelso tends to draw the reader's attention to left - right

parameters which appear to be very similar, Marteniuk places great emphasis
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A Right Hand
o Left Hand

Other hand reaching to same distance target
Other hand reaching to different distance target

Movement time
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Figure 3.2 Results of Marteniuk et. al.'s (1984) experiment 1
(left), and Kelso et. al.'s (1983) experiment 1 (right). Bilateral
parameters for reaching to same distance and mixed distance targets.
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on statistical comparisons. Sometimes dependent variables which appear to be

very similar, nevertheless belong to different statistical population distributions.

Kelso's movement time analysis demonstrates that bilateral

movements to same distance targets were slower than their unilateral

counterparts (although they do not mention if this was significant). Both
unilateral and bilateral movements conformed to Fitts' Law. Marteniuk's results

were also consistent with Fitts' Law but he found no significant mean

movement time differences between unilateral and bilateral conditions.

The critical data for each study were the mixed distance tasks. Kelso

found no significant difference between left and right hands in any of the 4

bilateral conditions, yet noted a mean movement time difference of 23 msecs

between the two hand in mixed distance tasks in comparison to 5 msecs for

the bilateral reaching to near targets task and 7 msecs for the distant targets.

Kelso's hypothesis is strengthened by the observation that in the mixed

distance task, the movement time of the hand to the near target was

significantly longer than its counterpart in the same distance condition. The

hand moving to the distant task in the mixed distance condition was slower

than its counterpart in the same distance condition, but not significantly.
Taken as a group the results, "suggest that it is not only the easy hand which
slows down to the level of its more difficult counterpart, rather, both hands

adjust, admittedly to varying degrees, as if the motor system were adopting a

common timing scaling for two-handed movements". Adjustment by the hand

moving to the near target in the mixed distance task was also found by

Marteniuk but the contralateral hand moving to the distant target showed little
or no adjustment. Therefore Marteniuk's data are evidence of significant

temporal asynchrony between the two hands.

Clearly one might still claim that a unitary timing prescription
underscores both hands, even though the left - right difference in movement

time was statistically significant, because in absolute terms the difference was

fairly small. Nevertheless, "performance asymmetries" obtained by Marteniuk

cannot be explained by Kelso's model nor do the bilateral differences in
movement time fit very comfortably into the "oscillator-theoretical framework"

without making additional assumptions about non-linear stiffnesses to account

for departures from synchrony.
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Bilateral assimilation effects in a simple aiming task, as found in the
studies summarized here, are themselves likely to be assimilated in a

theoretical paradigm, unless interpreted with caution. This does not mandate

the author (or the reader) to adhere to a particular theoretical stance. The
results presented here may, in this author's opinion, be usefully elaborated by

drawing on the modus operandi of both schools of thought, as well as other

perspectives from the motor control literature.

3.3.2. Analysis of Results

Kelso et. al.'s analysis of the behavioural data involved pre-planned

comparisons, for reaction time (RT), movement time (MT) and total time (TT),
between pairs of conditions, rather than the complete factorial design applied

by Marteniuk et. al. to these variables as well as constant error (CE) and

variable error (VE), which are measures of spatial accuracy. These measures of

spatial accuracy reflect a methodological difference in that Kelso et. al., while

acknowledging Fitts' finding that spatial accuracy affects movement time,

reported only temporal measures, whereas Marteniuk et. al., maintain that, "a

combined examination of temporal and accuracy measures may provide more

insight into underlying processes...." The focus of both studies was however

temporal measures and the results reported here focus on this aspect of

performance, with the caveat that analyses were performed on individual

results rather than those of the group. (Explicit consideration is given to

accuracy in chapter 4.) This decision was taken in the light of pilot studies

which revealed variance between subjects (see also Kelso et. al. 1983 pp

369-370). To counterbalance this approach enough trials were performed in

each condition to ensure adequate statistical power of the tests performed.

For each of the dependent measures in the experiment reported here

RT, MT, TT, PV (peak velocity), and TPV (time to peak velocity), two analyses of

variance were conducted in accordance with those advocated by Marteniuk et.

al. The first analysis was concerned with two-handed movements of the same

amplitude and corresponding single handed movements; the main factors

being: 1) condition; 1 vs. 2 hands, 2) distance; 10 vs. 20 cm, 3) hands; left vs.

right. The second analysis compared two handed movements with the same

and different amplitudes. Here the main factors were: 1) condition; same

distance vs. mixed distance, 2) distance; 10 vs. 20 cm, 3) hands; left vs. right.
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In addition 1 —tailed t-tests were performed on the bilateral conditions to

assess specific predictions of Kelso's model: 1) There will be no significant
differences in RT, MT, TT, PV, TPV, in any of the bilateral conditions; 2) There

will be significant movement time accommodation by both left and right hands.

3.3.3. Control Subjects

Unilateral vs bilateral reaching

Subject E's RT, MT and TT were significantly longer 1 in the same

distance bilateral conditions relative to the unilateral conditions (table 3.5). MT

was also significantly elevated when moving to the distant target in both

groups of conditions. Subject D's results were not so clear cut (table 3.4). As

figure 3.3 illustrates, RT, MT and TT were not consistently longer in the bilateral

conditions than in the unilateral conditions. However ANOVA showed that left

handed movements were slower than right handed movements in the unilateral

conditions. This was reflected in the significantly different total times taken by

the left and right hands to reach the targets. As for subject E, movements to

distant targets were significantly slower than movements to near targets.

Bilateral reaching to same distances vs different-distances

Comparison of two handed movements with the same and different

amplitudes, in tables 3.4 and 3.5 and figure 3.4, did not reveal a pattern similar
to that observed by Kelso or Marteniuk. ANOVA of the control subjects' results
does not clearly demonstrate this discrepancy because of the way in which the
conditions are averaged. However, the within-conditions comparisons, given

by the t-tests between left and right hand movement parameters show that
two handed movements to targets at different distances were highly

asynchronous; RT, MT, TT, PV and TPV were, with one small exception, all

significantly different for both subjects. Examples of the differences observed
between the conditions where both hands moved to targets at the same

distance and where both hands moved to targets at different distances, are

'Details of statistical analyses and significance levels are given in appendices at the end of this
chapter.
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illustrated in figure 3.4.

TABLE 3.4 Movement parameters for subject D

PV TPV TT MT RT Left Home Riqht RT MT TT TPV PV

1 115 453 573 246 22

20.6 264 663 512 151 2

3 144 358 502 220 13

12 . 4 201 547 396 151 4

11.1 256 560 424 136 6 5 138 423 561 259 12

21.4 259 635 460 175 8 7 158 480 638 276 21

21.0 258 707 512 195
'

10 9 183 447 631 302 10

11.1 241 594 421 173 12 11 188 482 671 237 19

TABLE 3.5 Movement parameters for subject E.

PV TPV TT MT RT Left Home Riqht RT MT TT TPV PV

1 133 589 722 321 14

16.7 283 713 568 145 2

3 138 414 552 246 9

9.6 285 628 487 141 4

9.4 271 689 525 163 6 5 163 536 699 244 8

14.5 276 870 680 199 8 7 193 689 881 302 13

13.7 311 910 718 192 10 9 169 468 637 228 9

9.2 258 690 517 173 12 11 187 744 931 302 13

RT - Reaction Time
MT - Movement Time
TT - Total response Time

PV - Peak Velocity
TPV - Time to Peak Velocity

For subject E (table 3.5), RT for the near and distant targets in the

mixed conditions clearly mirrored RT to comparable distance targets in the

same distance condition. This indicates that movements were prepared as if

the other hand had the same task requirements. Where they do not, as in the

mixed distance conditions, discrepant movement parameters are produced (see

figure 3.4). Subject D's RT did not follow the same pattern, as there was a

clear increase in both hand's RT for the mixed distance tasks relative to the

same task equivalents. Left-right RTs were significantly different in both mixed

distance tasks, again suggesting that movement preparation was different for
each hand in the bimanual different-task situation.

Thus neither of the control subjects replicated either the strong claim
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made by Kelso, that both hands adopt a common timing scaling for

two-handed movements or the weaker claim advanced by Marteniuk that there
are significant assimilation effects in bilateral different movements.(See figure

3.5). However variables need not be the same in order for the represented

parameters to be coupled in some way. Identity between variables is not a

necessary condition for coupling although it may be sufficient in some

situations. (See Owen and Lee [1986] for discussion of this problem in

head-eye coordination.)

Correlation analysis A : RT, MT and TT

Table 3.6 shows that, for both subjects, left-right RTs were very highly

correlated although they were widely discrepant in most conditions. Similarly
TT correlations were highly correlated in most conditions despite the
differences in the total time taken to reach the targets by the left and right

hands. MT correlations were generally lower and more variable, particularly it

seems from tables 3.4 and 3.5, when left-right MTs were fairly similar. This

pattern of RT, MT and TT correlations was also observed by Kelso et. al. in

their 1983 study.

Table 3.6 Correlations between the left and right hands

left - right left - right left - right left - right
near - near dist - dist near - dist dist - near

s RT MT TT RT MT TT RT MT TT RT MT TT

D .89 .66 .82 .79 .51 .74 .95 .88 .89 .99 .84 .91

E .99 .52 .79 .97 .96 .99 .99 .95 .98 .98 .62 .66

Correlation analysis B : bilateral hand positions over time

So far the data presented have been concerned only with the focal

points of movement and do not focus on the continuous flow of activity. In
order to assess this motoric flow, with respect to both intra-trial and inter-trial

variables, a correlational analysis was again employed. This was done by

correlating the Y coordinates for each hand in ail 5 trials of each condition.
This was calculated every 6.4 msecs, from the sounding of the buzzer to the

termination point of the shortest trial in each condition. The latter precaution

was taken to avoid spurious zero correlations resulting from some trials being
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completed while others were still in progress. As the s.d. for TT was generally
1low (30-60 msecs), little data was lost by using this method.

The graphs presented in figure 3.6 show that when both hands were

moving, the correlation between the "distance travelled by left and right hands
was high. For subject D, the correlation was close to 1.00 throughout the
whole movement when both hands were travelling to targets at the same

distance. When the hands were moving to targets at different distances the

correlation fell off about 100 msecs before the hand moving to the distant

target had reached its goal. The same pattern occurred for subject E (figure
3.7), except that the correlations were on the whole lower and fell off more

rapidly expressing the more discrepant RT and MT of this subject. The
time-series correlation graphs provide evidence indicating that when the limbs
were moving together they were coupled but that time per se played no role in
the underlying specification of movement, unless different movement times for

each hand were preprogrammed.

As each point in a correlation graph is not independent from adjacent
points, the effect of high RT correlations could have biased the correlations

observed, particularly during the early stages of movement, in an upwards
direction. To remove this possibility artefactuai influence from the data, the

procedure described above was altered to take this factor into account. The

first point of each trial was taken not from the sounding of the buzzer but
rather from the point at which the first hand started to move. Therefore the

zero points in each graph correspond to variable starting points over the trials
in each condition.

Subject D's MT correlation graphs, illustrated in figure 3.8, did not

differ substantially from the TT correlation graphs, thereby strengthening the
conclusion stated above [the same was true for subject E], The MT correlation

graphs highlight a period in every condition of about 100 msecs after the

movement begins when the distance travelled by the left and right hands was

not yet highly correlated. Subsequently the high correlations found in every

condition suggest that the left and right hands were coupled when both hands
were moving together.

^Each correlation (i.e. each point on a graph) of 0.88 or more is significant at p < 05 [N-5]. In
order to ensure that the correlations were genuinely significant, the analysis described above was
repeated with left and right hand y-position coordinates taken from different trials of the same >

condition (e.g. left hand 1st trial and right hand 2nd trial). The graphs produced by this method
showed no more significant correlations than would be expected by chance and no consistent
patterns over time.
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3.3.4. Parkinsonian Subjects

Subject A

Unilateral vs bilateral reaching

Table 3.7 shows that MT and TT were elevated when both hands

moved to same distance targets relative to moving separately and that moving

to the distant target took longer than moving to the near target. There were

no left-right main effects on these parameters. The RT analysis revealed no

significant main effects but there was an interaction when both hands moved;
RT was significantly greater for the left hand than for the right hand. Post-hoc

analysis verified that RT for the right hand when moving separately, was longer
when moving to the distant target than to the near one. This suggests that

this action required a higher degree of preparation or programming than the

other unilateral movements.

TABLE 3.7 Movement parameters for subject A

PV TPV TT MT RT Left Home Riqht RT MT TT TPV PV

1 388 631 1009 271 15.2

15.5 230 896 605 291 2

3 248 572 820 294 8.5

9.1 266 851 566 285 4

9.2 256 952 640 312 6 5 263 603 866 275 9.0

14.4 302 1108 801 307 8 7 246 832 1078 336 13.0

13.5 310 1025 710 315 10 9 277 688 965 317 8.2

9.5 296 1051 631 419 12 11 371 766 1137 312 11.9

RT - Reaction Time PV - Peak Velocity
MT - Movement Time TPV - Time to Peak Velocity
TT - Total response Time

Bilateral reaching to same distances vs different distances

Movements to the distant targets also took longer than movements to

near targets under all conditions of bilateral reaching, although no significant

differences were found on the same-different distances dimension for MT or

TT. However RT for the mixed distance task was greater than for same

distance tasks, supporting the notion that RT measures complexity of task

preparation. RT for the left hand was longer for the left hand than for the right
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hand but no significant left-right differences were found for MT or TT.

As previously explained, effective left-right comparisons, were

obtained by t-test analysis. This revealed that MTs were not significantly

different in 3 of the 4 bilateral conditions. Only the left/near - right/distant
task resulted in widely discrepant MTs due to the failure of the left hand to

accommodate to the task performed by the right hand (see figure 3.9). The

higher preparation demand of this bimanual task, implied by the RTs, may have

caused the limbs to behave independently. Consequently in this condition, the
left and right limbs did not terminate their movements simultaneously.

Asynchronous termination also occurred to varying degrees, in the other

bilateral conditions where differences in left-right MT were supplemented by

differences in left-right RT.

Correlation analysis A : RT, MT and TT.

Examination of the correlation coefficients for RT, MT and TT shows

that for all three variables, the correlation between left and right hands was

greatest when the left hand was moving to the near target (Table 3.8).

Asynchronous initiation and termination times were associated with highly

correlated RTs MTs and TTs, when the left hand moved to the near target,

while in those conditions where the left hand was moving to a distant target,

the MT and TT correlations between the limbs were low.

Table 3.8 Correlations between the left and right hands

left - right left - right left - right left - right
near - near dist - dist near - dist dist - near

S RT MT TT RT MT TT RT MT TT RT MT TT

A .99 .87 .95 .65 .60 .56 .98 .89 .90 .90 .10 .56

Correlation analysis B : Bilateral hand positions over time

Assessment of ongoing movement trajectories requires the

time-series correlation data (figure 3.10). In those conditions where the left

hand moved to the near target the limbs were highly correlated to within 150
msecs of arrival, whereupon the correlation gradually decreased. In the

conditions where the left hand moved to the distant target, the limbs were
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highly correlated during the first stage of the movement corresponding

approximately to the point of peak velocity, thereafter the correlation declined

for approximately 300 msecs until the targets were reached. As for control

subject D, the MT correlation graphs (fig 3.11) for this subject are consistent

with the conclusions arrived at on the basis of the overall TT graphs.

These correlations over time demonstrate the mutual entrainment of

the limbs during certain phases of the trajectory. While in accordance with the

previous correlations for MT and TT, they do not explain why the limbs

remained highly correlated almost until the time of target arrival in the

conditions where the left hand moved to the near target, while interlimb

correlation began to decline much earlier when the left hand moved to the

distant target.

Further kinematic analysis

The key to explaining these correlations may lie in the velocity profiles
which provide the most accessible kinematic feature for observing the

progression of movement in each trial (Lestienne et. al., 1974). In figure 3.12,
two velocity profiles from each condition are presented as representative

examples of each conditions, in order to compare features of movement where

were similar and dissimilar within and between conditions.

In the left-near/right near condition (graphs A and B), the right hand

started to move sooner than the left hand. The right hand also accelerated

faster than the left hand but slowed down relative to the left hand which finally

achieved greater peak velocity. During the deceleration phase both hands

moved at similar velocities until the final stage of "current control"

(Woodworth, 1899), when the right hand appeared to decelerate more rapidly
than the left hand and thus reach the target slightly in advance of the left

hand. This process, which may be seen in graph B, probably required selective

visual guidance and would correspond to the 150 msec correlation decrement

noted earlier - if this strategy was applied variably between trials.

In the left-near/right-distant condition, the two representative velocity

profiles (graphs C and D) were very similar to each other during the

deceleration phase up to the point where the left hand, probably under visual

guidance, reached the target more rapidly in graph C than in graph D. Again if
this strategy was not constant over it would account for the 150 msec decline
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in interlimb correlation.

In the conditions where the left hand moved to a distant target

(left-distant/right-distant : graphs E and F, left-distant/ right-near : graphs G
and H), the velocity profiles during the acceleration phase were similar between

trials. However there was a high degree of inter-trial variability during the
deceleration phase. As the correlation is a measure of the consistency of the

distance travelled by the left and right hands over 5 trials, the observed
inter-trial variability accounts for the decline in correlation observed during the

final 300 msecs of movement. The low correlations for the total time taken to

complete bilateral movements involving the left hand moving to a distant

target suggests, that under these conditions, the temporal organization of
bilateral movements did not involve the application of a single timing

parameter to both limbs or alternatively, bilateral movements were not

executed in accordance with prior parameterization. The control of timing,
rather than being specified invariantly between limbs, appears to have been

more limb specific. Consequently the force-time parameter(s) produced

gradual decoupling of the limbs as they decelerated towards the target

although the actual times of contact may be controlled by vision.

Subject B

Unilateral vs bilateral reaching

This subject's unilateral movement data (table 3.9), illustrates a well
known feature of Parkinsonism; namely the slowness of movement in the

affected limb. Not only were left hand MTs and TTs slower than those of the

right hand but also difficulty in initiating movement of the left hand was

indicated by the left-right RT differential. This differential must be seen

however in the context of the overall normal RT of this subject. Bilateral

reaching to same-distance targets did not result in increased RT, but MT was

considerably slower than in comparable unilateral conditions.
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TABLE 3.9 Movement Parameters for subject B

PV TPV TT MT RT Left Home Riqht RT MT TT TPV PV

1 115 454 569 247 23.8

19.8 233 687 495 192 2

3 116 380 496 226 13.7
11.0 242 588 441 147 4

10.2 257 659 509 150 6 5 166 416 582 254 14.0

19.3 232 752 610 142 8 7 135 520 655 251 23.3

14.0 288 899 712 187 10 9 160 371 531 262 14.2

11.0 258 696 520 176 12 11 179 550 729 264 22.5

RT - Reaction Time
MT - Movement Time
TT - Total response Time

PV - Peak Velocity
TPV - Time to Peak Velocity

Bilateral reaching to same distances vs different distances

When the hands combined in the mixed distance tasks RT was

significantly longer. The left hand was again slower than the right hand. In

every bilateral condition, left and right MTs were significantly different. For the

mixed distance tasks this represents a failure to accommodate to the

requirements of the other hand, (figure 3.13). This may be misleading because

the style of control adopted by this subject may have been focused on

reaching peak velocity simultaneously. (Kelso considers this to be a key

kinematic indicator of simultaneity.) Unlike the other parameters which all

manifested left-right differences, TPV was exempt from this category. That

limb termination was ultimately asynchronous was due to the inability of the

left arm to generate sufficient force to keep pace with the normal right arm.

This was particularly evident in the left-distant/right-near condition where the

force intensity requirements of each limb were most discrepant. Here the right

hand proved to be a drag on the left hand which, in spite of having to travel

twice the distance to its target, realized only the same peak velocity as the

right hand.

Correlation analysis A : RT, MT and TT

Interlimb MT correlation occurred only in the mixed distance tasks

where peak velocity was the same for both hands (10 - 9), or was twice as

great for the right hand as for the left hand (12 - 11). This could be related to

the idea that specification of endpoint location is most easily accomplished
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Figure 3.13 Bilateral parameters for reaching to
same distance and different distance targets. Subject B.
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when the intensity parameters for each limb are the same or are related by an

integer value (Pribram et. al., 1984). In all conditions there were high RT and
TT correlations which illustrates that high interlimb correlations for movement

initiation and movement termination do not automatically ensure high interlimb

correlation for the time taken to execute bilateral movements.

Table 3.10 Correlations between the left and right hands

left - right left - right left - right left - right
near - near dist - dist near - dist dist - near

S RT MT TT RT MT TT RT MT TT RT MT TT

B .90 .20 .92 .94 .15 .96 .99 .85 .87 .96 .87 .83

Correlation analysis B : Bilateral hand positions over time

The time series correlation graphs (figure 3.14) express the movement

time correlations presented in table 3.10. In the conditions where both hands
travelled to targets at the same distance, interlimb correlation declined to

almost zero over a period of 200 msecs prior to the right hand reaching the

target. In the mixed distance conditions interlimb correlation were high to

within 200 msecs of arrival, whereupon they gradually decreased to about 0.6.

Subject C

Unilateral vs bilateral reaching

RT was significantly longer for both left and right hands in the
bilateral conditions relative to comparable unilateral conditions, although MT

and TT were not. There were no left-right main effect on these parameters,

but the left hand took significantly longer to reach peak velocity than the right
hand and when it did so the magnitude of peak velocity was less, which

suggests that subject C was able to generate more force, more rapidly in the

right hand than in the affected left hand, when both hands were moving to

targets at the same distance.
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Figure 3.14 These correlation graphs illustrate the
patterns of interlimb correlation observed in the
four bilateral conditions. Subject B.
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TABLE 3.11 Movement parameters for subject C.

PV TPV TT MT RT

10.3 357 968 789 179

6.0 379 904 725 179

6.2 331 947 708 239

10.1 421 1022 835 188

9.2 426 1181 851 330

6.2 317 963 710 253

RT - Reaction Time
MT - Movement Time

TT - Total response Time

4

6
8

10

12

1 174 949 1123 335 11.4

153 683 836 340 7.1

237
7 194

305

11 208

680

839

742

866

917 312
1033 340
1065 331

1074 374

PV - Peak Velocity
TPV - Time to Peak Velocity

7.1

11.5

7.0
10.6

Bilateral reaching to same distances vs different-distances

The aspects of movement, described in the previous paragraph, were

also observed when comparing the different types of bilateral reaching tasks;

RT was significantly longer in the mixed distance tasks compared to the same

distance tasks, while MT was about the same in both types of condition (see

figure 3.15). There were significant left-right differences in PV, TPV and RT.

The main implication of these results is that when both hands were

moving to targets at different distances, movement initiation was delayed, but

once initiated did not take longer to execute, relative to same distance tasks.

Unlike subject B however there was no feature of movement that could be said

to be temporally coupled across limbs. With the exception of the

left-near/right near condition, TPV was significantly different between limbs, as

was RT and MT in the mixed distance conditions. Therefore left and right limbs

were highly asynchronous, showing no hint of accommodation in the mixed
distance tasks.

Correlation analysis A : RT, MT and TT

In all conditions RT correlations were very high which indicates that

movement initiation was coupled across limbs. When both hands moved to

targets at the same distance (near or distant), MT and TT correlations were

also high. In contrast MT and TT correlations were low in the mixed distance
conditions.
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Figure 3.15 Bilateral parameters for reaching to
same distance and different distance targets. Subject C.
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Table 3.12 Correlations between the left and right hands

left - right left - right left - right left - right
near - near dist - dist near - dist dist - near

S RTMTTT RT MT TT RT MT TT RT MT TT

C .97 .83 .98 .95 .82 .85 .94 .21 .62 .94 .43 .66

Correlation analysis B : RT, MT and TT

Again, the correlations presented in table 3.12 are reflected in the time
series correlation graphs (figure 3.16). High interlimb correlations up until the
time of target arrival, were observed in the two conditions with high TT
correlations and similar left-right movement times, whereas in the other two

conditions interlimb correlations declined to very low values, reflecting the

corresponding low MT and TT correlations and dissimilar left-right movement
times.
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Figure 3.16 These correlation graphs illustrate
the patterns of interlimb correlation observed
in the four bilateral conditions. Subject C.
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3.4. Discussion

The results presented here cannot be easily reconciled with the

concept of functional groupings of muscles constrained to act as a single unit

when the left and right hands were moving to targets at different distances. On
the whole little, evidence of interlimb timing invariance or accommodation was

found in the MT data, although other parameters were indicative of bilateral

coupling.

In particular, the very high correlations which were found during the

course of movement may be construed as strong evidence of interlimb

coupling. However to identify this process with a coordinative structure, in the
sense that Kelso et. al. use the phrase, is not warranted in view of the failure

to confirm the specific predictions of their model. Furthermore, the fact that

almost no instances of bilateral assimilation were found means that Marteniuk

et. al.'s neural crosstalk model cannot be accepted.

Certainly for the two control subjects these were surprising findings,

as they both stated after the experiment that they had started and finished left
and right handed movements simultaneously in the mixed distance conditions.
Both subjects felt however that considerable attention was required in these

conditions. The latter introspection was partly reflected in the RT data, but

neither these data nor those for MT or TT, where significant left - right

asymmetries were found, supported the former.

As a theoretical construct coordinative structures have, for some

writers (e.g. Kelso et. al., 1981; Kugler et. al., 1980; 1982), acquired extraordinary

explanatory power in the domain of naturally developing systems. The

(over)pursuance of physical analogies has perhaps detracted from the inherent

variance of movements made to achieve a particular goal. Bernstein (1967),
was cognizant of this problem and proposed a representational solution in
terms of a higher order motor engram. The computational complexity of this

approach led many researchers to consider artificial or homeokinetic "smart

mechanisms", (Runeson, 1977; Turvey et. al. 1978), which solve the same

problems but without the attendant computational difficulties. The problem
with these analogies is that, rather than solve the problem of how actions are

realized, they replace the Cartesian homuncuius with a Cartesian automaton

and thereby define out of existence the controller of action by a series of
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quasi-logical and often implicit assumptions ( Cutting, 1982)

Even simple repetitive tasks draw on conscious or unconscious

strategies which are not synonymous with the mechanisms employed to

implement these strategies. As Skinner (1931) concluded from his early work

on simple reflexes

"both the stimulus and the response must be taken as class
terms each of which embraces an indefinitely large number of
particular stimuli and responses but is sufficiently well defined by
specification of one or two properties. The alternative to
acknowledging this generic nature is to argue that every possible
restricted correlation is an independent unit"

This acknowledgement of the diversity of simple movements must be

extended to the experiment reported here. Each subject's style of control

manifested itself in a unique pattern of results. Yet within this context

resemblances may be observed.

With the exception of subject B, Parkinsonian RT and MT was slower

and more variable that that of the control subjects. (See tables 3.13 and 3.14).

Similar results were reported by Sanes (1985) using a Fitts' Law paradigm. He

found that Parkinsonian subject's movements became slower and less accurate

as the index of difficulty increased. This was taken as evidence of a deficit in

the central processing of movement. Although the presence of tremor during

movement might have affected terminal accuracy, severity of akinesia did not

covary with the decrement in movement information processing.
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Table 3.13 Means of all measures averaged over all conditions
for each subject.

Left Reaching Right Reaching

SUBJECT PV TPV TT MT RT RT MT TT TPV PV

A 11.8 277 980 659 321 299 682 981 301 11.0

B 14.2 251 713 546 167 145 449 594 251 18.5

C 8.3 372 998 770 228 212 793 1005 339 9.1

D 16.2 247 616 454 162 156 441 597 256 16.5

E 12 .2 281 750 583 167 164 573 737 273 11.5

Table 3.14. Standard Deviations of all measures averaged over
all conditions for each subject.

Left Reaching Right Reaching

SUBJECT PV TPV TT MT RT RT MT TT TPV PV

A 0.94 42 90 77 57 74 88 104 41 1.04

B 1.15 22 71 52 39 34 48 25 25 1.85

C 0.76 44 71 51 47 45 57 36 36 0.51

D 1.45 28 42 32 30 22 35 32 29 1.52

E 1.17 22 60 47 26 26 40 49 25 1.32

RT - Reaction Time
MT - Movement Time
TT - Total response Time

PARKINSONIAN SUBJECTS: ABC

PV - Peak Velocity
TPV - Time to Peak Velocity

CONTROL SUBJECTS: D E

Whereas in chapter 2 tremor was prominent during movement for all 3

subjects, visual inspection of the data revealed no noticeable tremor during
Parkinsonian reaching, although this finding cannot be substantiated by Fourier

analysis as the camera was too far away from the target board to detect

tremor movements of the same power as those observed in the tapping and

finger alignment experiments [chapter 2]. (However, if there was a tremor

component during reaching of anything like the same relative power of tremor

during tapping, this would have been detected.) Although this is a serious

methodological shortcoming of the present study, it is encouraging to know

that other researchers have also observed that tremor is reduced or eliminated

during reaching. This phenomenon has been attributed to the increasing
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innervation of proximal muscle groups which results in the fusion of motor unit

discharges and desynchronization of antagonistic muscles with consequent

depression of tremor (Jankovic and Fahn 1980, Dietz 1974). The contribution of

tremor to a volitional task may also be modified by which control system it
becomes a component of. There is in fact neurophysiological evidence to

suggest that finger movements are subserved by a different control system

from that which governs arm and elbow movements (Arbib 1983).

The work of Brinkman and Kuypers (1973) on split-brain monkeys is

particularly interesting for its finding that both contralateral and ipsilateral

descending pathways provide efferent commands to the upper limbs and distal

effectors. Marteniuk and his colleagues (1980; 1984), have incorporated this

result into a neural crosstalk model whereby motor command to limbs moving

to different distances are modified by the descending influences to make the

intensity specifications for each limb more like the other limb, although this

effect is not enough to produce simultaneity of movement time.

While the present study does not provide much support for this

model, another aspect of neural crosstalk, suggested by different experiments

on split-brain monkeys (Guiard and Requin, 1979), may provide a useful

explanatory framework. Their hypothesis was that performance of the

split-brain monkey on a choice RT task is underlaid by the ordinary mechanism

of limited attention capacity shared between two structurally distinct but

functionally non-autonomous control channels. This was supported by results

which showed that when response preselection is disconfirmed by the signal a

fast correction process is required. This high speed switching mechanism is

assumed to require commissural integrity. Therefore in the control group one

should expect mean correct RT to be longer than mean erroneous RT because

of the time lost due to the switching operation. This difference is not to be

expected in the split-brain group because neither the correct or erroneous RT

distribution should be affected by such a time loss.

Guiard and Requin interpret this as an inability on the part of the

split-brain monkeys to perform two simple motor acts simultaneously. For this

paradigm to be extended to Parkinsonian subjects it must be with the proviso
that: 1)they do not suffer from split-brain disorders , 2)their choice RT is

normal relative to the simple RT baseline which is considerably slower than
normal subjects (Evarts et. al., 1981). Nevertheless Parkinsonian subjects have
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been characterized as unable to perform two actions simultaneously. The

Guiard and Requin study is in effect saying that when attention is focused on

an uncertain or difficult situation, action is taken sequentially rather than

simultaneously. Both normal and Parkinsonian subjects access this strategy

when performing bilateral movements. This model goes a long way towards

explaining the left-right asymmetries observed in all subjects.

Parkinsonian subject A is a particularly interesting example, as the left
hand's RT is about 50 msecs longer than the right hand's in all bilateral

conditions. Kelso et. al. (1983) found that when an obstacle was placed in the

path of one limb, while requiring both limbs to move to same distance targets,

the limb moving over the hurdle was initiated slightly before the contralateral
limb (mean difference = 9.5 msecs). Although this early departure was offset

by a larger movement time for the limb traversing the hurdle, total response

time was significantly different (45 msecs, p<.001). It is argued from these data

that, although the imposition of a hurdle in the movement trajectory of the

limb disrupts simultaneity effects, there was a compensatory effect on the

non-hurdle limb because MTs were elevated by 38.5 msecs over counterpart

condition in the experiment with no hurdles. Individual results revealed a

larger discrepancy between the timing relationship of the limbs across the
different subjects. For some subjects, Kelso accepts that rather than initiating
movements simultaneously they, "appear to perform the movements in a 1-2

manner rather than as a unified pair". They account for this in one subject in a

footnote by explaining that, "subject PH had considerable ballet experience as a

consequence of which she may have been capable of controlling the limbs

independently in this task". They go on to say that:

"the movement times of subjects TH, GH and PH are
sufficiently different between the hurdle and non-hurdle limbs to
suggest that the parameters for the two limbs may be specified
separately. The movements required by the task may have been
perceived as sufficiently different from each other that the
powerful symmetry constraint between the limbs no longer holds,
hence the two hands may not participate in the same
coordinative structure."

The last sentence in this passage reveals the importance of the

subject's perception of the task. It seems reasonable to suggest that
Parkinsonian subjects will impute a higher degree of difficulty to the task than
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normals (cf. Sanes, 1985). The motor symptoms of Parkinsonism may quite

conceivably introduce a perceptual-motor bias which would affect the spatial

specification process. In a study pertinent to this issue, Danta and Hilton

(1975), found that Parkinsonian subjects judgement of the visual vertical and
horizontal relative to their body, was impaired. The results favoured the

hypothesis that specific basal ganglia abnormalities produce disordered

judgements, rather than indirectly as a peripheral consequence of changes in

proprioception.

The results obtained in this experiment demonstrate that good

interiimb coordination occurred, for ail subjects, when both hands were moving

concurrently towards the targets. Control subjects' movement times tended to

be dissimilar in the mixed distance conditions and this constitutes a failure to

replicate the key results obtained in the previously cited studies which used
this paradigm. A similar pattern was observed in the performance of
Parkinsonian subjects although their movements were generally slower and

more variable. Consequently, associated parameters (e.g. correlations) were

less consistent both within and between subjects. Bilateral movement time

correlations were often fairly low which suggests that invariant interiimb

temporal specification was either not a feature of bilateral movement

organization or, if intended, was not successfully realized in movement

execution. Evidence of visual correction in the final stages of target acquisition

supports the hypothesis that the temporal organization of simple bilateral

movements is impaired, to some extent, in patients with mild or moderate

Parkinsonism.

What constitutes normal behaviour in this task is a more complex

question to answer in view of the fact that three very similar studies have

produced three different sets of results. In fact, there may be no unequivocal
answer to this question for groups of subjects as individual subjects may

adopt different strategies, or call upon different processes, in order to perform
concurrent bilateral movements. The results presented here clearly validate the

use of idiographic analyses which have revealed many idiosyncratic features of
each subject's behaviour. These findings would have been lost if the

dependent and kinematic variables had been averaged across subjects.
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3.5. Appendix : Analysis of Variance

10 two way ANOVA's were performed on the 5 movement parameters

in the experiment reported in chapter 3, for each subject.

lJReaction time 2)Movement time 3)Total time
4)Peak velocity 5)Time to Peak Velocity

ANOVA's with factors A, B and C compare two handed movements of

the same amplitude and corresponding single handed movements. ANOVA's
with factors D, E and F compare two handed movements of the same

amplitude with two handed movements of different amplitudes.

FACTORS:

A=left/right B=near/distant C=unilateral/bilateral
D=left/right E=near/distant F=same distance/different-distance

These ANOVA's, together with the t-tests reported in section 3.6, were

performed primarily in order to assess the two specific predictions of Kelso et.

al.'s (1983) coordinative structure model.

1) There will be no significant differences between left and right hand
movement parameters in any of the bilateral conditions. [Main factor D,

interaction DF],

2) There will be significant movement time accommodation by the left
and right hands in the mixed distance conditions relative to the same distance

conditions. [Interactions DE and DF].

The other main factors and interactions are also useful in quantifying
the effect of other variables, e.g. the effect of target distance (on left and right
hand parameters) may be gauged by the magnitude of factors B and E (and
interactions AB and DE respectively).
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Reaching: Analysis of Variance - Subject A.

Factor F S Factor F S

1JReaction Time

A 0.4 ns A 0.5 ns

B 1.5 ns C 0.8 ns

AB 3.7 ns AC 7.3 ns

D 79.3 p <.001 D 5.1 P <
E 0.9 ns F 7.7 P <
DE 4.0 ns DF 3.7 ns

2)Movement Time

A 0.1 ns A 0.1 ns

B 11.9 p <.01 / C 17.6 P <
AB 1.9 ns AC 0.3 ns

D 4.3 ns D 1.0 ns

E 11.0 P < . 01 n/ F 0.2 ns

DE 0.04 ns DF 1.3 ns

3)Total Time

A 0.4 ns A 0.1 ns

B 27.0 p <.001 C 18.2 P <
AB 6.5 p <.05 AC 6.7 P <

D 1.3 ns D 0.9 ns

E 14.4 p <.01 F 0.6 ns

DE 3.8 ns DF 1.9 ns

4)Peak Velocity

A 4.1 ns A 1.3 ns

B 390.0 p <.001 C 2.6 ns

AB 0.3 ns AC 0.4 ns

D
'

3.7 ns D 1.6 ns

E 126.4 p <.001 F 0.9 ns

DE 0.1 ns DF 6.1 P <

5)Time to Peak Velocity

A 1.9 ns A 0.05 ns

B 0.4 ns C 2.6 ns

AB 4.9 ns AC 2.3 ns

D 1.9 ns D 0.76 ns

E 0.9 ns F 0.35 ns

DE 1.5 ns DF 2.1 ns

,025
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Reaching: Analysis of Variance - Subject 3

Factor F S Factor F S

l)Reaction Time

A 3.6 ns A 7.3 p <. 05
B 0.3 ns C 0.4 ns

AB 4.7 ns AC 21.8 p <. 01

D 0.4 ns D 0.3 ns

E 0.3 ns F 2.5 ns

DE 1.1 ns DF 0.8 ns

2)Movement Time

A 26.2 p <.001 A 78.5 p <.001
B 16.9 p <.01 C 14.6 p <. 01
AB 0.5 ns AC 0.7 ns

D 84.5 p <.001 D 2.9 ns

E 71.6 p <.001 F 4.1 ns

DE 0.4 ns DF 12.4 p <. 01

3)Total Time

A 24.4 p <.001 A 61.0 p <.001
B 6.5 p <.05 C 5.8 p <. 05
AB 1.1 ns AC 0.2 ns

D 57.4 ns D 17.9 p <. 01
E 19.6 p <. 01 F 2.0 ns

DE 1.9 ns DF 2.6 ns

4)Peak Velocity

A 3.2 p <.025 A 65.2 p <.001
B 291.4 p <.001 C 1.3 ns

AB 1.2 ns AC 0.7 ns

D 115.1 p <.001 D 17.8 p <. 01
E 103.7 p <.001 F 1.3 ns

DE 5.4 p <.05 DF 0.3 ns

5)Time to Peak Velocity

A 0.4 ns A 0.7 ns

B 2.6 ns C 8.5 p <.05
AB 0.2 ns AC 1.6 ns

D 0.8 ns D 0.2 ns

E 0.4 ns F 0.5 ns

DE 4.7 ns DF 1.6 ns
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Reaching: Analysis of Variance - Subject C.

Factor F S Factor F S

1)Reaction Time

A 1.1 ns A 0.5 ns

B 1.6 ns C 5.3 p <. 05
AB 0.5 ns AC 0.9 ns

D 3.8 ns D 6.8 P <• 05
E 5.0 ns F 4.7 ns

DE 2.4 ns DF 15.5 p <. 01

2)Movement Time

A 1.7 ns A 0.6 ns

B 39.5 p <.001 C 0.1 ns

AB 10.1 p <.025 AC 1.7 ns

D 0.3 ns D 0.3 ns

E 81.7 p <.001 F 0.2 ns

DE 0.2 ns DF 0.2 ns

3)Total Time

A 1.0 ns A 0.2 ns

B 28.9 p <.001 C 0.8 ns

AB 9.9 p <.025 AC 0.7 ns

D 0.7 ns D 0.5 ns

E 42.7 p <.001 F 6.8 P <• 05
DE 1.3 ns DF 0.06 ns

4)Peak Velocity

A 14.2 p <. 01 A 6.5 P < .0!
B 610.0 p <.001 C 0.1 ns

AB 4.2 ns AC 0.1 ns

D 2.7 ns D 7.2 P < .0!
E 212.0 p <.001 F 0.7 ns

DE 0.4 ns DF 0.2 ns

5)Time to Peak Velocity

A 18.1 p <. 01 A 21.7 P < .0(
B 1.9 ns C 0.4 ns

AB 1.3 ns AC 0.7 ns

D

E

DE

11.5

48.2
4.6

p <.01
ns

ns

D

F

DF

7.4
0.4
2.3

p <. 05
ns

ns
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Reaching: Analysis of Variance - Subject D

Factor F S Factor F_

l)Reaction Time

A 1.8 ns A 3.8 ns

B 1.7 ns C 1.8 ns

AB CO•o ns AC 2.6 ns

D

E

DE

1.0
6.9

0.3

ns

p <.05
ns

D

F

DF

0.2
20.3
0.8

ns

p <.01
ns

2)Movement Time

A oin ns A CO

B 64.3 p <.001 C 1.3

AB 0.3 ns AC 9.6

D

E

DE

0.4
17.1

1.3

ns

p <. 01
ns

D

F

DF

1.5

2.9

0.1

ns

ns

p <.025

ns

ns

ns

3)Total Time

A 5.5 p <.05
B 91.0 p <.001
AB 0.8 ns

D 0.7 ns

E 25.6 p <.
DE 2.5 ns

001

A

C

AC

D

F

DF

9.8

5.7

6.2

0.3
16.2

0.2

p <.025
p <. 05
p <. 05

ns

p <.01
ns

4)Peak Velocity

A 5.4 p <.05 A 7.3 p <.025
B 523.0 p <.001 C 1.0 ns
AB 0.7 ns AC 1.9 ns

D 0.6
E ino
DE 0.3

5)Time to Peak Velocity

A 0.3
B 2.1

AB 0.4

D 0.7
E 355.0

DE 0.7

ns D o • CD ns

ns F 0.4 ns

ns DF 0.3 ns

ns A CO•o ns

ns C 43.0 p <.001
ns AC 0.3 ns

ns D 0.4 ns

i <.001 F 17.0 r—1oVo,
ns DF CNO ns
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Reaching: Analysis of Variance - Subject E.

Factor F S Factor F S

1 JReaction Time

A 0.4 ns A 0.6 ns

B 0.8 ns C 27.9 p <.001
AB 0.9 ns AC 0.1 ns

D 0.07 ns D 0.2 ns

E 10.5 p <. 01 F 0.4 ns

DE 0.1 ns DF 0.5 ns

2)Movement Time

A 0.5 ns A 1.6 ns

B 121.0 p <.001 C 7.4 p <.05
AB 2.9 ns AC 0.1 ns

D 0.7 ns D 0.05 ns

E 290 .0 p <.001 F 0.08 ns

F 11.1 p <. 01 DF 0.1 ns

3)Total Time

A 0.8 ns A 1.7 ns

B 132.0 p <.001 C 32.3 p <>001
AB 1.1 ns AC 2.7 ns

D 0.9 ns D 0.3 ns

E 15.5 p <. 01 F 0.5 ns

DE 0.5 ns DF 0.6 ns

4)Peak Velocity

A 4.4 ns A 19.2 p <.01
B 200.0 p <.001 C 7.1 p <.025
AB 0.6 ns AC 0.03 ns

D 1.2 ns D 0.2 ns

E 115.0 p <.001 F 0.2 ns

DE 0.7 ns DF 0.5 ns

5)Time to Peak Velocity

A 0.04 ns A 0.08 ns

B 7.0 p <.05 C 30.9 p <.001
AB 14.1 p <. 01 AC 0.1 ns

D 4.4 ns D 0.3 ns

E 11.5 p <. 01 F 13.8 p <. 01
DE 2.1 ns DF 0.7 ns
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3.6. Appendix : T-tests

Two tailed t-tests were performed on the five movement parameters

obtained in the experiment reported.in chapter 4, for each subject, in order to

ascertain whether there were any significant bilateral differences. In addition
two tailed t-tests were employed to compare the left (right) hand when both
hands were reaching to targets at the same distance with the left (right) hand

when both hands were moving to targets at different distances.

T-test analysis of reaching data.

A) T-test analysis of left/right differences in movement parameters for

each of the bilateral conditions. (2—tailed tests.)

The four conditions are:

Left near/Right near LN - RN
Left distant/Right distant LD - RD
Left distant/Right near LD - RN
Left near/Right distant LD - RN

B) T-test analysis of differences between left (right) hand moving to a

target at the same distance as the other hand and moving to a different

distance than the other hand. (2—tailed tests.)

The four comparisons are:

Left near (different)/Left near (same) LNd - LNs
Left distant (different)/Left distant (same) LDd - LNs
Right near (different)/Right near (same) RNd - RNs
Right distant (different)/Right distant (same) LDd - RDs

For both analyses five movement parameters were tested.

1)Reaction Time (RT)
2)Movement Time (MT)
3)Total Time (TT)
4)Peak Velocity (TPV)
5)Time to Peak Velocity (TPV)
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T-test analysis of reaching data: Subject A.

A)Left vs Right in each bilateral condition.

RT MT TT PV TPV

condition

LN - RN 11.1 * * ★ 1.3 ns 3.1 ★ 1.6 ns 0.5 ns

LD - RD 3.1 * 0.6 ns 2.5 * 3.1 * 1.2 ns

LD - RN 3.5 * 0.5 ns 2.7 k 4.6 * ★ 1.8 ns

LN - RD 5.3 * * 5.7 * * 3.0 k 3.2 * 2.8 k

B)Left (right) different distance VS . left (right) same distance

RT MT TT PV TPV

LNd-LNs 0.8 ns 0.2 ns 1.0 ns 1.8 ns 0.4 ns

LDd-LDs 1.1 ns 3.1 * 4.0 * 3.4 * 1.7 ns

RNd-RNs 0.1 ns 5.3 * * 0.2 ns 0.2 ns 2.0 ns

RDd-RDs 2.8 k 0.5 ns 0.7 ns 0.7 ns 0.8 ns

Significance levels for 2-tailed t -tests:

* = P <.05 ** = P <.01 k k k = P < .001 ns = not significant.

T-test analysis of reaching data: Subject B

A) Left vs Right in each bilateral condition •

RT MT TT PV TPV

condition

LN - RN 1.2 ns 3.0 * 2.8 ★ 12 .5 ★ * * 0.2 ns

LD - RD 1.6 ns 7.5 * * 7.8 ** 17.0 * ★ ★ 1.7 ns

LD - RN 1.7 ns 6.3 •k:k 6.0 ** 11.1 kkk 1.4 ns

LN - RD 1.5 ns 26.9 kkk 31.0 * * * 0.1 ns 1.0 ns

B) Left (right ) different distance vs left (right) samei distance

RT MT TT PV TPV

LNd-LNs 0.8 ns 0.2 ns 1.0 ns 1.8 ns 0.4 ns

LDd-LDs 1.1 ns 3.1 k 4.0 k 3.4 * 1.7 ns

RNd-RNs 0.1 ns 5.4 k k 0.2 ns 0.2 ns 2.0 ns

RDd-RDs 2.8 * 0.5 ns 0.7 ns 0.7 ns 0.8 ns

Significance levels for two- tailed t-tests.

* = P <.05 ** = P <.01 kkk = P < .001 ns = not significant
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T-test analysis of reaching data: Subject C

A) Left vs Right in each bilateral condition

RT MT TT PV TPV

condition

LN - RN 1.0 ns 2.8 * 2.9 ir 14.0 * * ★ 1.0 ns

LD - RD 1.6 ns 0.1 ns 0.3 ns 1.8 ns 5.3 * *

LD - RN 2.4 * 6.0 ** 7.6 * ★ 11.7 k k k 6.4 * *

LN - RD 2.9 * 6.3 ** 7.8 * * 17.1 k k k 7.7 ★ ★

B) Left (right) different distance vs left (right) same di

RT MT TT PV TPV

LNd-LNs 0.4 ns 0.8 ns 0.5 ns 0.2 ns 0.2 ns

LDd-LDs 4.4 * * 0.2 ns 3.0 * 2.8 * 0.3 ns

RNd-RNs 1.5 ns 0.7 ns 1.5 ns 0.4 ns 0.8 ns

RDd-RDs 0.7 ns 0.3 ns 0.3 ns 6.6 ★ k 2.0 ns

Significance levels for two-tailed t-tests.

* = P <. 05 ** = P < .01 *** P <.001 ns = not significant

T-test analysis of reaching data: Subject D

A)Left vs Right in each bilateral condition.

RT MT TT PV TPV

condition

LN - RN 0.1 ns 0.1 ns 1.0 ns 1.6 ns 1.0 ns

LD - RD 0.9 ns 0.6 ns 0.2 ns 0.8 ns 1.4 ns

LD - RD 4.7 * * 3.4 * 2.9 * 24.3 k k k 3.0 *

LN - RD 3.6 ★ 4.2 * * 6.5 ** 19.7 k k k 0.7 ns

B)Left (r ight) different distance vs left (right) same di

LNd-LNs 2.7 * 0.1 ns 1.6 ns 0.1 ns 5.0 * *

LDd-LDs 0.4 ns 4.3 * 2.1 * 0.6 ★ 4.0 * *

RNd-RNs 0.1 ns 5.3 ** 0.2 ns 0.2 ns 2.0 ns

RDd-RDs 2.8 * 0.5 ns 0.7 ns 0.7 ns 0.8 ns

Significance levels for 2-tailed t-tests:

* = p <.05 ** = p <.01 *** = p <.001 ns = not significant
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T-test analysis of reaching data: Subject E.

AJLeft vs Right in each bilateral condition.

RT MT TT PV TPV
condition
LN - RN 0.1 ns COo ns 00o ns 4.3 * 2.8 *

LD - RD 1.7 ns 1.4 ns 0.7 ns 1.5 ns 2.1 ns
LD - RN 4.2 * 18.0 *** 14.0 *** 5.1 * ★ 6.4 •k *

LN - RD 8.6 *** 18.6 *** 23.0 * * * 5.2 ** 3.8 *

B)Left (right) different distance vs left (right) same distance.

RT MT TT PV TPV
condition

LNd-LNs 00o ns 0.2 ns 1.0 ns 1.8 ns 0.4 ns
LDd-LDs 1.1 ns 3.1 * 4.0 * 3.4 * 1.7 ns
RNd-RNs 0.1 ns 5.3 ** 0.2 ns 0.3 ns 2.0 ns
RDd-RDs 2.8 * in•o ns 0.7 ns O • 00 ns 00o ns

Significance levels for 2-tailed tests:

* = P <.05 ** = P <.01 *** = P <.001 ns = not significant.
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CHAPTER 4

THE ORGANIZATION OF RHYTHMIC LIM6 MOVEMENTS IN PARKINSONISM

4.1. Introduction

The impairment of rhythmical and/or coordinated movements are well
known phenomena in Parkinsonism. Clearly many everyday activities may be
described in this way and it is therefore important to improve our

understanding of the control mechanisms underlying the production of these

types of movements. The aim of this chapter is to draw together the findings

reported in chapters 2 and 3 and develop a more general explanation of the

motor symptoms seen in Parkinsonism.

Of course, explanations can occur at various levels. Some 'lower level'

symptoms of Parkinsonism are amenable to physiological explanation; thus

rigidity can be explained in terms of an excessive discharge of certain nerve

impulses to the muscle mechanisms responsible for tone and is essentially a

consequence of defective inhibitory mechanisms arising in the substantia nigra

(Stern and Lees, 1982). The mechanisms involved in controlling 'higher order'

aspects of movement cannot at present be described in such terms and are

not likely to be, until a comprehensive taxonomy of actions is available,

together with more detailed knowledge of what parameters are specified in

different types of movement (Reed, 1987).

The effect of rhythm on interlimb coordination

The experiment reported in this chapter was concerned with rhythmic
limb movements and used a modified version of the paradigm described in

chapter 3. Rather than making unidirectional movements to a specified target

(or targets), subjects were required to make bidirectional movements between

the home key(s) and the target key(s). By introducing rhythm into the task it

will be possible to examine whether the mechanisms which govern rhythmical

finger movements are also responsible for rhythmical limb movements.

The first aim of the experiment reported here concerns the general

organization of rhythmical movement. As in the previous chapter, differences

between unilateral and bilateral reaching, same distance and mixed distance

bilateral reaching and left hand and right hand reaching, were assessed by
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analysis of variance. Other aspects of movement organization, e.g the

relationship between speed and accuracy, amplitude and amplitude variability
etc. required further correlational analysis. Since these analyses concerned all

aspects of movement organization they are presented before the results which

specifically concern bilateral coordination.

Bilateral coordination

It may be recalled that rhythmical finger movements were very often

compromised by an autonomous and involuntary motor deficit, i.e. tremor.

Motor output was described in terms of two oscillators with different

frequencies; the first a voluntary timekeeper, the second a pathological tremor

generator. Nevertheless bilateral finger coordination was often preserved

(chapter 2), which strongly supports the hypothesis that the underlying

rhythmical component of motor output was the same for both fingers, in spite
of the vicissitudes introduced by left finger tremor.

However Kelso et. al.'s (1979, 1983) 'coordinative structure' model of
interlimb timing coordination for unidirectional reaching to targets at different
distances was not replicated in the experiments reported in chapter 3. Neither

the normal subjects' nor the Parkinsonian subjects' movement times were

invariant across limbs, although the interlimb correlations indicated

coordination between the limbs. As the target combinations used in the present

experiment were the same as those used in the previous experiment, the model
of bilateral timing control may be tested in a repetitive reaching situation. The
main predictions of the model is:

- In the mixed distance conditions the hand moving to the near
target will slow down and the hand moving to the distant
target will speed up, relative to conditions where both hands
move to near targets or distant targets, respectively.

The role of motor programming in bidirectional repetitive movements

In recent years much work has been devoted to describing the

processes involved in reaching to a target. An experiment which supports the

motor programming model of reaching was conducted by Klapp (1975). He
asked subjects to reach to targets ranging in distance from 0.2 cm to 33 cm
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from the home key and with target width ranging from 0.2 cm to 6.4 cm, with
either the left or right hand. His results showed that movement accuracy could
be increased by lengthening the reaction time prior to movement and from this
he suggested that Fitts' law reflects the time necessary to optimize the

selection of motor commands to the muscles rather than the time necessary

for corrections based on feedback.

As mentioned in the previous chapter, Poiit and Bizzi (1979), have

proposed a mass-spring model to explain the finding that final limb position
was more accurately reproduced than distance in deafferented animals and

certain pathological human subjects. While accepting this model for
unidirectional aiming movements, Schmidt et. al.(1979) suggested a role for

motor programming in bidirectional repetitive movements because, when a

weight was added to the limb, movement time was not systematically affected
whereas the location of the limb was strongly biased by this manipulation.

When Schmidt et. al. asked subjects to make bidirectional movements from the

home keys to targets 20 cm away in the subjects's saggital plane, they found
that the correlation between the arrival times for the limbs ranged from 0.75 to

0.87 whereas the correlations for arrival positions ranged from -0.01 to 0.20.
These results suggest that, "certain common properties of two-handed
movements (e.g. movement time) are applied to both hands together while
other properties (e.g distance) are applied separately". In his 1980 paper

Schmidt adds that, "any time there is a reversal in direction the motor program

will determine the time of this reversal but the actual kinematics of the limbs

achieving the equilibrium point will be determined by the mechanical properties
of the musculature." The implication of Schmidt's model is that when

movements are made both bilaterally and repetitively (i.e reversal in direction) a

motor program will control bilateral movement times and the arrival times at

reversal points. Although this model has some similarities to that proposed by
Kelso et. al., e.g. the emphasis on bilateral timing coordination, it differs in its

recognition of a pre-structured timing parameter applied to both limbs.

In view of the failure to find any evidence in support of Kelso's model
in the previous chapter, the nature of bilateral coordination, for both the

control and the Parkinsonian subjects, were examined from both the

coordinative structure and motor program perspectives. By focusing on the

processes involved in coordinating rhythmical limb movements, it was hoped to

relate the results obtained in this chapter to the conclusions reached in the
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previous chapters, thereby obtaining a coherent picture illustrating the

differences and similarities between normal and Parkinsonian subjects.

4.2. Method

4.2.1. Subjects

The five subjects who took part in this experiment were the same as

those who participated in the previous experiment. The rationale for using

three patients with idiopathic Parkinsonism and two normal control subjects

was also the same as that outline in chapter 3 (section 3.2.1). The Parkinsonian

subjects did not take their normal medication on the morning prior to

experimentation which took place in the early afternoon.

4.2.2. Apparatus

The apparatus used in this experiment is described in chapter 3

(section 3.2.2)

4.2.3. Task and Procedure

As in the previous experiment subjects' were seated at the table with
both fingers resting on the home keys. The difference between the experiment

reported here and that in the previous chapter was that, rather than making

single unidirectional movements from the home key(s) to the target(s), subjects
were asked to make repetitive bidirectional movements between the home

key(s) and the target key(s) for 20 seconds. All movements were made in the

saggital plane with respect to the midline of the body and involved arm

abduction and extension of the elbow-wrist-hand linkage when reaching to the

target(s) and arm adduction together with flexion of the elbow-wrist-hand

linkage when reaching to the home key(s). Before each trial the experimenter
told the subject which target(s) to reach for when the buzzer sounded. The

subject was asked to move her index finger(s) from the home key(s) to the

target key(s) and back again to the home key(s), repetitively until told to stop

and to perform the movement(s) as quickly and as accurately as possible. As
in the previous experiment, no instructions to move simultaneously in the two

handed conditions was given to the subject.
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The experimental design consisted of eight conditions. In four of
these the left or right hands make repetitive movements between the home key
and the target which was 10 or 20 cm away. In the other four conditions

repetitive bimanual movements were made in which movement amplitude was

either the same or different across hands. Each subject practised the various
task permutations until she fully understood the task before proceeding to the
16 experimental trials which consisted of two trials in each of the conditions.
A within subjects related design was used to randomize trials and conditions.
Each subject was tested separately.

4.2.4. Analysis of Performance

Movement time and amplitude data were collected in the same

manner as in the previous experiment with the important difference that the

movement time and amplitude for each condition was defined as the mean

inter-target interval and amplitude respectively, between the home key and the

target key and vice versa (i.e exclusive of any time spent on the target),

averaged across the two trials in each condition. (Figure 4.1 illustrates how

movement time and amplitude were measured for each flexion and extension

movement.) The mean movement time for each trial was calculated by

summing all the 'extension' movement times (home key to target) and ail the
'flexion' movement times (target to home key) and dividing the total movement

time by the number of extension and flexion movements. In a similar fashion,

amplitude was calculated by subtracting each home key arrival y-position from
each subsequent target arrival y-position and vice versa. The sum of the

absolute values of the amplitudes was then divided by the number of flexion

and extension movements and the final measure of amplitude was then
obtained by averaging over the two trials in each condition. The deviation

parameters associated with movement time, amplitude and precision were

derived from these measures.

4.3. Results
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4.3.1. Analysis of Results

A. The organization of rhythmical movement

Dependent variables : temporal and spatial parameters

As the principal aim of this chapter is to establish the degree of
interlimb coordination and to determine the relationship (if any) between the

temporal and spatial aspects of movement the relevant dependent variables in
this experiment were movement time (MT), the standard deviation of movement

time [MT(sd)L movement amplitude (AMP), the standard deviation of movement

amplitude [AMP(sd)] and the standard deviation of the y-coordinate reached on

arrival at the home key or target (POS(sd)]. All of these measures were

calculated separately for flexion and extension movements and then averaged
over these two aspects of repetitive reaching [there were no marked

differences between flexion and extension movement parameters]. This group

of variables reflects the requirement to examine both temporal and spatial

aspects of movement. In keeping with the precedent set in the previous

chapter, all analyses were performed on individual results.

Within the group of dependent variables, extensive inter-correlations
were performed, on each subject's results, within four categories:

1) All conditions.
2) Unilateral conditions only.
3) Bilateral conditions only.
4) Bilateral conditions only; subdivided into 'left hand' and 'right hand'.

Analysis of variance

For each of the dependent variables, two analyses of variance were

conducted on the same pattern as those of the previous chapter. The first

analysis was concerned with two-handed movements of the same amplitude
and corresponding single handed movements; the main factors being: 1)

condition; 1 vs. 2 hands, 2) distance; 10 vs. 20 cm, 3) hands; left vs. right. .The

second analysis compared two handed movements with targets at the same

amplitude or targets at different distances. Here the main factors were: 1)
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condition; same vs. different, 2) distance; 10 vs. 20 cm, 3) hands; left vs. right.1

B. Measures of bilateral coordination

A separate correlational analysis was also performed on each bilateral

trial. The variables correlated were the times and positions at which the left

and right hands successively struck the home keys and the target keys. These

are referred to as :arrival time correlations and arrival position correlations.

However, correlating the times of arrival per se would result in a gross inflation

of the true correlation because the natural progression of time would

overwhelm any interlimb variance in arrival time over the series of touch-down

points, in terms of magnitude, and effectively eliminate the latter from the

correlation. Thus in order to obtain a true measure of arrival time synchrony,
the average of the left and right hand arrival times at target [n] was subtracted

from the arrival times for the left and right hands at target [n+1]. This

procedure gives two series of adjusted arrival times suitable for obtaining

accurate arrival time correlations (see figure 4.1).

Another measure of interlimb coordination in each trial was obtained

by dividing the variance of the difference between the left and right arrival

'Finally, autocorrelation analyses were performed on all subjects results, using the movement time
data for each trial. According to Wing's two stage tapping model (1980) a central timekeeper
emits pulses at intervals Cj(j = 1,2,...) each pulse initiating a motor response. A movement output
delay Dj, intervenes between the initiation and occurrence of the response. Thus each inter
response interval (IRl)(/) is the sum of: a) the timekeeper interval and b) differences in motor
delays associated with t!he initiation and termination of responses:

lj - Cj+Dj Oj-1

This model predicts negative autocorrelation between successive responses because chance
variation about the mean IRI in any particular Dj mean will tend to produce deviations of the
opposite signs in lj and Ij+1- The correlations between adjacent interresponse intervals would
thus tend to be negative, while intervals that are separated by at least one intervening IRI should
have zero correlation. If the timing of a rhythmical movement sequence made by a Parkinsonian
subject is aberrant, then according to the model, this may be due to: 1) elevated motor delay
variance, which would lead to increased negative lag one autocorrelation and/or 2) elevated
timekeeper variance, which would lead to Increased IRI variance and constant lag one
autocorrelation. None of the results in the present study conformed to the assumption of the
model that intervals separated by at least one intervening IRI should have zero correlation. As
adequate measures of performance were obtained using the methods described in this section,
the autocorrelation data is not presented here. However Wing et. al. (1984a, 1984b) have obtained
tapping data from a Parkinsonian patient which conformed to the model's assumption concerning
autocorrelations greater than 1; their results suggested that elevated timekeeper variance was
responsible for the increased IRI variance in tapping with the affected limb. The interested reader
may consult Wing et. al.'s papers for a detailed discussion of the two stage timing model.
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time (seconds)

time (seconds)

The time taken for each flexion and extension movement is given by:

^•L,n = ^Ljv+t-Te,n. = ^P-n+l—^'r.a
The amplitude of each flexion and extension movement is given by:

TL>n = i y'u.n | I y I

Adjusted arrival times for the correlation analysis are:

(tL(n"1"^ft,fl)/2 and tf>n+1 (t^+tg^)/2
The dispersion coefficients for arrival time (DT) and arrival position (DP)
are given by:

Figure 4.1 These schematic diagrams illustrate how the dependent
variables (movement time and amplitude), correlation and dispersion
coefficents were calculated. See text for details.
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times by the average of the left and right movement time for the sequence of
flexion and extension movements. Similarly interlimb position coordination was

measured by dividing the variance of the difference between the left and right
arrival positions by the average left-right amplitude for the series of flexion

and extension movements (see figure 4.1). These calculations yield dispersion
coefficients of interlimb timing variance [DT] and position variance [DPI which

may be considered in parallel with the arrival time and arrival position

correlations described above. (As there were no marked differences across

trials or between flexion and extension movements, the correlation and

dispersion coefficients presented in the results section were calculated over

the two types of movement and the two trials in each condition.)

Time-series correlation of bilateral hand positions

Point by point time-series correlations were performed every 6.4
msecs to measure the correspondence between left and right positions during
the course of each trial. The procedure used was identical to that reported in

the previous chapter with the exception that the analysis was performed within

each trial rather than over a series of trials, for each condition. Within each

trial the analysis was performed separately on all flexion and extension

movements and the duration of each analysis was specified by the shortest

movement time between targets in each sequence of flexion and extension

movements respectively. The graphs presented in the results section show

one trial from each condition.
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4.3.2. The Organization of Rhythmical Limb Movements Control Subjects

Temporal organization of rhythmical limb movement

For both control subjects, D and E, the most striking feature of the

dependent variables (see tables 4.1 and 4.2 and figure 4.2), was that the left
and right MTs in the mixed distance conditions were very similar. This is in
stark contrast to the widely discrepant bilateral movement times reported for
unidirectional reaching in the previous chapter. Subject D's left hand

movements were significantly slower and more variable than right hand

movements in the unilateral conditions. Her bilateral movements were

significantly slower and more variable in the mixed distance conditions than
when moving to targets at the same distance, while subject E's movement time

showed aspects of bilateral accommodation effects as predicted by Kelso et.

al's. (1983) coordinative structure model. 2 These effects are illustrated in the
mixed distance conditions of figure 4.2 where the hand moving to the near

target was slower relative to moving together with the other hand to a near

target and the hand moving to a distant target was faster than the comparable

movement in the condition where both hands moved to distant targets.

2Details of statistical analyses and significance levels are given in the appendix at the end of this
chapter.
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TABLE 4.1 Movement Parameters for Subject D

POSsd AMPsd AMP MTsd MT Left home Riqht MT MTsd AMP AMPsd POSsd

1 302 12 403 14.2 9.7

12.2 14.1 370 18 323 2

3 260 19 204 9.7 6.9

10.6 10.4 195 25 290 4

7.6 9.4 185 26 297 6 5 297 16 208 7.7 7.4

11.3 12.8 385 14 325 8 7 324 12 388 10.2 8.3

11.1 13.6 364 16 331 10 9 328 15 218 11.8 9.7

10.5 16.8 212 45 370 12 11 367 20 390 9.6 8.4

TABLE 4.2 Movement Parameters for Subject E

POSsd AMPsd AMP MTsd MT Left home Riqht MT MTsd AMP AMPsd POSsd

1 520 44 359 5.7 4.6

4.9 6.5 355 17 505 2

3 472 65 195 4.5 3.3

4.0 5.7 188 54 485 4

3.5 4.4 185 74 584 6 5 575 86 198 4.4 3.5

3.7 4.9 353 59 626 8 7 624 72 353 5.0 4.0

4.4 5.2 353 78 601 10 9 596 90 199 6.6 6.6

4.5 7.3 190 144 615 12 11 615 110 363 4.8 3.7
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Figure 4.2 Velocity profiles illustrate the high degree
of interlimb coordination observed when both hands
moved to targets at the same or different distances.
Control subject E.
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Spatial organization of rhythmical limb movement

Both subjects made significantly larger right handed movements than

left handed movements, although the absolute differences were small and may

perhaps be attributed to both subjects' right 'handedness'. For subject D only,
measures of spatial variability [AMP(sd) and POS(sd)] were significantly higher

for the left hand than for the right hand. For subject E, AMP(sd) was

significantly greater for mixed distance bilateral movements relative to bilateral
movements to same distance targets, although the absolute difference between

hands was small. Other than revealing a consistent left-right bias in

movement amplitude, these results do not, by themselves, highlight any

particularly interesting feature of rhythmical limb organization.

Intercorrelation analysis

This analysis revealed several more interesting aspects of movement

organization (tables 4.3 and 4.4). For both subjects only the AMPsd:POSsd
correlation was significant across all conditions, but closer examination

revealed that most of the weighting for this correlation came from the right

hand in the bilateral conditions, this correlation indicated that terminal

accuracy was directly related to impulse variability, especially for the right hand
in the bilateral conditions. Somewhat more definite were the two clusters of

correlations which apply only to the unilateral conditions and the bilateral

conditions respectively.
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TABLE 4.3 Intercorrelations of movement parameters. Subject D.

A) Correlation of movement parameters in ALL conditions (N=24).

MT MT(sd) AMP AMP(sd)
MT(sd) 0.326
AMP 0.284 -0.322

AMP(sd) 0.343 0.384 0.288
POS(sd) 0.305 '0.247 0.289 0.716

B) Correlation of movement parameters in UNILATERAL conditions (N=8)

MT MT(sd) AMP AMP(sd)
MT(sd) 0.432
AMP 0.760 -0.745

AMP(sd) 0.864 -0.659 0.663
POS(sd) 0.937 -0.699 0.487 0.676

C) Correlation of movement parameters in BILATERAL conditions (N=16)

MT MT(sd) AMP AMP(sd)
MT(sd) 0.494
AMP 0.326 -0.496

AMP(sd) 0.615 0.686 0.031
POS(sd) 0.536 0.120 0.334 0.842

D) Correlation of movement parameters in BILATERAL conditions,
subdivided into LEFT and RIGHT hand parameters (N=8).

L-MT L-MT(sd) L-AMP L-AMP(s
L-MT(sd) 0.635
L-AMP -0.005 -0.573

L-AMP(sd) 0.792 0.543 0.117

L-POS(sd) 0.303 -0.229 0.594 0.694

R-MT 0.998 0.646 -0.017 0.989

R-MT(sd) 0.603 0.948 -0.557 0.516

R-AMP 0.666 0.342 0.158 0.653

R-AMP(Sd) 0.401 -0.396 0.611 0.512

L-POS(sd) R-MT R-MT(sd) R-AMP R-AMP(sd)
R-MT 0.594

R-MT(sd) -0.245 0.605
R-AMP 0.553 0.683 0.090

R-AMP(sd) 0.876 0.379 -0.261 0.090
R-POS(sd) 0.753 0.381 -0.091 -0.082 0.967

Significance Levels for P < .05

N=8 : 0.71 N=16 : 0.50 N=24 : 0.42
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TABLE 4.4 Intercorrelations of movement parameters. Subject E.

MT MT(sd) AMP AMP(sd)
MT(sd) 0.406
AMP 0.250 -0.347

AMP(sd) -0.057 0.185 -0.215

POS(sd) 0.135 0.176 -0.166 0.673

B) Correlation of movement parameters in UNILATERAL conditions (N=8)

MT MT(sd) AMP AMP(sd)
MT(sd) -0.653

AMP 0.921 -0.799 „

AMP(sd) 0.681 -0.913 0.675

POS(sd) 0.941 -0.527 0.745 0. 695

C) Correlation of movement parameters in BILATERAL conditions. (N=16)

MT MT(sd) AMP AMP(sd)
MT(sd) 0.071

AMP 0.549 -0.359

AMP(sd) -0.028 0.690 -0.351

POS(sd) -0.204 0.229 -0.401 0 .710

D) Corre lation of movement parameters in BILATERAL conditions,
subdivided into left and riqht hands. (N=8 )

L-MT L-MT(sd) L-AMP L-AMP(sd)
L-MT(sd) 0.136
L-AMP 0.460 -0.603

L-AMP(sd) 0.431 0.946 -0.342

L-POS(sd) 0.274 0.701 0.075 0.792
R-MT 0.997 0.214 0.414 0.502

R-MT(sd) -0.106 0.957 -0.612 0.850

R-AMP 0.880 0.431 -0.013 0.622

R-AMP(sd) -0.563 -0.311 0.359 -0.370

R-POS(sd) -0.337 -0.181 0.477 -0.168

L-POS(sd) R-MT R-MT(sd) R-AMP R-AMP(sd)
R-MT 0.336

R-MT(sd) 0.742 -0.026
R-AMP 0.206 0.897 0.154

R-AMP(sd) 0.233 -0.568 -0.040 -0.252

R-POS(sd) 0.459 -0.333 " 0.057 -0.171 0.960

Siqnificance levels for P < .05

N=8 : 0.71 N=16 : 0.50 N=24 : 0.42
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Unilateral reaching

The following correlations were significant or very nearly significant

for both subjects: MT:AMP, MT:AMP(sd), MT:POS(sd) and MT(sd):AMP,

MT(sd):AMP(sd). The first group of these correlations shows that relatively

slow movements were of large amplitude, high amplitude variance and high

arrival position variance. In addition, those conditions where movement time
was relatively more variable occasioned relatively small amplitude, low

amplitude variability and high arrival position variance. What these correlations

imply is that there was no conventional speed-accuracy trade-off - the reverse

seems to be the case here - but some kind of speed-accuracy variability
trade-off did occur. Thus in unilateral movements, variability in movement

time occurred at the 'expense' of variability of amplitude and amplitude

variability.

Bilateral reaching

The same pattern of relationships do not occur however when both
hands were moving together. Although, for subject E, slow movements tended

to be of large amplitude, there were no significant correlations between

MT:AMP(sd) or MT:POS(sd), while for subject D the pattern was reversed; the

former correlation was insignificant and the latter correlations were significant.
Thus the relationship between MT and the various aspects of amplitude were

less consistent in the bilateral conditions.

Section D of tables 4.3 and 4.4 show that bilateral movement times

(L-MT:R-MT) and movement time sds (L-MT(sd):R-MT(sd) were highly
correlated whereas bilateral amplitudes were not. These correlations support

the hypothesis that left and right hand movement times were produced by a

common parameter applied to both hands whereas left/right amplitudes were

specified independently. When both hands were moving together there were

fewer any speed-accuracy or speed-accuracy variability trade-offs, which

suggests that the process controlling unilateral repetitive reaching was

different from that controlling bilateral repetitive reaching. In the case of

single limb repetitive reaching, the subjects were able to control either speed

variability or amplitude and/or amplitude variability within the context of slower

movements being less accurate, while close coupling between left and right

timing parameters during bilateral repetitive movement dominates the control
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process to such an extent that amplitude control ceases to bear any significant

relationship to timing parameters.

Parkinsonian Subjects

Subject A

Temporal and spatial organization of rhythmical limb movement

Examples of subject A's movement in the bilateral conditions (figure

4.3), illustrate the similarity of left and right handed movements not only when
both hands were reaching to same distance targets but also when both hands

were moving to targets at different distances. There were however no bilateral
assimilation effects to support the 'coordinative structure' model. (See also
table 4.5). Bilateral movements made to targets at the same distance were

significantly more variable in movement time and amplitude compared to

corresponding unilateral movements. In turn, movements made to targets at

different distances were more variable in movement time and amplitude than

were bilateral movements made to targets at the same distance. The only

measures to reveal a notable left-right performance asymmetry were POS(sd)
and MT(sd) which were significantly greater for the left hand than for the right
hand in the unilateral reaching conditions.

Table 4.5 Movement Parameters for Subject A

POSsd AMPsd AMP MTsd. MT

4.9 5.9 383 71 909

6.3 7.9 210 55 771

4.8 6.0 201 87 854

4.9 7.6 380 87 887

5.6 8.5 373 127 882

5.1 7.4 203 195 851

8

10

12

7

11

855 78 372 5.4 3.7

807 100 208 4.1 3.0

846 129 210 7.3 5.0

873 137 390 5.0 3.2

888 153 212 9.8 6.4

840 84 380 7.0 4.1
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SAME DISTANCE CONDITIONS
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Figure 4.3 Velocity profiles illustrate the high degree
of interlimb coordination observed when both hands
moved to targets at the same or different distances.
Subject A.
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Intercorrelation analysis

Unlike the control subjects there was no significant relationship
between MT:POS(sd) in the unilateral conditions, although there was a high

correlation between MT:AMP; i.e. movements to a distant target took longer

than movements to a near target. Unilateral movements were not

characterized by an inverse speed-accuracy trade-off, as were the control

subjects, but like the control subjects there were significantly negative

correlations between MT(sd):AMP(sd) and MT(sd):POS(sd). Another similarity to

control subjects was the overall significant correlation between

AMP(sd):POS(sd), although for this subject the correlations for movements

performed separately were significant in addition to movements made

bilaterally. For the right hand only in the bilateral conditions there were high

correlations between AMP:AMP(sd) and AMP:POS(sd) which perhaps suggests

that control of the unaffected limb is more flexible than that for the affected

limb, to the extent that trade-offs can occur between amplitude and

amplitude/position variability. Bilateral MTs were significantly correlated but

MT(sds) were not. The low L-MT(sd):R-MT(sd) correlation appears to have
been due to the distribution of MT(sd)s in the mixed distance conditions. Table
4.6 shows that in both of these conditions the MT(sd) for the hand moving to

the near target was much higher than in any other condition. The pattern of
low right hand MT(sd) and high left hand MT(sd) in the left-distant/right-near
condition (10-9) and the reverse pattern in the left-near/right-distant condition

(12-11), accounts for the low correlation. Thus, this correlation does not

reflect the underlying process of bilateral control; rather it primarily reflects the

asymmetrical distribution of MT(sd)s in the mixed distance conditions.
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Table 4.6 Intercorrelations of movement parameters. Subject A

A) Correlation of movement parameters in ALL conditions. (N=24)

MT MT(sd) AMP AMP(sd)
MT(sd) 0.302
AMP 0.541 -0.286

AMP(sd) 0.177 0.323 -0.193

POS(sd) 0.025 0.122 -0.338 0.885

B) Correlation of movement parameters in UNILATERAL conditions. (N=8)

MT MT(sd) AMP AMP(sd)
MT(sd) 0.215
AMP 0.911 -0.094

AMP(sd) -0.309 -0.936 -0.114

POS(sd) -0.229 -0.851 -0.116 0.977

C) Correlation of movement parameters in BILATERAL conditions. (N=16)

MT MT(sd) AMP AMP(sd)
MT(sd) 0.076
AMP 0.346 -0.435

AMP(sd) 0.375 0.277 -0.262

POS(sd) 0.280 0.288 -0.510 0.912

D) Correlation of movement parameters in BILATERAL conditions,
subdivided into left and riqht hands. (N= 8)

L-MT L-MT(sd) L -AMP L-AMP(sd)
L-MT(sd) -0.474
L-AMP 0.994 -0. 387

L-AMP(sd) 0.672 0. 302 0 .748

L-POS(sd) 0.372 0. 368 0 .466 0.842

R-MT 0.900 0. 350 0 .926 0.763

R-MT(sd) 0.562 -0. 556 0 .740 0.302

R-AMP 0.068 0. 352 0 .061 0.151

R-AMP(sd) 0.056 0. 208 0 .133 0.443

R-POS(sd) 0.018 0. 033 0 .076 0.271

L-POS(sd) R -MT R-MT(sd) R-AMP R-AMP(Sd)
R-MT 0.684

R-MT(sd) 0.329 0 .846
R-AMP -0.326 -0 .283 -0 .563

R-AMP(sd) 0.852 0 .484 0 .372 -0.743

R-POS(sd) 0.727 0 .446 0 .458 -0.874 0.975

Significance Levels for P < .05

N=8 : 0.71 N=16 : 0.50 N=24 : 0.42
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Subject B

Temporal and spatial organization of rhythmical limb movement

Figure 4.4 and table 4.7 illustrate the good coordination observed in
the bilateral reaching conditions; however there were no bilateral assimilation

effects as predicted by the coordinative structure model. Analysis of variance
showed that left handed movements were significantly slower than right
handed movements in the unilateral conditions and that both left and right MTs

were slower in the mixed distance conditions than in the same distance

conditions. MT(sd)'s in the unilateral conditions, were significantly less variable
than in the same distance bilateral conditions. MT(sd)'s were also less variable

in the same distance conditions than in the mixed distance. Left hand

movements were significantly smaller, in ail conditions, and more variable,
when moving to a distant target in the bilateral conditions, than right handed
movements. However there were no significant left-right differences in POS(sd).

TABLE 4.7 Movement Parameters for subject B

POSsd AMPsd AMP MTsd MT Left home Right MT MTsd AMP AMPsd POSsd

4.3 6.2 371 32 522

3.9 4.2 198 36 454

3.9 4.8 175 50 457

6.3 7.5 361 44 532

5.1 12.5 345 51 550

7.5 8.8 193 100 541

8

10

12

7

11

460 31 397 5.6 4.5

396 40 217 4.4 3.3

458 57 216 5.3 3.8

527 56 384 7.4 7.2

560 143 226 6.3 5.1

543 67 390 8.0 6.1
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SAME DISTANCE CONDITIONS
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Figure 4.4 Velocity profiles illustrate the high degree
of interlimb coordination observed when both hands
moved to targets at the same or different distances.
Subject B.
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Intercorrelation analysis

Temporal parameters were represented in the correlation analysis

(table 4.8), by a significantly negative correlation between MT:MT(sd) in the
unilateral conditions. There were also high correlations between MT:AMP(sd),

and MT:POS(sd), in the unilateral conditions, which accords with the concept of
the inverse speed-accuracy trade-off observed for the control subjects, while
the highly negative correlations between MT(sd):AMP, MT(sd):AMP(sd), and

MT(sd):POS(sd) provide evidence in support of the speed-accuracy variability
trade-off. The positive correlations between AMP:AMP(sd) and AMP:POS(sd), in
the unilateral conditions, illustrates the fact that large amplitude coincided with

increased amplitude/position variability. Taken together, these correlations for
unilateral movements, serve to focus attention on the close relationships that

exist between the temporal and spatial aspects of movement.

During bilateral movements, the emphasis is once again on timing.
Interlimb movement times were highly correlated although interlimb MT(sd) was
not. There were high correlations between; AMP:AMP(sd), AMP:POS(sd) and for
the right hand only, AMP(sd):POS(sd). This cluster of correlations indicate that

amplitude and amplitude/position variability were controlled by the same

process for the right hand, although not in the same manner as subject A.
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TABLE 4.8 Intercorrelations of movement parameters. Subject B

A) Correlation of movement parameters in ALL conditions. (N=24)

MT MT(sd) AMP AMP(sd)
MT(sd) 0.507
AMP 0.437 -0.334

AMP(sd) 0.717 0.202 0.411

POS(sd) 0.746 0.393 0.356 0.590

B) Correlation of movement parameters in UNILATERAL conditions. (N=8)

MT MT(sd) AMP AMP(sd)
MT(sd) -•0.809

AMP 0.648 -0.885

AMP(sd) 0.799 -0.820 0.935

POS(sd) 0.783 -0.996 0.847 0.762

C) Correlation of movement parameters in BILATERAL conditions. (N=16)

MT MT(sd) AMP AMP(sd)
MT(sd) 0 . 404

AMP 0.544 -0.404

AMP(sd) 0.623 -0.108 0.480

POS(sd) 0.663 0.137 0.447 0.393

D) Correlation of movement parameters in BILATERAL conditions,
subdivided into left and riqht hands. (N= 8)

L-MT L-MT(sd) L-AMP L-AMP(Sd)
L-MT(sd) 0. 151

L-AMP 0. 753 -0.556

L-AMP(sd) 0. 820 0.118 0.570

L-POS(sd) 0. 654 0.710 0.092 0.282

R-MT 0. 991 0.046 0.794 0.859

R-MT(sd) 0. 501 -0.146 0.466 0.891

R-AMP 0. 482 0.500 0.112 -0.044

R-AMP(sd) 0. 696 0.623 0.190 0.286

R-POS(sd) o. 745 0.152 0.564 0.229

L-POS(sd) R-MT R-MT(sd) R-AMP R-AMP(sd)
R-MT 0. 548

R-MT(sd) -0. 176 0.588
R-AMP 0. 915 0.371 -0.493

R-AMP(sd) 0. 993 0.596 -0.179 0.936

R-POS(sd) 0. 802 0.681 -0.192 0.884 0.866

Significance Levels for P < .05

N=8 : 0.71 N=16 : 0.50 N=24 : 0.42
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Subject C

Temporal and spatial organization of rhythmical limb movement

Like the other Parkinsonian subjects, subject C's bilateral movements

were all highly coordinated (table 4.9), although there were no bilateral

assimilation effects. Analysis of variance showed that movements made to

targets at the same distance were significantly slower than corresponding
unilateral movements and that amplitude variance was greater for the right

limb than for the left limb in all conditions. Position variance was greater for

the left limb than the right limb in the bilateral conditions only.

TABLE 4.9 Movement Parameters for subject C

POSsd AMPsd AMP MTsd MT Left home Riqht MT MTsd AMP AMPsd POSsd

1 687 30 353 7.2 4.2

3.3 4.3 350 34 652 2

3 653 42 190 4.5 2 . 8

3.6 3.7 184 50 653 4

2.5 3.9 181 79 693 6 5 693 103 197 5.9 3.5
3.9 4.9 348 48 687 8 7 683 35 344 5.0 4.5

3.7 4.8 347 34 686 10 9 693 109 190 9.8 7.5

3.3 5.3 187 129 749 12 11 743 39 346 5.0 3.7

Intercorrelation analysis

High correlations between MT:AMP, MT:AMP(sd) and MT: POS(sd) in
the unilateral conditions point to the existence of an inverse speed-accuracy

trade-off (table 4.10). The other components of the unilateral movement

correlation cluster, namely correlations between MT(sd):AMP, MT(sd):AMP(sd)
and MT(sd): POS(sd) were also present. Bilateral movement times were highly
correlated as was MT:MT(sd) for the left hand, although the bilateral MT(sd)
correlation was low, illustrating again that this aspect of movement control was
different to that seen in the behaviour of control subjects. Like the other

Parkinsonian subjects,the bilateral AMP(sd):POS(sd) correlation was significant
and there were significant correlations between AMP:AMP(sd) and AMP:POS(sd)
for the right hand only, suggesting a common control process for right hand

amplitude/position.
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TABLE 4.10 Intercorrelations of movement parameters. Subject C

A) Correlation of movement parameters in ALL conditions. (N=24)

MT MT(sd) AMP AMP(sd)
MT(sd) 0.484

AMP 0.006 -0.724

AMP(sd) 0.213 0.391 -0.073

POS(sd) 0.068 0.239 0.017 0.876

B) Correlation of movement parameters in UNILATERAL conditions. (N=8)

MT MT(sd) AMP AMP(sd)
MT(sd) -■0.659

AMP 0.565 -0.923

AMP(sd) 0.974 -0.776 0.628

POS(sd) 0.823 -0.405 0.536 0.694

C) Correlation of movement parameters in BILATERAL conditions. (N=16)

MT MT(sd) AMP AMP(sd)
MT(sd) 0.328

AMP ■0.152 -0 .920

AMP(sd) -■0.086 0 .471 -0.367

POS(sd) -■0.225 0.173 -0.076 0.933

D) Correlations of movement parameters in BILATERAL conditions,
subdivided into left and riqht hands. (N=Ei)

L-MT L-MT(sd) L-AMP L-AMP(sd)
L-MT(sd) 0.935
L-AMP -0.637 -0. 851

L-AMP(sd) 0.570 0. 267 0.270

L-POS(sd) -0.152 -0. 451 0.853 0.724
R-MT 0.986 0. 898 -0.620 0.562

R-MT(sd) -0.513 -0. 432 -0.006 -0.681

R-AMP 0.553 0. 460 -0.009 0.715

R-AMP(sd) -0.455 -0. 619 0.484 -0.094

R-POS(sd) -0.467 -0. 715 0.747 0.189

L-POS(sd) R -MT R-MT(sd) R-AMP R-AMP(sd)
R-MT -0.159

R-MT(sd) -0.433 -0 .388
R-AMP 0.436 0 .435 -0.998

R-AMP(sd) 0.215 -0 .306 0.759 -0.741

R-POS(sd) 0.564 -0 .346 0.482 -0.567 0.927

Siqnificance Levels for P < .05

N=8 : 0.71 N=16 : 0.50 N=24 : 0.42
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Summary

For both control and Parkinsonian subjects, movement times were very

similar in all the bilateral reaching conditions. Only for control subject E was

there any evidence of bilateral accommodation in the mixed distance conditions

to support the concept that bilateral movement times were the manifestation
of a coordinative structure. The intercorrelation analysis did not yield any

evidence of a speed-accuracy trade-off for either of the control subjects,

although there were strong indications of a speed/accuracy variability trade-off.
These relationships appear to contradict previous results which indicate that
slower movements are more accurate than fast movements and that increased

movement time variability occasions increased amplitude variability (see

Schmidt, 1980). The fact that, in the present experiment, slower movements

were less accurate, may reflect some idiosyncratic feature of the experiment or

it may indicate that, in situations where movement time crosses some

threshold (e.g for visual correction), the motor program is altered to take
account of possible 'on-line' corrections. In the bilateral conditions there was

no similar pattern of trade-offs. However there were highly significant
correlations between bilateral MTs and MT(sd)s, which suggests that temporal
control was paramount when both hands were reaching. For two of the

Parkinsonian subjects (B and C), the inverse speed-accuracy trade-off was

observed and all three Parkinsonian subjects displayed the speed-accuracy

variability trade-off, in the unilateral conditions. In the bilateral conditions all
the Parkinsonian subjects had high bilateral MT correlations but the bilateral

MT(sd) correlations were much lower (and insignificant) than the control

subjects'. As explained previously, this result was primarily due to the high

MT(sd) for the hand moving to the near target in the mixed distance conditions.
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4.3.3. Measures of Interlimb Coordination Control Subjects

Interlimb coordination : arrival time and position correlations

For subject D, the arrival time correlations ranged from 0.67 to 0.83
and were all significant at the .001 level, while the arrival position correlations

ranged from 0.24 to 0.41 and were all insignificant (table 4.11). Subject E's
arrival time and arrival position correlations show a similar pattern but were

not so clear cut (table 4.12). These correlations demonstrate that timing is

predominantly but not exclusively, the result of a common parameter applied to

both hands - some of the variance must be caused by limb specific factors -

whereas amplitude is largely controlled by limb specific factors with a smaller
contribution from a common interlimb parameter.

Interlimb coordination : dispersion coefficients and time-series

correlation analysis

For some as yet unknown reason, the mixed distance condition, where

the left hand was reaching to the near target and the right hand to the distant

target, produced increased timing variance in both hands but particularly the
left hand, for both subjects. This was clearly represented in the DT coefficient
which was considerably higher for this condition than for any of the others.
However the increased timing variance would appear to be consistently

patterned between hands as the correlations for this condition were still highly

significant.

More surprising were the DP coefficients which were about twice as

large in the conditions where the right hand moved to the near target as the
conditions where the right hand moved to the distant target. For the

conditions where both hands moved to the near targets this is explained by the

fact that the denominator of DP was considerably smaller than the other

conditions. In other words the interlimb arrival-time variance was about the

same in this .condition as it was in the condition where both hands were

moving to distant targets, but the distance travelled by both hands was smaller
in the 'near' condition than in the 'distant' condition. The high DP coefficient

seen in the mixed distance condition where the right hand moved to the near

target was a result of the decline in interlimb coordination which occurred
towards the end of the flexion movement towards the home target. This is

illustrated in figure 4.5 for subject D and in figure 4.6 for subject E. In all other
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conditions flexion and extension movement amplitudes correlations were very

similar. As in the case of unidirectional reaching, correlations were very high
after an initial period of about 100 msecs.

TABLE 4.11 Correlation and Dispersion Coefficients for Subject D

CONDITION arrival-time arrival-posit ion
Correlation Dispersion Correlation Dispersion

LN/RN 0.83 *** 0.152 0.41 n.s. 0.186
LN/RD 0.67 *** 0.224 0.33 n.s. 0.104
LD/RN 0.70 *** 0.146 0.24 n.s. " 0.183
LD/RD 0.77 *** 0.137 0.30 n.s. 0.088

Table 4.12 Correlation and Dispersion Coefficients for Subject E

CONDITION arrival-time arrival-position
Correlation Dispersion Correlation Dispersion

LN/RN 0.68 ** 0.147
LN/RD 0.72 *** 0.238
LD/RN 0.62 ** 0.128
LD/RD 0.64 ** 0.142

0.44 * 0.106

0.55 * 0.045

0.49 * 0.119

0.47 * 0.038

KEY

LN/RN - Bilateral reaching to near targets
LN/RD - Bilateral reaching to mixed distance targets:

left near/right distant
LD/RN - Bilateral reaching to mixed distance targets:

left distant/right near
LD/RD - Bilateral reaching to distant targets

Significance levels for two tailed t-tests:

* - p < .05 ** - p < .02 *** - p < .01 n.s - not significant
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Figure 4.5 Interlimb correlation during movement in
the bilateral reaching conditions. Control subject D.
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Figure 4.6 Interlimb correlation during movement in
the bilateral reaching conditions. Control subject E.
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Parkinsonian subjects

Interlimb coordination : arrival time and position correlations

Arrival time correlations were significant in each condition while arrival

position correlations were not, for all three Parkinsonian subjects (table 4.13 -

4.15), and the magnitude of the correlations appears to be similar to that

observed for the control subjects. This pattern of correlations demonstrates
that Parkinsonian subjects with mild, predominantly unilateral symptoms are

able to control bilateral repetitive reaching by a process described previously

for the control subjects.

Interlimb coordination : dispersion coefficients and time-series

correlation analysis

For all three Parkinsonian subjects, timing variance was elevated in the

mixed distance conditions, particularly for the hand moving to the near target.

This explains the high DT coefficient observed in the mixed distance conditions

relative to the same distance conditions. Overall the pattern of DP coefficients

was similar to that obtained for the control subjects. Decreasing bilateral

coordination in the left-distant /right near flexion conditions (figures 4.7 -4.9),

were probably responsible for the high DP coefficient observed in these

conditions, for the same reasons given in the previous sections for control

subjects. These results reinforce the conclusion reached above that the
Parkinsonian subjects were not defective in controlling bilateral repetitive
movements.
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Table 4.13 Correlations and Dispersion Coefficients for subject A

CONDITION arrival -t ime ar r ival--position
Correlation Dispersion Correlation Dispersion

LN/RN 0.66 * 0.187 0.53 n.s. 0.077

LN/RD 0.73 * 0.328 0.59 n.s. 0.039

LD/RN 0.65 * 0.291 0.51 n.s. 0.072

LD/RD 0.88 *** 0.104 0.50 n.s. 0.034

TABLE 4.14 Correlation and Dispersion Coefficients :for Subject B

CONDITION arrival- t ime arr ival--position
Correlation Dispersion Correlation Dispersion

LN/RN 0.72 ** 0.161 0.34 n.s. 0.174

LN/RD 0.72 ** 0.312 0.53 n.s. 0.084

LN/RD 0.73 ** 0.233 0.63 * 0.188

LD/RD 0.83 *** 0.156 0.56 n.s. 0.077

TABLE 4.15

CONDITION

LN/RN
LN/RD
LD/RN
LD/RD

Correlation and Dispersion Coefficients for Subject C

arrival-time
Correlation Dispersion

0.68 **

0.66 **
0.64 **
0.67 **

0.138

0.250

0.219

0.130

arrival-position
Correlation Dispersion

0.39 n.s.

0.37 n.s.

0.32 n.s.

0.25 n.s.

0.083
0.042

0.073

0.044

Significance levels for two tailed t-tests:

* - p < .05 ** - p < .01 *** - p <.001 n.s. - not significant
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Figure 4.7 Interlimb correlation during movement in
the bilateral reaching conditions. Subject A.
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Figure 4.8 Interlimb correlation during movement in the
bilateral reaching conditions. Subject B.
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Figure 4.9 Interlimb correlation during movement in
the bilateral reaching conditions. Subject C.
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4.4. Discussion

As a result of the experiment reported in this chapter, the organization

of rhythmic limb movements made by normal and Parkinsonian subjects is now

more clearly understood. For both groups of subjects, unilateral rhythmical
movements involved an interplay between temporal and spatial aspects

although the pattern of trade-offs was not consistent with previous research.

The results, indicating that slow movements were less accurate, suggest that
motor programming may be flexible enough to accommodate possible

corrections en route to the target. In the bilateral conditions, control appeared

to be focused on maintaining invariant timing across limbs, perhaps at the

expense of amplitude and/or arrival position. However, for only one subject

(control subject E) was there any evidence of bilateral assimilation to support

the concept that interlimb timing was controlled by a coordinative structure.

However this single result in support of Kelso et. al.'s hypothesis must surely

undermine the claim that there is a single "natural" form of bilateral

coordination in this task.

The pattern of arrival time and arrival position correlations suggest

that, for both the control subjects and the Parkinsonian subjects, interlimb

timing coordination was facilitated by a temporal process which determines (to
a large extent), the times at which both hands arrive at the target and home

keys, whereas amplitude control was more limb specific. The problem of

bilateral accommodation to the task demands made by the opposing limb does

not arise (at least not in the repetitive reaching task), because the motor

program specifies the reversal time for each limb, whether they are moving to

near, distant or near and distant targets. The important question which remains

to be answered is: why were the Parkinsonian subjects able to perform this
task to all intents and purposes, in a normal fashion?

One possible explanation may lie in an experiment carried out by

Benecke et. al. (1986), where it was found that Parkinsonian subjects were

much slower that normals only when they were required to make simultaneous

movements with the same limb (isotonic elbow flexion combined with isometric

squeezing of a force transducer between the finger and the thumb). The fact
that increases in movement time were much smaller when the tasks were

performed with opposite limbs requiring activity in the motor systems of both
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sides of the brain led the authors to suggest that, "the abnormality of

striopallidal function, caused by nigrostriatal dopamine depletion in

Parkinsonism, results in a deficit in simultaneous processing of two different

motor programs in the same hemisphere". However they acknowledge the

possibility that the brain may control the performance of simultaneous
movements in different ways. In fact, "it- may turn out that the amount of

motor disturbance in simultaneous movements depends on the complexity of

the the tasks involved and how different in nature they are (e.g. isometric vs.

isotonic, hold vs. move, pursuit vs. ballistic)".

In the present experiment the type of movements that subjects were

required to make in the bilateral conditions were either identical or varying only
in amplitude, and this may have been a major determinant of the good

coordination shown by Parkinsonian subjects. But the same could be said of

the task requirements for the tapping experiment reported in chapter 2.

Although the Parkinsonian subjects were often able to maintain coordination

during bilateral tapping, there was clearly a great deal of willpower being
devoted to doing so, and even then not always successfully. It was

hypothesized that tapping movements made by Parkinsonian subjects are

controlled by two coupled oscillators, which as other authors have suggested

(see Gallistel, 1980; Yamanishi et. al., 1980) are a widespread mechanism for
motor control in the animal kingdom as well as in human motor behaviour. It

may be the case that if a Parkinsonian subject is able to access a control
mechanism which can function with pathological input, then coordination may

be maintained, aided perhaps by 'willpower'. Research on spinal cats illustrates

the principle that a disabled organism may behave in a coordinated fashion if it
can utilize its intact movement control systems. Grillner and Zangger (1979)
demonstrated that within the spinal locomotor system there are separate left
and right rhythm generators which may be coupled by a decerebrate cat.

The mass-spring mechanism for reaching can also be activated by

disabled animals, although as Polit and Bizzi (1979) point out,

"The fact that both in tact and deafferented monkeys display
essentially similar motor behaviour in our highly practised task
should not obliterate the dramatic difference in motor

performance that exists between intact and rhizotomized animals.
In fact the successful execution of the learned motor

performance in a deafferented animal is contingent on the
animals body being in a fixed relation to the arm apparatus.
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Whenever we changed the usual spatial relationship between the
monkey's body and the arm apparatus, the animals pointing
response to the target was inaccurate The dramatic inability of
the deafferented monkey to execute accurate pointing responses
in an unusual postural setting underscores the great importance
of the afferent feedback. These findings suggest that in the
performance of visually evoked learned movements, one of the
major functions of afferent feedback is in the adjustive
modification of learned motor programs."

While the subjects in the present experiment were not constrained to

the same degree as the monkeys in Polit and Bizzi's experiment, they

nevertheless maintained a fairly constant posture during the experiment. This

may have been of considerable benefit to the Parkinsonian patients, as studies

by Marsden et. al. (1981; 1982) have indicated that appropriate postural reflexes

are grossly disturbed in patients with mild or moderately severe Parkinsonism,

when a simple manual tracking task was disturbed by an unexpected

perturbation. Further, Martin's (1967) clinical observations of disturbances of

postural fixation and equilibrium in patients with Parkinsonism led him to

conclude that "postural reflexes which sustain the parts of the body in relation

to each other and coordinate them in such a way as to maintain equilibrium

are dependent on the basal ganglia."

All these abnormalities of postural control are related to the defective

processing of proprioceptive feedback which has been demonstrated in patients

with Parkinson's disease. Tatton and Lee (1975), for example, demonstrated
that long-latency stretch reflexes which they recorded from wrist flexors in

response to extension of the wrist, were greatly increased in patients with

Parkinson's diseases, and as Mortimer and Webster (1979), later demonstrated,

the degree of exaggeration of long latency responses to stretch of biceps is

clearly correlated with objective measures of rigidity in that muscle.

In the present experiment however, proprioceptive feedback may not

have played a substantive role in the execution of movement. The evidence for

this comes from the high bilateral movement time and arrival time correlations

and the low correlations for movement amplitude and arrival position. These

correlations lend strong support to Schmidt's motor program model which by

definition assigns a very small role to proprioceptive feedback. However
Schmidt's model is intended primarily to explain rapid movements of up to 200
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msecs duration, whereas in the present experiment all movements were longer

than 200 msecs. It is generally accepted that movements in excess of 200
msecs may be under visual control and are amenable, if required, to visual
correction (Keele and Posner, 1968; Wallace and Newell, 1983).

The only significant differences between the control subjects and the
Parkinsonian subjects were observed in the intercorrelation analysis which
showed that for the Parkinsonian subject there were significant correlations

between, R-AMP:/R-AMP(sd), R-AMP:R-POS(sd) and R-AMP(sd):R-POS(sd) in the
bilateral conditions, whereas these correlations were negligible for control

subjects. Although it is difficult to pinpoint the reason for these correlations,

the fact that they occur for Parkinsonian subjects and not for control subjects

suggests that some aspect(s) of bilateral control is impaired in Parkinsonism.

Perhaps the right hand reverts to a more 'unilateral' programmed reaching

strategy, while attention or current control is focused on the left hand. Both
control subjects, on the other hand, had significant L-MT(sd):R-MT(sd)
correlations while the Parkinsonian subjects did not. While the explanation for
the low Parkinsonian correlations appears to lie in the highly dissimilar MT(sd)s
in the mixed distance conditions, the functional significance of the low
correlations is not clear. Although arrival time correlations were as high in the
mixed distance conditions as in the same distance conditions, the Parkinsonian

subjects nay have synchronized arrival times by using visual information to

control contact with the targets. As there is no evidence for this possibility, it
must await further examination.

While the overwhelming weight of evidence does support the

hypothesis, for both control and Parkinsonian subjects, that rhythmical limb
movements are controlled by a single temporal specification -process, subjects
can nevertheless select a particular motor program on any given trial. The

constantly changing balance of forces and influences, acting on a subject,
therefore give rise to much diversity, even on a simple task. Bernstein (1967)

crystallized this empirical observation in his "principle of equal simplicity"
which states that:

"for every system which is capable of undertaking a set of
different elementary processes of a given range, the lines of
equal simplicity correspond to those directions in this range
along which movement does not involve any change either in the
structural principles or in the principles of operation of the
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system."

In practical terms this means that,

"if we are concerned with any given system, the structure
of which is unknown to us but whose operation we may observe
under a variety of conditions, then by comparison of the changes
in the variable S (speed, accuracy,variation, etc.) encountered as
a function of each of the variables in the conditions, we may
come to determinate conclusions as to the structure of the

system which are unattainable by direct means."

In the present experiment, there were some indications (albeit minor

ones), that the Parkinsonian subjects may be able to make movements similar
in form to those made by the control subjects, yet governed by different

underlying 'elementary' processes. This hypothesis, which slowly germinated

during the analysis of the results in this and the previous chapter, is elaborated
in the following chapter.
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4.5. Appendix : Analysis of variance

Four two way ANOVA's were performed on the movement parameters

obtained in the experiment reported in chapter 4, for each subject: 1)
Movement time; 2) Movement time (sd); 3) Amplitude 4) Amplitude (sd); 5)

Position (sd). Anova's with factors A, B and C compare two-handed
movements of the same amplitude and corresponding single handed
movements. Anova's with factors D, E and F compare two handed movements

of the same amplitude and two handed movements of different amplitudes.

FACTORS:

A=left/right B=near/distant C=unilateral/bilateral
D=left/right E=near/distant F=same distance/mixed distance
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Repetitive Reaching : Analysis of Variance - Subject A

Factor

1) Movement Time

A

B

AB

3.3
10.6

448.0

D CO

E 0.9
DE 00

2) Movement time (sd)

A 17.4

B 0.6
AB 1.6

D 0.04
E 2.8

DE 1.8

3) Amplitude

A 0.1

B 3005.0

AB 1.9

D 408.0

E 3305.0

DE 0.3

4) Amplitude (sd)

A 0.1

B 0.04

AB 0.02

D 0.05

E 1.6
DE 0.2

5) Position (sd)

A

B

AB

D

E

DE

12.0
18.0
14.3

5.9

1086.0
90.0

S Factor F S

ns A 0.5 ns

IDOV C 2.4 ns

) <.001 AC 0.02 ns

ns D 4.6 ns

ns F 10.3 p <.05
ns DF 1.3 ns

) <.025 A 26.2 p <.025
ns C 283.7 p <.001
ns AC 2.4 ns

ns D 0.09 ns

ns F 524.4 p <.001
ns DF 4.4 ns

ns A 0.1 ns

> <.001 C 0.01 ns

ns AC 1593.0 ns

i <.001 D 0.03 ns

i <.001 F 0.01 ns

ns DF 0.02 ns

ns A 1.8 ns

ns C 10.5 p <.05
ns AC 75.0 p <.01

ns D 0.01 ns

ns F 10.9 p <.05
ns DF 14.1 p <.05

i <.05 A 11.8 p <. 05
i <.025 C 0.3 ns

IT)OV AC 750.0 p <.001

ns D 0.7 ns

i <.001 F 27.2 p <.025
A • o DF 504.0 p <.001
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Repetitive Reaching: Analysis of Variance - Subject B.

Factor F S Factor F S

1) Movement time

A 2.7 ns A 1645.0 P <
B 199.0 p <.001 C 0.9 ns

AB 1.1 ns AC 5043.0 P <

D 48.5 p <.01 D 1.0 ns

E 2.1 ns F 1.8 ns

DE 2.8 ns DF 0.04 ns

2) Movement Time (sd)

A 56.8 p <.01 A 14.5 P <•
B 33.3 p <.025 C 34.7 P < •

AB 0.7 ns AC 1.3 ns

D 11.4 p <.05 D 1.3 ns

E 3.8 ns F 180.0 p <.
DE 1.4 ns DF 0.3 ns

3) Amplitude

A 98.7 p <. 01 A 297.0 P <
B 1562.0 p <.001 C 6900.0 P <
AB 0.6 ns AC 1.7 ns

D 100.0 p <. 01 D 217.0 P <
E 218.8 p <.001 F 0.08 ns

DE 4.8 ns DF 0.05 ns

4) Amplitude (sd)

A 0.4 ns A 1.3 ns

B 76.2 p <.01 C 1.0 ns

AB 148.5 p <.001 AC 1.0 ns

D 18.5 p <.025 D 5.7 ns

E 795 .0 p <.001 F 7.3 ns

DE 92 .2 p <.01 DF 4.6 ns

5) Position (sd)

A 0.3 ns A 7.1 ns

B 9.3 ns C 0.2 ns

AB 4.0 ns AC 1.3 ns

D 0.25 ns D 9.0 ns

E 1.1 ns F 3.5 ns

DE 9.7 ns DF 2.5 ns
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Repetitive Reaching: Analysis of Variance - Subject C.

Factor F S Factor F S

1) Movement Time

A 1.9 ns A 1.9 ns

B 0.4 ns C 128.0 p <. 01
AB 1.9 ns AC 4.8 ns

D 1.1 ns D f—1O ns

E 280.0 ns F 2.4 ns

DE 2.6 ns DF 0.9 ns

2) Movement time (sd)

A 0.05 ns A 0.01 ns

B 9.6 ns C 2.2 ns

AB 1.9 ns AC 1.4 ns

D 0.07 ns D i—1Oo ns

E 48.3 p <. 01 F 0.4 ns

DE 0.1 ns DF 0.1 ns

3) Amplitude

A 7.4 ns A 4.6 ns

B 5512.5 p <.001 C 00o ns

AB 5.5 ns AC 0.05 ns

D 5.9 ns D 0.06 ns

E 3306.8 p <.001 F 1.3 ns

DE 6.7 ns DF 0.03 ns

4) Amplitude (sd)

A 40.2 p <.01 A 16.3 p <. 05
B 3.4 ns C 0.5 ns

AB 0.1 ns AC 192.5 p <.001

D 20.7 p <.025 D 12.7 p <.05
E 2.8 ns F 4.2 ns

DE 20.4 p <.025 DF 1.8 ns

: it ion (sd)

A 3.9 ns A 0.2 ns

B 21.9 p <.025 C 0.05 ns

AB 1.7 ns AC 4.0 ns

D 15.3 p <.05 D 17.2 p <.05
E 0.8 ns F 1.0 ns

DE 4.4 ns DF 2.2 ns
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Repetitive Reaching: Analysis of Variance - Subject D

Factor F S Factor F S

1) Movement t ime

A 23.3 p <.05 A 51.4 p <. 01
B 128.5 p <. 01 C 0.8 ns

AB 1.9 ns AC 117.9 p <. 01

D 5.9 ns D 3.5 ns

E 3.1 ns F 133.4 p <.01
DE 2.8 ns DF 78.6 ' p <.01

2) Movement time (sd)
Factor F Factor

A 30.3 p <.025 A 30.3
B 6.4 ns C 0.7
AB 0.6 ns AC 14.5

p <.025
ns

p <.05

D 22 .1 p <.025 D 16.9

E 75.3 p <.01 F 0.9

DE 7.8 ns DF 0.6

p <.05
ns

ns

3) Amplitude

A 55.2 p <. 01 A 14.2

B 4737.5 p <.001 C 0.1
AB 0.2 ns AC CO

p <.05
ns

p <. 01

D

E

DE

180.3

474.9
0.6

p <. 01
p <.001
ns

D

F

DF

17,

0,

0,

5

07
09

p <. 05
ns

ns

4) Amplitude (sd)

A 39.3 P A O A 15.1

B 31.2 P <.025 C 1.3
AB 5.4 ns AC 0.6

p <.05
ns

ns

D 24.0 p <.025 D 13.3

E 0.05 ns F 17.1

DE 0.08 ns DF 3.3

p <.05
p <.05
ns

5) Position (sd)

A 29.4 p <.025 A 16.6

B 6136.5 p <.001 C 0.9

AB ino ns AC 10.7

p <.05
ns

p <.05

D 1493.5 P <.001 D 10.9

E 1.7 ns F 1.9

DE 92.0 P <.001 DF 0.5

p <.05
ns

ns
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Repetitive Reaching: Analysis of Variance - Subject E

Factor F S Factor F S

1) Movement time

A

B

AB

1.4
144.1

8.3

D 4.3

E 3.4
DE 7.1

2) Movement time (sd)

A

B

AB

D

E

F

3) Amplitude

A

B

AB

D

E

DE

70.3
27.5
3.9

0.01
0.7
2.7

436.0

2107.0
10.1

85.3

7941.5
2.2

4) Amplitude (sd)

A 0.7
B 1.6
AB o CD

D 0.3
E 4.0
DE 2.2

5) Position (sd)

A 0.1

B 1.2

AB CN•O

D 7.2
E 4.5

ns A

i <.01 C

ns AC

ns D

ns F

ns DF

i <.01 A

i <.025 C

ns AC

ns D

ns F

ns DF

i <.001 A

i <.001 C

ns AC

A o D

1 <.001 F

ns DF

ns A

ns C

ns AC

ns D

ns F

ns DF

ns A

ns C

ns AC

ns D

ns F

0.5
21.6

0.4

5.3

0.3
27.2

53.

4.

1.

0.

3.

3.

6

8

7

01

8

1

173.3
0.4

0.4

41.3

0.07
0.09

ns

p <.025
ns

ns

ns

p <.025

p <. 01
ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

p <.05
ns

ns

p <.01
ns

ns

1.7 ns

9.4 ns

2.7 ns

0.04
24.0

1.5

ns

p <.025
ns

0.6 ns

4.2 ns

3.1 ns

6.3 ns

9.7 ns

DE 8.5 ns DF 6.8 ns
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CHAPTER 5

VISUAL CONTROL OF RHYTHMICAL LIMB MOVEMENTS IN PARKINSONISM.

5.1. Introduction

Reaching to a target, under normal circumstances, allows the subject

to employ visual information not only to establish the position of the target,

but also if necessary to make corrections, provided the movement is of

sufficient duration. In experimental situations where subjects are asked to

reach to a stationary target, the effect of practice is to change the shape of the

approach to the target such that the subject rapidly learns to minimize the

distance through which the hand travels after the last corrective movement

(Beggs and Howarth, 1972). An important consequence of this process is that

the subject forms a stable representation of the target positions and is able to

reach the target without visual information concerning the hand or the target.

Non-visual reaching

Experiments ranging from those conducted by Woodworth (1899) to

Beggs et. al. (1972), have found that when subjects close their eyes prior to the

initiation of movement, terminal accuracy is primarily a linear function of the

distance to move. Vince (1948) found that non-visual aiming was particularly
successful when subjects were asked to make repetitive movements between

two targets. The most likely explanation for this is that the representation of

repetitive movements - particularly bilateral repetitive movements - involves a

highly invariant timing parameter. Thus in a situation where the targets are

stationary, the realization of learned movements may be accomplished without

vision.

The paradox of Marsden's 'motor planning' hypothesis

Whether such a process, which clearly involves the use of visual

information in the formation of the representation of movement, should be

termed motor planning, in accordance with the model of basal ganglia

dysfunction proposed by Marsden (1982), or motor programming because it

may be performed successfully after practice, without visual information, is
debatable. Accepting Marsden's hypothesis that "accurate....motor planning is
based on accurate perceptual judgements" and, "the complete motor plan can

be realized only if the executive mechanisms required to initiate and control a
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movement are intact", does not lead to resolution of this problem because, in
the case of reaching to a target, normal subjects often behave similarly with or

without vision. If non-visual reaching was impaired for Parkinsonian subjects

relative to visual reaching, then in terms of Marsden's definition motor planning

would be described as "severely impaired".

However in the previous chapter it was suggested that rhythmical limb
movements were controlled by a motor program (i.e an 'executive mechanism').

Although vision may have been used to establish an equilibrium point, the
conclusion reached was that the control subjects did not appear to use vision

in their approach to the target. In contrast there was some evidence to

indicate that Parkinsonian subjects were using visual information during the

course of movement; therefore it cannot be unequivocally stated that their
movements were programmed.

There seems to be a paradox here. On the one hand Marsden claims

that in Parkinsonism the 'executive mechanisms' are intact, which for normal

subjects making learned movements to a stationary target is a motor program.

On the other hand, if the executive mechanisms are intact in Parkinsonian

subjects, they should be able to implement the motor program, whereas they

seem to rely more on visual guidance. Perhaps in this task, motor planning is
the implementation of a motor program and the two terms may be deemed

equivalent.

Defective motor programming in Parkinsonism

If this model is is correct, then it may be tested by comparing

non-visual and visual reaching for Parkinsonian subjects with that of normal

control subjects. The prediction is that, relative to reaching with continuous

visual information, non-visual reaching movements should be impaired,
because Parkinsonian subjects make use of vision during the course of

reaching to a stationary target. In contrast, there should be no difference
between visual and non-visual reaching for the control subjects. The exact

nature of the impairment of Parkinsonian non-visual reaching is not so

predictable because of the potential complexity of temporal-spatial interactions.

Nevertheless, on the basis of Flowers (1975) finding that 'open-loop'

movements which do not depend on sensory feedback are more variable in

both time and amplitude, it is reasonable to predict that non-visual reaching
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will also be variable in these dimensions, as the task requires the subject to

'solve' the same type of problems as those posed by Flowers, in requiring
Parkinsonian patients to perform an aiming task.

Previous work addressed to this aspect of movement control is

consistent with the hypothesis being proposed here. Martin (1967) asked

Parkinsonian patients to reach out with their arms at shoulder height and touch

alternately the tips of the examiners two forefingers which were held about a

foot apart. With their eyes open the patients continued to perform well for

several minutes, "but if after the first movement he closes his eyes, the hand

immediately falls away and the movement peters out."

Hore et.al. (1975) attempted to produce an animal model of
Parkinsonism by placing cooling sheaths in the globus pallidus of 4 Cebus

monkeys. This process creates a temporary functional lesion which is restricted

to the brain region surrounding the sheath. Previous studies demonstrated that

the globus pallidus is a major efferent nucleus in the basal ganglia, its output

projecting to the thalamic nuclei and thereon to the cerebral motor cortex

(Kemp and Powell, 1971). Delong (1971; 1972) also found a correlation between

firing in single units in the globus pallidus and movements of the contralateral
arm. However the exact role of the globus pallidus in motor control is unclear

and by employing the cooling technique the authors hoped to further examine

the role of the globus pallidus in movement control.

The monkeys were trained to move a handle in a horizontal arc of 60

degrees between two target positions by making alternate flexion and
extension movements at the elbow. After 10 minutes the lights were removed

and the monkeys attempted to continue the alternating movements without any
visual information about hand position or target position. Without visual

information movements became jerky and smaller in amplitude and were made

at irregular intervals. In another task the monkeys were required to

superimpose the handle position on a slow moving step-function target, both

of which were displayed on an oscilliscope or to follow the target without the
handle position being displayed. During globus pallidus cooling, movement

disintegrated when handle position was not displayed but was re-established
when the handle position returned to the screen. The conclusion reached by
the authors was that, "these results may explain why many workers have failed

to find motor deficits after making unilateral globus pallidus lesions; vision
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probably enables an animal to compensate to some degree for the motor

deficit produced by globus pallidus dysfunction."

Generalized motor programs and schema theory

If Parkinsonian subjects use vision to complement the 'motor

command' to move to a target, then a further question arises over the

generation of the motor plan or motor program. Schmidt (1975; 1976) has

argued that a given instance of a particular movement is produced by a

generalized motor program. This "involves the idea that the individual

abstracts relationships inherent in his or her past experiences with similar

situations to enable the formation of a rule about how to handle similar

situations in the future." Once such a rule is established it may be called a

'schema'. Important sources of information in this process include the sensory

consequences of movement, such as changes in the visual array and changes

in afferent information from the muscles, and the outcome of movement which

normally involves knowledge of results in relation to the outcome intended.

Schmidt believes that when an individual is required to make a

movement for which a schema has already been developed, there are two

inputs to the schema: the initial conditions and the desired outcome for the

movement. Clearly the more information the subject has about the former, the

more successful the latter will be.

In the experiments reported in this chapter subjects were required to

either, look at the target(s) and reach repetitively with eyes open followed by a

period with eyes closed or vice versa, look at the targets, close their eyes and

reach with eyes closed for a period after which they opened their eyes while

continuing to reach between the targets.

For the control subjects acting on the basis of a motor program,

schema theory would predict no significant differences between the two

conditions. In contrast the Parkinsonian subjects should be worse in the latter

conditions because generation of the movement schema will take place only

when continuous visual information, together with the sensory consequences

of movement and movement outcome, is available. In the former conditions,

when subjects commence reaching with eyes open, subsequent movements

without vision may be executed on the basis of the schema, even though
Parkinsonian subjects may not be as successful as normal subjects in
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generating movement schemata. In those conditions however where subjects

commence reaching without vision, the representation of movement may not

be so stable, because the situation is, in some ways novel, and therefore

movements made without visual information in these conditions will be worse

than their counterparts in conditions where they follow on from movements

made with visual information.

Bilateral coordination

A third topic , to be investigated in this chapter is the nature of
bilateral coordination of rhythmical movements made with and without vision.

It has already been demonstrated, in chapter 2, that bilateral rhythmical finger

movements are invariably governed by a single frequency. When subjects were

unable to tap at the specified frequency, they tended to revert their 'natural

frequency' which was observed in free response tapping. Furthermore the

experiment reported in the previous chapter demonstrated that a single

frequency characterized both hands, even when they were moving to targets at

different distances, in the bilateral conditions. If withdrawal of visual

information causes rhythmical reaching to deteriorate in the affected

'Parkinsonian' limb, there are two alternative hypotheses: A) the unaffected limb

will act as a source of information for the affected limb and compensate for

the loss of visual information; B) the deterioration in performance of the

affected limb will modify contralateral limb performance because the underlying

change in rhythmicity will be too powerful for the unaffected limb to resist,

particularly in view of the synchronicity normally seen in bilateral rhythmical

movements (Cohen, 1971).

Hypothesis B may be more plausible in view of the clinical observation
that rhythmical supination-pronation hand movements break down

simultaneously in Parkinsonian patients whose symptoms are predominantly
unilateral. Interference with the generation of bilateral rhythmical movement

commands was demonstrated by Cohen (1970). He instructed Parkinsonian

subjects to make rhythmical flexion-extension wrist movements with the

affected hand while the other hand had to respond with a single wrist

movement to an irregular auditory stimulus. The alternating wrist movements

were often halted and were usually out of phase when they resumed. The

overall pattern of bilateral movement may depend on a compromise between a

voluntary rhythm generator and autonomous pathological mechanisms as was
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demonstrated in the rhythmical finger tapping experiment reported in chapter 2.

Hypotheses

The three experimental hypotheses are (in order of the presentation of

results in section 5.3):

- [1] Relative to reaching to stationary targets with continuous
visual information, non-visual reaching will be impaired for
the Parkinsonian subjects but not for the control subjects.

- [2A] In the bilateral reaching conditions, the Parkinsonian
subject's comparatively unaffected hand will act as a source
of information for the affected hand, thereby reducing the
impairment caused by the withdrawal of vision.

- [2B] Alternatively, the impaired rhythm of the affected hand
will also be manifest in the unaffected hand.

- [3] For the Parkinsonian subjects only, performance of the
affected limb, will be significantly better in the conditions
where non-visual reaching follows a period of visual reaching,
relative to conditions when subjects initiate movement
without vision.

5.2. Method

5.2.1. Subjects

Four subjects took part in the 2 experiments reported here. The

subjects were the same as those who participated in the experiment reported

in the previous chapter, with the exception of Parkinsonian subject C who was

unavailable. The Parkinsonian subjects did not take their normal medication on

the morning prior to the experiments which took place in the early afternoon.

5.2.2. Apparatus

The apparatus used in the experiments is fully described in chapter 3

(section 3.2.2)

5.2.3. Task and Procedure

The procedure adopted in the two experiments was very similar to

that described in the previous chapter (section 4.2.3), with the following

modifications.
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In experiment 5.1 subjects were asked to look at the target key(s) and

on hearing the buzzer sound reach repetitively from the home key(s) to the

target key(s) and then from the target key(s) to the home key(s). After 10

seconds of reaching with eyes open, the buzzer was sounded again and

subjects attempted to continue repetitive reaching for another 10 seconds after

which they were instructed to stop. On completion of experiment 5.1, there

was a short break, after which the subject proceeded to experiment 5.2.

In experiment 5.2 the procedure was reversed. Subjects first looked at

the specified target(s) and then closed their eyes. Immediately after doing so,

the buzzer was sounded and subjects attempted to reach repetitively between

the home key(s) and the target key(s) for 10 seconds. At this point the buzzer

was again sounded, this being the signal for subjects to open their eyes while

continuing to reach repetitively for another 10 seconds before being instructed
to stop.

Experiments 5.1 and 5.2 each consisted of 8 conditions: 4 unilateral

conditions and 4 bilateral conditions. The targets keys were situated 10 and 20

cm from the home keys, in the subject's saggital plane. Each subject practised

the various task permutations before proceeding to the 16 experimental trials

which consisted of two trials in each of the conditions. A within subjects

related design was used to randomize trials and conditions and each subject

was tested separately.

5.3. Results

5.3.1. Analysis of Results

The collection of data was governed by the same considerations as

those described in the previous chapter (section 4.3.1.) and the dependent

variables described there were also analysed in the two experiments reported

here. This was done separately for the visual reaching and non-visual reaching

conditions. The analyses may be grouped as follows:

[A] Tabulation of Movement Parameters: Movement Time (MT),

Movement Time standard deviation (MTsd), Amplitude (AMP), Amplitude
standard deviation (AMPsd) and Position standard deviation (POSsd).

[B] Intercorrelations: These were performed in 4 categories. 1) All
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conditions; 2) Unilateral reaching conditions only; 3) Bilateral conditions only; 4)
Bilateral conditions, subdivided into left both and right both. This analysis was

performed separately on the visual and non-visual reaching conditions in

experiment 5.1 and 5.2.

[C] Correlations were also performed on each bilateral trial for the

times and positions of arrival at the targets (arrival time and arrival position

correlations respectively). Dispersion coefficients of timing and position
variance (DT and DP) were calculated as described in section 4.3.1. The arrival
time and arrival position correlations and the dispersion coefficients were

averaged over the two trials of each bilateral condition.

[D] Analysis of Variance: In order to test each of the three hypotheses
stated in the introduction, four analysis of variance were performed on the five
movement parameters obtained for each subject.

Hypothesis 1: The effect of vision on reaching was tested by two

analyses of variance, the first for experiment 5.1 and the second for experiment
5.2. In each of these analyses there were two factors: Factor A - with vision

vs. without vision - assessed whether non-visual reaching was impaired

relative to visual reaching for any of the 5 movement parameters. Factor B -

left hand vs. right hand. This factor and its interaction with factor A, enables

assessment of any laterality effect, with or without vision.

Hypothesis 2A: If the unaffected hand acts as a source of information
for the affected hand then there should be no significant decrement in the

latter's amplitude or timing in the non-visual bilateral conditions relative to the
visual bilateral conditions - assuming that the affected hand is impaired when

moving unilaterally without vision. This hypothesis may be tested by the same

two ANOVA's as were used to test hypothesis 1. Although the data was not

subdivided into a unilateral/bilateral dimension, the strength of the main effect
of factor A, together with simple comparison of the movement parameter data,

should be sufficient to either accept or reject the hypothesis. This also applies

to hypothesis 2B.

Hypothesis 3: This proposed that performance of the affected limb will
be significantly better in the conditions where non-visual reaching follows a

period of visual reaching (experiment 5.1) relative to conditions where subjects
initiate movement with vision to be followed by a period of reaching without
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vision (experiment 5.2). An ANOVA was performed with 2 factors on all

movement parameters which tested this hypothesis. Factor A: Experiment 5.1
without vision vs. Experiment 5.2 without vision. Factor B: left hand vs. right

hand. A final ANOVA was performed comparing the with vision conditions of

experiments 5.1 and 5.2. As reaching without vision may have had a

deleterious effect on the subsequent visual reaching conditions in experiment

5.2, the with vision conditions in experiment 5.2 may be slower and/or more

variable than their counterparts in experiment 5.1. Again simply comparing the

unilateral vs. bilateral dimension across experiments should be sufficient to

establish, together with the ANOVA, whether the hypothesis should be accepted

or rejected.

Whereas in chapters 3-4, Parkinsonian results were presented after

those of the control subjects, so as to enable the reader to gain an impression

of normal behaviour, before coming to terms with the pathological data, the

results reported in this chapter aim to test specific hypotheses primarily for the
Parkinsonian subjects. For this reason their results are presented before those

obtained for the control subjects. Furthermore as hypotheses 1 and 2A/2B

focus on within-experiment comparisons, experiments 5.1 and 5.2 are

presented separately followed by the between-experiment comparison which is
the concern of hypothesis 3.
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5.3.2. Parkinsonian Subject - A

Results of experiment 5.1

Hypothesis 1

It is evident from figures 5.1 and 5.2 and the average movement

parameters presented in tables 5.1 and 5.2, that when subject A attempted to

continue reaching with eyes closed her performance was poorer than with eyes

open. Analysis of variance revealed that movement time was significantly

longer ' and amplitude significantly smaller, without vision. The variances of

movement time, amplitude and arrival position were also significantly greater

without vision. Comparison of the movement parameters in tables 5.1 and 5.2

suggests that closing the eyes impaired reaching most in the bilateral

conditions; except for the condition where both hands reached to near targets

(7-8), movements in the bilateral conditions were very slow and highly variable

relative to the earlier period of these trials when the subjects eyes were open.

The left-unilateral conditions were less affected than comparable distance

bilateral conditions and it is interesting to note from the correlation results

(table 5.3) that with eyes open the unilateral correlations between MT:AMP,

MT:AMPsd, MT: POSsd and MTsd:AMP, MTsd:AMPsd, MT:POSsd were similar to

those reported in the previous chapter. The first group were positively

correlated and show that slow movements were relatively large and more

variable in amplitude and accuracy. The second group were all negatively

correlated and support the concept of an inverse speed/accuracy trade-off.
With eyes closed however the MTsd correlation cluster did not manifest the

same pattern. The inverse speed-accuracy variability trade-off no longer

occurred; rather the general increase in temporal and spatial variability does

not point to any specific relationship between these parameters. Overall there
were significant AMPsd:POSsd correlations in the visual and non-visual

reaching conditions, demonstrating the existence of a robust relationship

between these two spatial variability parameters.

'Details of statistical tests and significance levels are given in the appendix at the end of the
chapter
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EXPERIMENT 5.1

left distant

right near

EXPERIMENT 5.2

left distant

right near

Figure 5.1 Bilateral repetitive reaching in experiments
5.1 and 5.2 (left/distant—right/near condition). In both
experiments reaching was slower and more variable with
eyes closed than with eyes open, especially in experiment
5.2 when the subject initiated movement with eyes closed.
Subject A.
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experiment 5.1 experiment 5.2
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Figure 5.2 Reaching -with eyea cloaed in experimenta 5.1 and 5.2 reaulted
in impaired movement aa illuatrated by the parameters (averaged over all
conditions) represented in these graphs. Subject A.
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POSsd AMPsd AMP MTsd MT

5.2 7.7 329 33 643

4.8 7.0 173 28 494

2.5 4.2 156 52 554

4.3 8.0 302 78 617

7.3 10.4 311 68 616

4.8 7.2 168 94 621 12

: A : with vision

MT MTsd AMP AMPsd POSsd

553 27 340 7.1 5.0

486 35 184 3.1 4.2

555 55 176 3.4 2.9

617 44 336 3.8 3.4

623 98 183 5.4 3.7

627 24 358 3.3 4.1

TABLE 5.2 Movement Parameters for Subject A : without vision

POSsd AMPsd AMP MTsd MT Left home Right MT MTsd AMP AMPsd POSsd

1 581 27 338 8.0 6.5

7.5 11.8 322 60 686 2

3 459 34 172 6.5 6.0

6.8 8.5 175 52 539 4

7.2 10.4 152 76 581 6 5 595 64 180 4.0 4.3

4.6 9.8 278 149 889 8 7 880 286 305 7.1 5.3

9.7 12.8 309 376 962 10 9 994 434 164 7.7 7.0

10.8 18 .2 155 209 753 12 11 743 154 344 11.2 7.2
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Table 5.3 Intercorrelations for critical movement parameters:
Subject A

Experiment 1: with vision Parameters Corr Parameters Corr

A)ALL conditions (N=24) AMPsd:POSsd
B)UNILATERAL conditions (N=8) AMPsd:POSsd

MT:AMP

MT:AMPsd

MT:POSsd

C)BILATERAL conditions (N=16) AMPsd:POSsd

0.806

0.786
0.831

0.343
0.788
0.864

0.965 LMTsd:RMTsd -0.557

MTsd:AMP -0.218

MTsd:AMPsd -0.921
MTsd:POSsd -0.509

D)BILATERAL conditions L-MT:R-MT
subdivided into L and R (N=8) LAMP:RAMP 0.028 LAMPsd:RAMPsd 0.722

Experiment 1:without vision Parameters Corr Parameters Corr

A)ALL conditions (N=24) AMPsd:POSsd
B)UNILATERAL conditions (N=8) AMPsd:POSsd

MT:AMP

MT:AMPsd

MT:POSsd

C)BILATERAL conditions (N=16) AMPsd:POSsd
D)BILATERAL conditions L-MT:R-MT

0.885

0.985
0.791
0.951

0.928

0.901
0.931

MTsd:AMP -0.038

MTsd:AMPsd 0.596

MTsd:POSsd 0.631

LMTsd:RMTsd 0.856

subdivided into L and R (N=8) LAMP:RAMP -0.210 LAMPsd:RAMPsd 0.716

Experiment 2: with vision Parameters Corr Parameters Corr

A)ALL conditions (N=24) AMPsd:POSsd
B)UNILATERAL conditions (N=8) AMPsd:POSsd

MT:AMP

MT:AMPsd

MT:POSsd

C)BILATERAL conditions (N=16) AMPsd:POSsd
D)BILATERAL conditions L-MT:R-MT

0.889

0.802
0.558 MTsd:AMP -0.725

0.720 MTsd:AMPsd -0.644

0.489 MTsd:POSsd -0.137
0.970

0.937 LMTsd:RMTsd -0.216
subdivided into L and R (N=8) LAMP:RAMP 0.007 LAMPsd:RAMPsd -0.104

Experiment 2:without vis ion Parameters Corr Parameters Corr

a)ALL conditions (N=24) AMPsd:POSsd 0.743

B)UNILATERAL conditions (N=8) AMPsd:POSsd
MT:AMP

MT:AMPsd

MT:POSsd

C)BILATERAL conditions (N=16) AMPsd:POSsd

0.

0.
0.

0.

0.

845

646
429

508

717

MTsd:AMP 0.615
MTsd:AMPsd -0.127

MTsd:POSsd 0.415

D)BILATERAL conditions L-MT:R-MT 0.976 LMTsd:RMTsd 0.595
subdivided into L and R (N=8) LAMP:RAMP -0.149 LAMPsd:RAMPsd -0.619

Significance levels for p <.05

N = 8 : 0.71 N = 16 : 0.50 N =24 : 0.42
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Hypothesis 2

The increase in movement variability, with eyes closed, illustrated in

figure 5.1 and 5.2 supports hypothesis 2B as well as hypothesis 1. The slower
and more variable rhythm of the left hand was also seen in the movement of

the right hand , the amplitude of which was smaller and more variable when

the eyes were closed. Only position variance was significantly larger for the

left hand than for the right hand. Inspection of table 5.2 suggests that

reaching with eyes closed did not, per se cause the impairment of right hand
movement. Although in the unilateral conditions, the right hand's amplitude

and position variance were larger without vision - some drift is to be expected
with eyes closed - movement time was not appreciable slower nor was

movement time variance elevated. Thus the decrement in right hand

performance appears to be the result of keeping in phase with the left hand.

Overall the left/right movement time correlation was high in the visual and

non-visual reaching conditions. As in the previous chapter there was no

significantly positive correlation between L-MTsd and R-MTsd with eyes open.

In contrast, with eyes closed this correlation was positive and highly

significant. The source of this correlation is not clear as it may reflect the
wide spread of movement time variance between conditions rather than an

underlying process. In each of the 4 bilateral conditions arrival time

correlations were significant while arrival position correlations were

insignificant in the visual and non-visual reaching conditions (tables 5.4 and

5.5). As in the previous chapter these correlations demonstrate that timing

may be largely but not exclusively accounted for by a single parameter applied
to both hands, while amplitude is controlled to a much greater extent by

limb-specific factors with a smaller contribution from an interlimb parameter.

All these results indicate that in spite of slower and more variable movements

made with eyes closed, interlimb coordination remained good.
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Table 5.4 Correlation and Dispersion Coefficients for subject A.
Experiment 1: with vision.

CONDITION arrival-time arrival-position
Correlation Dispersion Correlation Dispersion

LN: RN 0.76 ★ ★ ★ 0.113 0.30 ns 0.137

LN: RD 0.87 * * * 0.133 0.42 ns 0.085

LD: RN 0.74 *** 0.186 0.48 * 0.119

LD:RD 0.62 * * ★ 0.147 0.16 ns 0.107

Table 5.5 Correlation and Dispersion Coefficients for subject A.
Experiment 1: without vision.

CONDITION arrival-time arrival-position
Correlation Dispersion Correlation Dispersion

LN :RN 0.77 *** 0.164 0.39 ns 0.147

LN: RD 0.76 ** 0 .187 0.26 ns 0.089

LD: RN 0.63 ** 0 .243 0.58 * 0.112

LD: RD 0.71 ** 0.218 0.23 ns 0.082

Significance levels for two-tailed t-tests;

* = P <.05 ** = p <.02 *** = P <.01 ns = not significant
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Results of experiment 5.2

Hypothesis 1

In experiment 5.2 a very similar pattern of results was observed (tables
5.6 and 5.7). All movement parameters, with the exception of amplitude, were

significantly slower and more variable with eyes closed than with eyes open.

Although unilateral right hand movements without vision were considerably
slower and more variable than comparable movements with eyes open,

unilateral left hand movements made with eyes closed were much slower and

more variable, as were bilateral movements, especially when the left hand was

moving to a distant target (figure 5.1).

Hypothesis 2

As in experiment 5.1, the data presented in tables 5.6 and 5.7 support

hypothesis 2B. In all non-visual bilateral conditions, the rhythm of right handed
movements was impaired to the same extent as left handed movements.

Bilateral timing coordination was also observed in the familar pattern of

significant arrival time correlations (tables 5.8 and 5.9).

Hypothesis 3

Figure 5.2 also demonstrates that non-visual reaching movements

were slower in experiment 5.2 than in experiment 5.1. This was confirmed by

analysis of variance. There were no significant differences between any other
variables across the two experiments. Overall only position variance was

significantly greater for the left hand than for the right hand, in the non-visual
conditions. In the visual conditions there were no significant differences

between left and right hand parameters.
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TABLE 5.6 Movement Parameters for subject A : without vision

POSsd AMPsd AMP MTsd MT Left home Right MT MTsd AMP AMPsd POSsd

1 617 71 320 6.5 6.6

6.0 10.8 315 321 850 2

3 557 50 180 5.3 4.3

4.7 6.1 165 69 602 4

6.0 5.8 167 59 678 6 5 681 87 188 9.6 7.0

10.5 6.0 328 305 1046 8 : 7 1081 246 342 8.0 6.2

10 .5 11.5 339 173 1142 10 : 9 1244 330 175 10 .9 6.3

13.4 22.8 151 136 691 12 : 11 687 54 353 6.1 6.8

TABLE 5.7 Movement Parameters for Subject A :with vision

POSsd AMPsd AMP MTsd MT Left home Right MT MTsd AMP AMPsd POSsd

1 543 28 345 6.5 3.8

4.8 5.7 321 39 577 2

3 457 38 185 3.4 3.9

3.7 4.4 172 43 549 4

3.6 5.4 160 62 535 6 5 536 26 187 4.3 3.0

3.0 7.2 328 20 624 8 7 624 18 353 11.1 7.3

3.2 5.6 318 35 700 10 9 711 159 172 3.5 2.0

4.4 4.8 162 116 645 12 11 646 43 351 7.9 5.3

Table 5.8 Correlation and Dispersion Coefficients for subject A
Experiment 1; without vision.

CONDITION arrival-time arrival-position
Correlation Dispersion Correlation Dispersion

LN: RN 0.70 ** 0.175 0.25 ns 0.108

LN: RD 0.65 ** 0.205 0.08 ns 0.069

LD: RN 0.73 ** 0.263 0.17 ns 0.101

LD:RD 0.83 k k k 0.201 0.58 ns 0.048

Table 5.9 Correlation and Dispersion Coefficients for subject A
Experiment 1; with vision.

CONDITION arrival-time arrival-position
Correlation Dispersion Correlation Dispersion

LN :RN 0.79 *** 0.182 0.21 ns 0.086

LN:RD 0.80 *** 0.236 0.28 ns 0.038

LD:RN 0.85 *** 0.238 0.39 ns 0.078

LD: RD 0.84 *** 0.139 0.35 ns 0.063

Significance levels for two tailed t-tests;

* = P <.05 ** = P <.02 *** = P <.01 ns = not significant
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5.3.3. Parkinsonian Subject - 8

Results of experiment 5.1

Hypotheses 1 and 2

This subject's behaviour in experiment 5.1 was qualitatively very

similar to A's, although B's movement time was shorter in all conditions (see

figure 5.3 and tables 5.10 and 5.11.) The first hypothesis was again confirmed
as all aspects of movement deteriorated significantly in experiment 5.1 when
B's eyes were closed. Similarly the correlation analysis revealed the same MT
and MTsd clusters during visual reaching as A and the same change in pattern

during non-visual reaching (table 5.12). In the bilateral reaching conditions
both left and right hands were impaired by reaching with eyes closed relative
to eyes open. The right hand slowed down to the same speed and irregular

rhythm as the left hand. Yet in the non-visual conditions the correlation

between L-MTsd:R-MTsd was very high, suggesting the operation of a single

mechanism underlying the production of bilateral timing rather than the

artefactual wide spread of variance across conditions. Also the discrepancy

between significant arrival time correlations and insignificant arrival position
correlations was similar in the visual and non-visual conditions demonstrating

again the dominance of temporal factors in bilateral reaching (tables 5.13 and

5.14).
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Figure 5.3 Reaching with eyes closed in experiments 5.1 and 5.2 resulted
in impared movement as illustrated by the parameters (averaged over all
conditions) represented in these graphs. Subject B.
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TABLE 5.10 Movement Parameters for subject B : with vision

POSsd AMPsd AMP MTsd MT

6.3 8.3 326 23 512

4.6 5.1 182 29 430

5.3 7.6 157 30 435

7.2 6.9 322 42 510

8.3 13.1 300 41 516

8.3 13.1 162 76 510 12

1 471 13 346 6.0 4.2

415 22 191 5.0 3.5

436 17 180 3.6 4.1

511 32 347 5.4 3.8

520 65 192 3.7 3.7
512 21 333 8.1 5.1

TABLE 5.11 Movement Parameters for Subject B : without vision

POSsd AMPsd AMP MTsd MT Left home Riqht MT MTsd AMP AMPsd POSs

1 498 21 323 13.4 10.9

9.2 11.5 295 80 602 2

3 430 24 170 8.2 6.5

6.2 8.4 175 38 512 4

6.2 8.4 147 68 455 6 5 453 39 177 8.2 6.6

7.8 11.8 283 106 611 8 7 601 96 320 12.2 7.7
13.4 21.6 256 140 696 10 9 665 156 188 12 .7 9.3

8.0 10.9 158 94 609 12 11 603 79 321 10.7 14.3
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Table 5.12

Subject B

Intercorrelations of critical movement parameters:

Experiment 1: with vis ion Parameters Corr Parameters Corr

A)ALL conditions (N=24)
B)UNILATERAL conditions

C)BILATERAL conditions
D)BILATERAL conditions

AMPsd:POSsd

(N=8) AMPsd:POSsd
MT: AMP

MT:AMPsd

MT:POSsd

(N=16) AMPsd:POSsd
L-MT:R-MT

844

911

806

960
861

835

MTsd:AMP -0.420
MTsd:AMPsd -0.313

MTsd:POSsd -0.550

0.984 LMTsd:RMTsd -0.203

subdivided into L and R (N=8) LAMP:RAMP 0.172 LAMPsd:RAMPsd -0.389

Experiment 1:without vis ion Parameters Corr Parameters Corr

A)ALL conditions (N=24)
B)UNILATERAL conditions (N=8)

C)BILATERAL conditions (N=16)
D)BILATERAL conditions
subdivided into L and R (N=8)

AMPsd:POSsd 0.668
AMPsd:POSsd 0.946

MT:AMP 0.566

MT:AMPsd 0.526
MT:POSsd 0.461

AMPsd:POSsd 0.623

L-MT:R-MT 0.997

MT s d:AMP 0.518
MTsd:AMPsd 0.134
MTsd:POSsd 0.291

LMTsd:RMTsd 0.922

LAMP:RAMP 0.192 LAMPsd:RAMPsd 0.760

Experiment 2: with vision

A)ALL conditions (N=24)
B)UNILATERAL conditions (N=8)

C)BILATERAL conditions (N=16)
D)BILATERAL conditions

Parameters Corr Parameters Corr

AMPsd:POSsd 0.894

AMPsd:POSsd 0.909

MT:AMP 0.881

MT:AMPsd 0.556

MT:POSsd 0.364

AMPsd:POSsd 0.908

L-MT:R-MT

MTsd:AMP -0.932

MTsd:AMPsd -0.633

MTsd:POSsd -0.806

0.996 LMTsd:RMTsd 0.439
subdivided into L and R (N=8) LAMP:RAMP 0.486 LAMPsd:RAMPsd -0.338

Experiment 2 without vision Parameters Corr Parameters Corr

a)ALL conditions (N=24)
B)UNILATERAL conditions (N=8)

C)BILATERAL conditions (N=16)
D)BILATERAL conditions

AMPsd:POSsd 0.682

AMPsd:POSsd 0.912
MT:AMP 0.819
MT:AMPsd 0.963
MT:POSsd 0.874

AMPsd:POSsd 0.785
L-MT:R-MT 0.979

MTsd:AMP 0.809

MTsd:AMPsd 0.892

MTsd:POSsd 0.907

LMTsd:RMTsd 0.918

subdivided into L and R (N=8) LAMPrRAMP -0.150 LAMPsd:RAMPsd 0.797

Significance levels for p <.05

N = 8 : 0.71 N = 16 : 0.50 N =24 : 0.42
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Table 5.13 Correlation and Dispersion Coefficients for subject B
Experiment 1: with vision.

CONDITION arrival-time arrival-posit ion
Correlation Dispersion Correlation Dispersion

LN:RN 0.76 *** 0.195 0.54 * * 0.191
LN :RD 0.82 *** 0.164 0.17 ns 0.167
LD :RN 0.84 *** 0.177 0.44 * 0.117
LD:RN 0.85 * * * 0.133 0.42 * 0.079

Table 5.14 Correlation and Dispersion Coefficients for subject B
Experiment 1: without vision.

CONDITION arrival-time arrival-posit ion
Correlation Dispersion Correlation Dispersion

LN:RN 0.81 *** 0.068 0.27 ns 0.173
LN :RD 0.94 *** 0.181 0.19 ns 0.084
LD:RD 0.78 *** 0.234 0.30 ns 0.133
LD:RD 0.95 *** 0.140 0.34 ns 0.102

Significance levels for two tailed t-tests:

* = P <.05 ** = P <.02 *** = P <.01 ns = not significant
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Results of experiment 5.2

Hypotheses 1 and 2

The results obtained in experiment 5.2 were similar in most respects

to those obtained in 5.1 (see tables 5.15-5.18). All parameters showed

significant changes in the predicted direction. On measures of spatial

variability the left hand was significantly more variable than the right hand,

both with and without vision. This suggests that, for this subject, these aspects

of left limb impairment were not transferred contralateral^, to the same extent

as movement time variability.

Figure 5.3 illustrates the main results of experiments 5.1 and 5.2

which, as for subject A, support hypothesis 1 and 2B.

Hypothesis 3

Comparison of the two experiments revealed that movements were

significantly slower and more variable in the non-visual conditions of

experiment 5.2, than in the non-visual conditions of experiment 5.1. The fact

that movements were slower in the visual conditions of experiment 5.2 than in

the visual conditions of experiment 5.1 does not seriously weaken the case for

accepting hypothesis 3, as the actual increase in movement time was relatively
small (about 45 msecs).

Summary of Parkinsonian subjects' results

Taken together, the results for subjects A and B are compelling
evidence that Parkinsonian subjects rely heavily on visual information when

reaching repetitively between targets. When this information was unavailable,
movements were slower and timing more variable. Also amplitude decreased
and became more variable as did terminal position. Movements initiated
without vision were slower (and for B more variable), than to those following

on from conditions where subjects reached with their eyes open. In order to

establish the full validity of hypothesis 1 it is now necessary to examine the

behaviour of the control subjects.
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TABLE 5.15 Movement Parameters for subject B : without vision

POSsd AMPsd AMP MTsd MT Left home Right MT MTsd AMP AMPsd POSsd

1 775 181 319 12.7 11.0

12.4 23.1 307 401 1076 2

3 523 48 169 8.7 8.0

6.3 6.6 149 49 608 4

10.8 19.5 143 84 577 6 5 580 83 185 6.5 6.4

10.4 11.9 294 42 859 8 7 853 211 323 5.4 6.2

10.7 14.7 331 412 1204 10 9 1227 238 178 8.6 5.9

15.1 24.4 137 197 762 12 11 766 141 323 10.3 7.1

TABLE 5.16 Movement Parameters for Subject B : with vision

POSsd AMPsd AMP MTsd MT Left home Right MT MTsd AMP AMPsd POSsd

1 495 19 341 4.2 5.3

3.6 6.5 330 24 540 2

3 437 29 178 3.9 3.0

3.6 3.3 170 32 453 4

4.2 5.1 156 30 482 6 5 481 19 183 5.0 4.5

7.0 8 . 5 309 30 587 8 7 592 27 350 4.6 2.9

4.0 5.8 353 27 559 10 9 563 23 187 3.1 3.1

3.0 4.3 169 68 564 12 11 559 24 354 5.8 4.0

Table 5.17. Correlation and Dispersion Coefficients for subject
Experiment 1 : without vision •

CONDITION arrival-time arrival-position
Correlation Dispersion Correlation Dispersion

LN :RN 0.75 *** 0 .197 0.34 ns 0.187
LN: RD 0.80 *** 0.258 0.42 ns 0.100

LD :RN 0.90 *** 0.176 0.41 ns 0.165

LD: RN 0.78 ** 0.286 0.33 ns 0.077

Table 5.18. Correlation and Dispersion Coefficients for subject :
Experiment 1 : with vision •

CONDITION arrival -time arrival -position
Correlation Dispersion Correlation Dispersion

LN: RN 0.62 *** 0.209 0.30 ns 0.138

LN: RD 0.72 *** 0.271 0.43 * 0.063

LD: RN 0.94 *** 0.148 0.21 ns 0.160

LD: RD 0.82 *** 0.286 0.36 ns 0.075

Significance Levels:

* = P <.05 ** = p <.01 *** = P <.001 ns = not significant
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5.3.4. Control Subject - D

TABLE 5.19 Movement Parameters for subject D : with vision

POSsd AMPsd AMP MTsd MT Left home Riqht MT MTsd AMP AMPsd POSsd

1 330 13 339 10.4 9.6

7.0 7.7 336 13 337 2

3 286 22 176 7.4 6.8

6.2 7.4 163 22 296 4

5.2 6.8 167 24 311 6 5 313 18 173 7.8 5.5

14.2 15.0 337 12 338 8 7 .338 9 316 8.9 7.3

11.0 14.4 317 13 320 10 9 323 10 178 12 .1 8.2

13.3 21.0 192 39 330 12 11 330 17 315 8.9 6.9

TABLE 5.20 Movement Parameters for Subject D : without vision

POSsd AMPsd AMP MTsd MT Left home Riqht MT MTsd AMP AMPsd POSsd

1 327 17 328 8.0 8.5

11.6 16.0 322 12 340 2

3 300 30 180 7.8 5.4

9.2 11.1 171 17 295 4

8.3 9.7 171 17 319 6 5 319 16 165 6.5 6.6

9.2 13.7 320 13 323 8 7 324 14 311 14.3 10.1

10.1 14.3 306 13 334 10 9 334 15 164 10.5 6.1

5.8 8.8 166 43 335 12 11 336 22 323 12 .3 7.7

Results of experiment 5.1

The results of experiment 5.1 presented in tables 5.19 and 5.20 reveal
no obvious difference between visual and non-visual reaching (see figure 5.4).

This was confirmed by analysis of variance; there were no significant
differences between the two types of conditions for any of the movement

parameters. For two spatial variance parameters (AMPsd and POSsd), the left
hand was more variable than the right hand, in the visual and non-visual

conditions; but these findings do not bear on the hypothesis being examined.
The critical correlations observed in the unilateral conditions show that slow

movements were of large amplitude, high amplitude variance and low arrival

position consistency, in addition to which there was a trade-off between
movement time variability and movement amplitude, amplitude variability and

position variability. These correlations were obtained both with and without
vision (table 5.21). In the bilateral conditions, left and right movement time
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variances were highly correlated and in the individual bilateral conditions the

pattern of significant arrival time correlations and insignificant arrival position
correlations was replicated again (table 5.22 and 5.23). These findings indicate
that no aspect of movement was significantly altered when the subject reached
with eyes closed and may therefore be considered as strong evidence of the
motor programming of repetitive limb movements.

Table 5.22 Correlation and Dispersion Coefficients for subject D
Experiment 1: with vision.

CONDITION arrival-time arrival-posit ion
Correlation Dispersion Correlation Dispersion

LN: RN 0.91 * ★ * 0.074 0.27 ns 0.129

LN :RD 0.78 * ★ ★ 0.187 0.25 ns 0.089

LD:RN 0.82 * ★ * 0.174 0.14 ns 0.146

LD: RN 0.86 *** 0.077 0.39 * 0.104

Table 5.23 Correlation and Dispersion Coefficients for subject D
Experiment 1: without vision.

CONDITION arrival-time arrival-pos i tion
Correlation Dispersion Correlation Dispersion

LN: RN 0.83 *** 0.112 0.34 ns 0.160

LN :RD 0.70 *** 0.193 0.07 ns 0.114

LD:RD 0.64 * * * 0.139 0.46 •k -k 0.138

LD: RD 0.72 * * * 0.102 0.28 ns 0.088

Significance levels for two tailed t-tests:

* = P <.05 ** = P <.02 *** = P <.01 ns = not significant
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table 5.21 Intercorrelations for critical movement parameters:
Subject D.

Experiment 1: with vision Parameters Corr Parameters Corr

A)ALL conditions (N=24) AMPsd:POSsd 0.906
B)UNILATERAL conditions (N=8) AMPsd:POSsd 0.985

MT:AMP -0.968

MT:AMPsd -0.654
MT:POSsd 0.769

C)BILATERAL conditions (N=16) AMPsdrPOSsd 0.908
D)BILATERAL conditions L-MT:R-MT 0.984 LMTsd:RMTsd 0.945
subdivided into L and R (N=8) LAMP:RAMP 0.168 LAMPsd:RAMPsd 0.264

MTsd:AMP -0.998

MTsd:AMPsd -0.754
MTsd:POSsd -0.690

Experiment 1: without vision Parameters Corr Parameters Corr

A)ALL conditions (N=24) AMPsd:POSsd 0.815
B)UNILATERAL conditions (N=8) AMPsd:POSsd 0.875

MT:AMP 0.900

MT:AMPsd 0.648

MT:POSsd 0.764

C)BILATERAL conditions (N=16) AMPsd:POSsd 0.823
D)BILATERAL conditions L-MT:R-MT 0.988 LMTsd:RMTsd 0.921
subdivided into L and R (N=8) LAMP:RAMP -0.014 LAMPsd:RAMPsd 0.380

MTsd:AMP -0.637
MTsd:AMPsd -0.728

MTsd:POSsd -0.969

Experiment 2: with vision Parameters Corr Parameters Corr

A)ALL conditions (N=24) AMPsd:POSsd 0.943
B)UNILATERAL conditions (N=8) AMPsdrPOSsd 0.980

MT:AMP 0.900

MT:AMPsd 0.636
MT:POSsd 0.514

C)BILATERAL conditions (N=16) AMPsdrPOSsd 0.943
D)BILATERAL conditions L-MT:R-MT 0.993 LMTsd:RMTsd 0.884
subdivided into L and R (N=8) LAMPrRAMP 0 .057 LAMPsd rRAMPsd -0.109

MTsd:AMP -0.773
MTsd:AMPsd -0.428

MTsd: POSsd -0.642

Experiment 2r without vision Parameters Corr Parameters Corr

a)ALL conditions (N=24)
B)UNILATERAL conditions (N=8)

C)BILATERAL conditions (N=16)
D)BILATERAL conditions

AMPsdrPOSsd 0.884
AMPsdrPOSsd 0.788

MT: AMP' 0.976
MT:AMPsd 0.698
MT:POSsd 0.797

AMPsdrPOSsd 0.934

L-MT:R-MT 0.988 LMTsdrRMTsd 0.834

MTsd:AMP -0.615
MTsd:AMPsd -0.767
MTsd:POSsd -0.915

subdivided into L and R (N=8) LAMPrRAMP 0.008 LAMPsdrRAMPsd 0.131

Significance levels for p <.05

N = 8 : 0.71 N = 16 : 0.50 N =24 : 0.42
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EXPERIMENT 5.1

left distant

right near

EXPERIMENT 5.2

left distant

right near

Figure 5.4 Bilateral repetitive reaching in experiments
5.1 and 5.2 (left/distant—right/near condition). In both
experiments the speed and rhythm of reaching was not
impared when the subject's eyes were closed compared to
when they were open. Control subject D.
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experiment 5.1 experiment 5.2

movement time and movement time variance
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Figure 5.6 Movement parameters (averaged over all conditions) were very
similar in experiment 5.1 whether control subject E's eyes were open or
closed. In experiment 5.2 movement time was longer and the s.d. of
amplitude and position were higher when control subject E's eyes were closed.
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Results of experiment 5.2

Although MT was significantly longer in the non-visual conditions

relative to the visual conditions, neither MT nor any of the spatial measures

were more variable with eyes closed (see figures 5.4 and 5.5 and tables

5.24-5.25). These results are clearly qualitatively different from those obtained

for the Parkinsonian subjects and may therefore be taken, only very tentatively,

as evidence contradicting hypothesis 1. A more likely explanation is, not that
movement control and/or execution is impaired but, that the subject started to

move more slowly in order to have sufficient time to monitor feedback from
movements made in a potentially uncertain situation. The fact that slower

non-visual movements were not more variable, in any respect, supports the
view that this subject's repetitive reaching movements were controlled by a

motor program.
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TABLE 5.24 Movement Parameters for subject D : without vision

POSsd AMPsd AMP MTsd MT Left home Right MT MTsd AMP AMPsd POSsd

1 370 17 310 14.0 10.0

18.8 27.9 307 21 354 2

3 341 36 176 11.0 9.0

9.1 12 .3 173 24 327 4

5.5 7.3 174 14 320 6 5 320 16 170 9.0 6.1

9.5 8.3 333 13 368 8 7 368 14 304 14.9 9.0

17.3 26.4 301 22 366 10 9 367 15 161 5.1 3.4

17.5 35.0 184 32 360 12 11 361 27 322 13.6 9.8

TABLE 5.25 Movement Parameters for Subject D with vision

POSsd AMPsd AMP MTsd MT Left home Right MT MTsd AMP AMPsd POSsd

1 328 17 341 9.7 8.4

10.1 9.2 325 22 335 2

3 297 33 169 6.8 4.6

8.2 7.8 174 20 295 4

7.8 7.8 163 16 281 6 5 282 20 175 8.6 6.8

11.4 18.6 326 17 344 8 7 341 16 321 10.1 8.2

16.3 21.0 325 20 347 10 9 348 21 170 13.9 7.0

13.4 20.6 173 39 329 12 11 328 28 324 9.1 8.9

Table 5.26 Correlation and Dispersion Coefficients for subject D

Experiment 2: without vis ion.

CONDITION arrival- time arrival-position
Correlation Dispersion Correlation Dispersion

LN: RN 0 .77 kkk 0.098 0.43 ** 0 .168

LN: RD 0 .82 k k k 0.123 0.41 * 0 .116

LD: RN 0 .73 kkk 0.109 0.38 ns 0 .180

LD: RD 0 .85 k k k 0.083 0.23 ns 0 .112

Table 5.27. Correlation and Dispersion Coefficients for subject D
Experiment 2: with vision.

CONDITION arrival-time
Correlation Dispersion

arrival-posit ion
Correlation Dispersion

LN:RN 0.62 kkk 0.128 0.14 ns 0.184

LN: RD 0.68 kkk 0.168 0.24 ns 0.134

LD:RD 0.70 kkk 0.169 0.31 ns 0.142

LD:RD 0.71 kkk 0.093 0.28 ns 0.074

Significance levels for two tailed t-tests:

* = P <.05 ** = P <.02 *** = P <.01 ns = not significant
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5.3.5. Control Subject - E

Results of experiment 5.1

TABLE 5.28 Movement Parameters for subject E : with vision

POSsd AMPsd AMP MTsd MT Left home Riqht MT MTsd AMP AMPsd POSsd

1 576 26 337 10.3 6.2

4.3 5.7 346 26 573 2

3 556 34 182 2.8 3.2

4.3 5.7 172 38 549 4

4.5 6.4 180 30 565 6 5 560 26 175 6.8 4.4

7.7 10.4 361 17 574 8 7 573 18 324 8.6 7.3

7.0 13.5 338 38 606 10 9 613 66 181 6.5 5.0

7.1 8.7 196 54 583 12 11 583 39 322 8.0 6.0

TABLE 5.29 Movement Parameters for Subject E : without vision

POSsd AMPsd AMP MTsd MT Left home Riqht MT MTsd AMP AMPsd POSsd

9.3 11.4 323 28 576 2

1

3

575

553

23

32

321

180

4.7

3.4

5.3

2.6

4.7 6.8 173 39 567

5.0 9.6 183 32 580

9.2 13.7 320 13 587

M O OO 13.8 317 38 571

6.2 6.6 165 60 575

10

12

583 30 171 5 . 4 4.2

590 14 311 14.3 10.1

581 67 160 9.3 6.4

569 43 302 12.7 11.9

Although subject E's movements were much slower than subject D's,
and in fact slower than subject B's, there was no additional slowing down when

reaching with eyes closed relative to reaching with eyes open (tables 5.28 and

5.29). With the exception of amplitude which was significantly smaller in the

non-visual, there were no significant differences between visual and non-visual

reaching. The unilateral and bilateral correlations presented in table 5.30 and
5.31 were found to be similar, for both visual and non-visual reaching, to those

observed in the previous chapter. As for control subject D, these correlations

point to the existence of a speed-accuracy trade-off in the unilateral conditions
and the invariant specification of bilateral timing. Again, the pattern of arrival
time and arrival position correlations in each of the bilateral conditions

supports this conclusion (tables 5.32).
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table 5.30 Correlation and Dispersion Coefficients for subject E
Experiment 1: with vision.

CONDITION arrival-time arrival-posit ion
Correlation Dispersion Correlation Dispersion

LN:RN 0.74 *** 0.163 0.46 ★ 0.128

LN:RD 0.85 * * * 0.177 0.38 ns 0.085

LD:RN 0.68 •k k 0.146 0.43 ns 0.116

LD:RN 0.82 * * * 0.167 0.47 * 0.097

Table 5.31 Correlation and Dispersion Coefficients for subject E
Experiment 1; without vision.

CONDITION arrival-time arrival-posit ion
Correlation Dispersion Correlation Dispersion

LN: RN 0.73 kk k 0.121 0.52 ■k 0.111

LN:RD 0.81 k k k 0.165 0.57 * * 0.067

LD:RD 0.86 k k k 0.131 0.30 ns 0.124

LD:RD 0.80 k k k 0.072 0.46 ns 0.075

Significance levels for two tailed t-tests:

* = P <.05 ** = p <.02 *** = P <.01 ns = not significant



Table 5.32 Intercorrelations for critical movement parameters:
Subject E.

Experiment 1: with vision Parameters Corr Parameters Corr

A)ALL conditions (N=24) AMPsd:POSsd 0.928
B)UNILATERAL conditions (N=8) AMPsd:POSsd 0.997

MT:AMP 0.975
MT:AMPsd 0.777
MT:POSsd 0.752

C)BILATERAL conditions (N=16) AMPsd:POSsd 0.812
D)BILATERAL conditions L-MT:R-MT

MTsd:AMP -0.662

MTsd:AMPsd -0.325
MTsd:POSsd -0.444

0.989 LMTsd:RMTsd 0.857
subdivided into L and R (N=8) LAMP:RAMP 0.147 LAMPsd:RAMPsd 0.403

Experiment 1: without vision Parameters Corr Parameters Corr

A)ALL conditions (N=24)
B)UNILATERAL conditions (N=8;

C)BILATERAL conditions (N=16)
DJBILATERAL conditions

AMPsd:POSsd 0.907

AMPsd:POSsd 0.941

MT:AMP 0.824
MT:AMPsd 0.652

MT:POSsd 0.821

AMPsd:POSsd 0.877

MTsd:AMP -0.561
MTsd:AMPsd -0.644

MTsd:POSsd -0.453

L-MT:R-MT 0.877 LMTsd:RMTsd 0.784
subdivided into L and R (N=8) LAMP:RAMP -0.092 LAMPsd:RAMPsd -0.296

Experiment 2: with vis ion Parameters Corr Parameters Corr

A)ALL conditions (N=24)
B)UNILATERAL conditions (N=8)

C)BILATERAL conditions (N=16)
DJBILATERAL conditions

AMPsd:POSsd 0.859

AMPsd:POSsd 0.816

MT:AMP 0.703
MT:AMPsd 0.684

MT:POSsd 0.856

AMPsd:POSsd 0.856
L-MT:R-MT 0.965 LMTsd:RMTsd 0.793

MTsd:AMP -0.874

MTsd:AMPsd -0.725
MTsd:POSsd -0.706

subdivided into L and R (N=8) LAMP:RAMP -0.020 LAMPsd:RAMPsd -0.695

Experiment 2: without vision Parameters Corr Parameters Corr

a)ALL conditions (N=24)
B)UNILATERAL conditions (N=8)

C)BILATERAL conditions (N=16)
D)BILATERAL conditions

AMPsd:POSsd 0.898

AMPsd:POSsd 0.644
MT:AMP 0.989
MT:AMPsd 0.841
MT:POSsd 0.828

AMPsd:POSsd 0.952

MTsd:AMP -0.751

MTsd:AMPsd -0.533
MTsd:POSsd -0.887

L-MT:R-MT 0.965 LMTsd:RMTsd 0.907
subdivided into L and R (N=8) LAMP:RAMP 0.139 LAMPsd:RAMPsd 0.282

Significance levels for p <.05

N = 8 : 0.71 N = 16 : 0.50 N =24 : 0.42
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Results of experiment 5.2

The results of experiment 5.2, presented in tables 5.33 to 5.36 were

very similar to those of experiment 5.1, except that there was no significant

differences in visual and non-visual reaching amplitude. Figure 5.6 illustrates

the main results from these two experiments.

The only serious anomaly with respect to hypothesis 3 is evident

however from the finding that non-visual movements were significantly slower

in experiment 5.2 than those made in experiment 5.1. While this casts some

doubts on the restriction of hypothesis 3 to Parkinsonian subjects only, it does

not affect the main difference between Parkinsonian subjects and control

subjects, which lies in the impairment of movement in the non-visual

conditions relative to the visual conditions, as advocated in hypotheses 1 and

2B.
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experiment 5.1 experiment 5.2

movement time and movement time variance
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Figure 5.5 Movement parameters (averaged over all conditions) were very
similar in experiment 5.1 whether control subject D reached with eyes
open or closed. In experiment 5.2 movement time increased when
control subject D'a eyes were closed.
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TABLE 5.33 Movement Parameters for subject E : without vision

POSsd AMPsd AMP MTsd MT Left home Right MT MTsd AMP AMPsd POSsd

1 586 26 328 7.4 7.1

8.0 11.8 339 30 598 2

3 538 44 191 5.4 4.1

6.4 9.8 192 55 567 4

8.0 9.6 197 31 606 6 5 600 35 165 5.0 5.0

4.6 6.1 359 37 645 8 7 647 42 322 6.0 5.8

13.8 17.5 353 57 608 10 9 617 64 165 11.3 11.0

7.4 7.0 184 68 596 12 11 593 78 310 13.3 9.5

TABLE 5.34 Movement Parameters for Subject E : with vision

POSsd AMPsd AMP MTsd MT Left home Right MT MTsd AMP AMPsd POSsd

1 608 22 334 6.2 5.0

5.2 4.9 352 31 602 2

3 564 48 190 5.0 4.2

3.1 3.9 182 41 544 4

5.8 7.6 188 32 584 6 5 583 30 176 2.8 2.8

5.3 6.2 353 40 633 8 7 631 37 321 6.9 4.5

6.9 10.7 359 47 572 10 9 573 62 172 3.3 3.3

7.2 6.9 191 61 570 12 11 569 44 320 6.9 5.3

Table 5.35 Correlation and Dispersion Coefficients for subject
Experiment 2 : without vision.

CONDITION arrival- time arrival-position
Correlation Dispersion Correlation Dispersion

LN:RN 0.61 ** 0.133 0.37 ns 0.142

LN:RD 0.75 *** 0.137 0.26 ns 0.132
LD:RN 0.92 *** 0.086 0.61 ** 0.112

LD:RD 0.76 *** 0.104 0.40 ns 0.082

Table 5.36 Correlation and Dispersion Coefficients for subject :
Experiment 2: with vision.

CONDITION arrival- time arrival-position
Correlation Dispersion Correlation Dispersion

LN:RN 0.73 * 0.174 0.13 ns 0.168

LN: RD 0.93 *** 0.158 0.53 ns 0.075
LD:RN 0.71 *** 0.118 0.44 ns 0.126

LD:RD 0.86 *** 0.125 0.51 * 0.091

Significance levels for two tailed t-tests:

* = P <.05 ** = P <.02 *** = P <.01 ns = not significant
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5.4. Discussion

The main result of the two experiments reported in this chapter is that

Parkinsonian subjects' rhythmical limb movements are impaired under
non-visual conditions. In contrast normal subjects' rhythmical movements

were very similar in the visual and non-visual conditions, which suggests that

their actions, in these experiments, were controlled by a motor program.

Why then in a simple repetitive reaching task did the Parkinsonian

subjects rely more on visual guidance? Anatomical studies have shown that
there are two pathways originating in the pars reticulata zone of the substantia

nigra (SNr) which project to centres involved in the control of eye movements.

The first terminates in the superior colliculus while the second reaches the

frontal eye field via the thalamus (Evarts and Wise, 1984). An experiment

performed by Hikosaka and Wurtz (1983) showed that SNr cells identified as

projecting to the superior colliculus had memory contingent relations to

saccadic eye movements. The task employed, required monkeys to remember

the location of a stimulus that was briefly presented while fixating on a

different stimulus; a subsequent saccade being rewarded if it was made to the

position of the no longer present stimulus. The authors found that some

substantia nigra cells showed a minimal response, if the monkey made a

saccade to the stimulus while it was present or if the monkeys continued to

fixate. The main finding, however, was that the same cells responded

vigorously to saccades made to the position where a remembered stimulus had

been, yet none of these cells showed any change in activity in relation to

spontaneous saccades in the dark. The authors concluded that, "the basic

assumption necessary to explain this visual response....is the presence of a

neural correlate of spatial memory which would signal the previous location of

the visual stimulus."

Although the major pathology of Parkinsonism lies in the pars

compacta division of the substantia nigra (SNc), current anatomical information

(Anderson and Crill, 1979) indicates that all basal ganglia output is mediated by

neurons in the globus pallidus and the SNr and therefore the output from the
SNc must also be conveyed via SNr cells. Richter (1945) was able to produce

very selective lesions of the globus pallidus and the SNr by chronically

exposing 4 monkeys to carbon disulphide which was used at that time as an

industrial solvent and was known to produce Parkinsonism. The consistent
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finding in all animals was, "motor inactivity and slowness with great loss of

spontaneous movements but without true paralysis; incoordination in the

automatic acts of walking,climbing and jumping...(and) rigidity of the skeletal

muscles ...associated with the cogwheel effect...and finally, tremor."

In the light of Richter's findings, the experimental studies of globus

pallidus function (Hore et.al.) and SNr function (Hikosaka and Wurtz) described

in this chapter are relevant in the current context, particularly as the results

reported here support the concept that in Parkinsonism there is impairment in

the process of internalizing visual information for subsequent movement

control. R. F. Schmidt (1986) reviewing the role of the basal ganglia in motor

control writes that:

"it is evident that the basal ganglia are an important
subcortical link between the motor cortex and the rest of the
cerebral cortex. The associative cortex sends efferents to, and
the motor cortex receives afferents from, the basal ganglia....The
functions of the basal ganglia involve participating in the
conversion of the plans for movement arising in the associative
cortex into programs for movement That is, they elaborate
spatio-temporal patterns of nerve impulses which are then
further processed by the executive motor centres."

For normal subjects, continually reacting to, and acting upon, their environment,

the basal ganglia clearly form an important link in the neural substrate of the

perception-action cycle. From a neurophysiological perspective, the multiple

inputs from all areas of the cerebral cortex into the striatum provides continual

information on the state of the external environment as well as subjective

aspirations. "At any moment", Marsden (1984) writes, "such inputs may alter

the execution of the motor plan....The internal workings of the striopallidal

complex could digest this mass of information and reduce it to appropriate

signals relayed via pallidal output to the thalamus and thence to the premotor

(and other frontal) cortex, so as to adjust the form and sequence of motor

programs." He continues:

"viewed in this light the Parkinsonian patients motor deficit
is reduced to an inability to specify the detailed accuracy of the
motor programs and to automatically run their sequences..."

One might go further than this and say that the Parkinsonian motor deficit also

entails some difficulty in generating motor programs, because by definition,
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motor programs do not involve the use of exteroceptive information during the

execution of a particular movement. This amendment to Marsden's definition

captures the essence of the results presented here. The finding that reaching

was impaired with eyes closed not only for the affected limb, but also for the

relatively unaffected limb, suggests that the motor programming process

involves the application of a single timing parameter to both limbs. Rhythmical
movement does not necessarily entail bilateral impairment as rhythmical
Parkinsonian tremor often occurs unilaterally. Rather it is the intention to make

bilateral rhythmical movements, embodied in a single motor program, which is

impaired in Parkinsonism.

This notion, that the formation of motor programs is abnormal in

Parkinsonism, also received support from the evidence adduced in support of

hypotheses 3; namely that two Parkinsonian subjects' movements were slower

and, in one case also, more variable when these were not preceded by

movements made with eyes open. In other words, practice, with its

consequent production of feedback, is the most effective method of

establishing a motor program, as schema theory predicts. Because
Parkinsonian subjects never succeeded in fully automating their control of

rhythmical reaching into a motor program, they were unable to take advantage
of the flexibility offered by a generalized motor program. Thus when placed in
a situation devoid of visual feedback, their performance suffered in comparison

to the behaviour of the control subjects.
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5.5. Appendix : Analysis of variance

Ten two way ANOVA's were performed on the five movement

parameters obtained in experiments 5.1 and 5.2 for each subject: 1) Movement
time, 2) Movement time (sd), 3) Amplitude, 4) Amplitude (sd), 5) Position (sd).

In ANOVA's [A] and [B] the main factors are:

A = eyes open/eyes closed
B = left/right

In ANOVA [C] the main factors are:

A = experiment 1 (eyes open)/experiment 2 (eyes open)
B = left/right

In ANOVA [D] the main factors are:

A = experiment 1 (eyes closed)/experiment 2 (eyes closed)
B = left/right
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Analysis of Variance - Subject A
[A] Experiment 1 [B] Experiment

Factor F S Factor

l)Movement Time
A 5.5 p <.05 A 11.4 p <.01
B 1.3 ns B 0.5 ns

AB 0.8 ns AB 0.08 ns

2)Movement Time (sd)
A 5.6 p <. 05 A 6.2 p <.05
B 0.01 ns B 0.04 ns

AB 1.1 ns AB 0.2 ns

3)Amplitude
A 6.5 p <. 05 A 0.4 ns

B 0.2 ns B 0.3 ns

AB 1.1 ns AB 1.7 ns

4)Amplitude (sd)
A 14.1 r0 A O A 7.2 p <. 05
B 37.0 p <.001 B 0.4 ns

AB 0.9 ns AB 0.3 ns

5)Positions (sd)
A 22.1 p <. 01 A 18.1 p <. 01
B 5.7 p <.05 B 0.5 ns

AB 0.3 ns AB 2.4 ns

[C] Experiment 1:2 with vision [D] Experiment 1:2 without vision
Factor F S Factor F S

l)Movement Time
A 0.5 ns A 6.7 p <. 05
B 1.7 ns B 0.5 ns

AB 0.06 ns AB 0.02 ns

2)Movement Time (sd)
A 0.02 ns A 0.09 ns

B 0.1 ns B 0.06 ns

AB 0.4 ns AB 0.4 ns

3)Amplitude
A 0.6 ns A 0.4 ns

B 0.3 ns B 0.09 ns

AB 0.05 ns AB 0.1 ns

4)Amplitude (sd)
A o o ns A u> 00 ns

B 2.3 ns B 2.3 ns

AB 3.7 ns AB 0.9 ns

5)Position (sd)
A 0.3 ns A 0.4 ns

B 0.2 ns B 6.7 p <.05
AB 2.2 ns AB 0.2 ns
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Analysis of Variance - Subject B

[A] Experiment 1 [B] Experiment 2

Factor F S Factor F S

1)Movement Time

A 15.2 p <. 01 A 11.5 p <. 01
B 3.7 ns B 1.4 ns

AB 7.2 p <.025 AB 1.4 ns

2)Movement Time (sd)
A 10.6 p <. 01 A 11.4 p <.01
B 1.3 ns B 3.7 ns

AB 0.01 ns AB 1.7 ns

3 )Amplitude
A 18.0 p <. 01 A 17 . 8 p <. 01
B 0.7 ns B 0.2 ns

AB 0.9 ns AB 0.3 ns

4)Amplitude (sd)
A 29.4 p <.001 A 18.6 p <. 01
B 2.4 ns B 14.2 p <.01
AB 1.7 ns AB 6.7 p <.05

5)Positions (sd)
A 26.7 p <.001 A 50.0 p <.001
B 0.6 ns B 6.3 p <. 05
AB 7.9 p <.025 AB 3.7 ns

[C] Experiment 1:2 with vision [D]I Experiment 1:2 without vision

Factor F S Factor F S

1)Movement Time
A 28.9 p <.001 A 13.5 p <. 01
B 1.4 ns B 2.2 ns

AB 1.2 ns AB 0.3 ns

2)Movement Time (sd)
A 0.9 ns A 9.0 p <.025
B 2.2 ns B 3.6 ns

AB 0.01 ns AB 1.5 ns

3)Amplitude
A 0.4 ns A 1.0 ns

B 0.3 ns B 0.4 ns

AB 0.3 ns AB 0.5 ns

4{Amplitude (sd)
A 7.3 p <.025 A 0.2 ns

B 2.5 ns B 16.9 p <.01
AB 2.9 ns AB 3.6 ns

5)Position (sd)
A 11.5 p <. 01 A 0.2 ns

B 3.4 ns B 3.3 ns

AB 4.8 ns AB 0.09 ns
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Analysis of Variance - Subject D
[A] Experiment 1 [B] Experiment

Factor F S Factor

1)Movement Time
A 0.4 ns A fe.8 p <.05"
B 00o ns B 3.6 ns

AB 0.2 ns AB 1.2 ns

4)Movement Time (sd)
A 1.3 ns A 0.1 ns

B 0.3 ns B 2.5 ns

AB 11.2 p <.025 AB 1.4 ns

3)Amplitude
A 4.8 ns A 0.01 ns

B 0.01 ns B 1.4 ns

AB 0.5 ns AB 1.4 ns

4)Amplitude (sd)
A CMO ns A 3.6 ns

B 30.7 p <.001 B 2.4 ns

AB r—1OO ns AB 0.9 ns

5)Positions (sd)
A 0.06 ns A 4.4 ns

B 5.6 p <.05 B 2.6 ns

AB 0.03 ns AB 0.3 ns

[C] Experiment 1:2 with vision [D] Experiment 1:2 without vision
Factor

l)Movement Time
Factor

A 0.4 ns A 3.4 ns

B 1.4 ns B 1.6 ns

AB 1.0 ns AB 0.6 ns

2)Movement Time (sd)
A 3.4 ns A 0.8 ns

B 0.4 ns B 0.01 ns

AB 4.6 ns AB 0.01 ns

3)Amplitude
A 2.9 ns A 0.01 ns

B 0.01 ns B 0.01 ns

AB 0.4 ns AB 3.3 ns

4)Amplitude (sd)
A 4.6 ns A 1.4 ns

B 2.1 ns B 7.1 p <.05
AB 0.2 ns AB 1.3 ns

5)Position (sd)
A 1.4 ns A 3.0 ns

B 4.5 ns B 5.8 p <. 05
AB 3.4 ns AB 2.0 ns
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Analysis of Variance - Subject E
[A] Experiment 1 [B] Experiment

Factor F S Factor

1)Movement Time
A o o I-1 ns . A 0.05 ns

B 0.1 ns B 4.2 ns

AB 0.4 ns AB 0.1 ns

4)Movement Time (sd)
A 4.4 ns A 0.3 ns

B 0.08 ns B 1.3 ns

AB 1.7 ns AB 1.4 ns

3)Amplitude
A 00 vo p <.025 A 0.3 ns

B 0.07 ns B 1.4 ns

AB 1.8 ns AB 3.2 ns

4)Amplitude (sd)
A 0.06 ns A 1.6 ns

B 4.3 ns B 3.9 ns

AB 0.4 ns AB 0.2 ns

5)Positions (sd)
A 1.6 ns A 3.5 ns

B 1.2 ns B 4.0 ns

AB 0.2 ns AB 0.2 ns

[C] Experiment 1:2 with vision [D] Experiment 1:2 without vision
Factor F S Factor F S

l)Movement Time
A 0.4 ns A 15.6 p <. 01
B 0.2 ns B 0.08 ns

AB 0.02 ns AB 0.03 ns

2)Movement Time (sd)
A 0.6 ns A 3.4 ns

B 0.01 ns B 0.6 ns

AB 0.2 ns AB 0.1 ns

3)Amplitude
A 0.9 ns A 15.6 p <. 01
B 0.2 ns B 0.2 ns

AB 1.5 ns AB 11.7 p <. 01

4)Amplitude (sd)
A 1.8 ns A 0.7 ns

B 5.9 P <-05 B in0r—1 ns

AB '—1oo ns AB 0.04 ns

Lon (sd)
A 3.5 ns A 2.5 ns

B 9.6 p <.025 B 1.3 ns

AB 0.01 ns AB 0.2 ns
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CHAPTER 6

THE PROGRAMMING OF MOVEMENT IN PARKINSONISM:

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

"Human nature seeks to avoid shock and to be in a state of
control and readiness. The chemical that seems to be in short

supply in Parkinson's disease is implicated in maintaining
readiness for potentially unexpected events or outcomes of
action...It is feedforward in contrast to feedback. In the realm of
both motor acts and ideas, random access is made possible in •

contrast to a deliberate scheduling of the elements for an action
or the conscious search for concepts in memory."

This quote is taken from an article entitled learning the tactics of

coping by Ivan Vaughan. The author is 45 years old and has suffered from

Parkinson's disease for eight years. During this time he has developed a series
of procedures which enable him to perform actions which a less determined

individual might not have thought possible. Ivan, rather than succumbing to

passivity, has pursued this strategy in order, not only to foster self-reliance,

but also to gain insight into the nature of Parkinson's disease. Consequently

he has a perspective which no researcher into the illness can afford to dismiss

as subjective and uninformed. Ivan himself is the first to acknowledge that, "it
is a difficult problem to identify the particular source of change or defect that

characterizes Parkinson's disease."

In comparison to the Parkinsonian subjects who took part in the

experiments reported here, Ivan was very severely affected and dependent to a

much higher degree on L-dopa to restore 'normal' motor activity. Although

Ivan's pathology is presumably more advanced than the subject group, his

introspection quoted above reveals a conclusion which is not dissimilar to that
reached in the previous chapter.

First hand knowledge of Ivan and his condition was obtained when he
came to Edinburgh in July 1985 to participate in an extensive range of

experiments and observational studies. The data which emerged from the

analyses of Ivan's behaviour corroborate his own phenomenologicai account as

well as being relevant to the issues already raised here concerning motor

programming. As most of these results were obtained under relatively informal
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conditions they are presented here as a counterpoint to the experiments

conducted with the other Parkinsonian subjects. (In order to facilitate

comparison between Ivan and the other Parkinsonian subjects, only those

results obtained from Ivan's "off" drug state are reported here, i.e. when Ivan

refrained from taking his normal medication [Sinimet] for up to eighteen hours

before testing. )

The aim of the thesis was to gain a deeper understanding of how

rhythmical and coordinated movements are organized in Parkinsonism. In

chapter 2 repetitive finger tapping was found to be detrimentally affected by

the withdrawal of perceptual information; movement was more affected by

tremor, smaller in amplitude and generally more variable. For two subjects,

motor output was a compromise between a voluntary rhythm timekeeper and a

pathological tremor generator and although the third subject was not so

severely affected by tremor, the magnitude of tremor in the affected left index

finger, when the right index finger was tapping alone, increased when the

metronome was switched off and/or the subject closed her eyes. These

results conform to the principles of neural oscillators as outlined by von Hoist

in 1937.

The main feature of neural oscillators, according to von Hoist, is their
inherent flexibility which enables an organism to respond to changes in its

environment. The processes of superimposition and entrainment of two neural

oscillators, account for the resultant sequence of tapping movements produced

by the Parkinsonian patients, while changes in tremor amplitude may be

attributed to changes in the information available to the subject. In von Hoist's

experiments, changes in the intensity of muscular activity (i.e. amplitude) were

elicited by changing the organism's physiological condition. Thus a decrease in

amplitude of dorsal fin rhythmical movement was produced by gradually cutting
off the prepared fish's water supply, while an increase in the amplitude of a

single beat of the fin was elicited by a needle jab. In both cases, the

underlying rhythm was not affected, leading von Hoist to conclude that

"peripheral activity can increase or decrease within wide limits in response to

certain stimuli without any corresponding alteration of underlying automatic

excitatory processes". Presumably, depriving the tremoring subject of visual
and/or auditory information affects the neural process which governs the

amplitude of Parkinsonian tremor, by altering the information which reaches the
musculature.
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When stability of the subject's relation to the environment is assured,

many rhythmical actions become automated, thus reducing the attentional

demands on the subject. Previous studies have shown that a normal subject's

tapping is remarkably impervious to reductions in information concerning

tapping. In contrast the Parkinsonian subjects in this study were highly

sensitive to reductions in information, thus illustrating that their motor

program' for tapping was not fully formed. The fact that they could tap well

when visual and auditory information was available underscores their

dependence on concurrent perceptual information. However at the extreme

end of the Parkinsonian spectrum, not even the availability of visual and

auditory information was enough to assist Ivan in trying to tap. Although he

mustered all the willpower at his disposal, Ivan found it very hard to produce

more than three or four consecutive taps; even then tapping at a specified

frequency was out of the question. Figure 6.1 illustrates how Ivan's tapping

when it finally emerged was invariably overwhelmed by tremor. Ivan's tapping

data represents an extreme case of the Parkinsonian deficit in motor

programming - the inability, from a subjective point of view to access the

mechanism which would allow him to tap. While the other subjects were able

to compensate by using other sources of information, Ivan was effectively
immobile during this experiment. And yet he was able to run around and catch

balls thrown quickly towards him with no advance warning.

As noted in the introduction, these types of dynamic actions do not

seem to be so severely affected in Parkinsonism. Patients are able to execute

complex spatio-temporal tasks which clearly require perceptual information
about the dynamic relationship of the organism to the environment.

Furthermore, "the information required is not simply exteroceptive, about the

spatial structure of the environment and the motion of objects, nor is it simply

proprioceptive, about the positions, orientations and movements of the limbs
relative to the body. It is...exproprioceptive information, a union of

exteroceptive and proprioceptive information, namely information about the

position, orientation and movement of the body or part of the body relative to

the environment." (Lee, 1980).

Actions which require exproprioceptive information during execution
cannot at the same time be controlled by a motor program (which by definition

precludes, or assigns a minimal role to, the use of feedback during movement

execution), although subjects might use exproprioceptive information to
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A

left index finger tapping
right index finger together

B

left index finger

Figure 6.1 Graph A illustrates the brief emergence of
tapping from,and the return to, tremor in the right index
finger only, when both hands are tapping together. Graph B
shows left index finger tapping declining in amplitude and
finally dissolving into tremor. Subject: Ivan Vaughan.
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establish a motor program as suggested by schema theory. In chapter 3,
interlimb coordination was the focus of interest in a task which required

subjects to reach to targets at the same or different distances. Clearly the

position of the hand relative to the target is important in this situation and

subjects must use this information to control their movement. However after

minimal practice, normal subjects were able to program the required

movements, whereas the Parkinsonian subjects seemed to remain dependent

on perceptual information. Somewhat surprisingly the results were not

consistent with previous studies which have demonstrated that when the hands

moved to targets at different distances, timing was invariant across limbs, in

the experiment reported here, movement time was not similar across hands in

the mixed distance conditions, although the positions of the hands were highly

correlated, when both hands were moving together. While the Parkinsonian

subjects' movements were generally slower and more variable than normal

subjects' movements, the former had little difficulty in this task in performing

two actions concurrently.

Lack of simultaneity was not evident when a rhythmical component

was introduced into this task. In chapter 4, where subjects reached repetitively

with both hands between home keys and target keys it was observed that

bilateral arrival time correlations were high and arrival position correlations

were low for normal and Parkinsonian subjects. These correlations suggest

that interlimb timing coordination is the main feature of bilateral rhythmical

reaching movements. Furthermore, these and other data show that

Parkinsonian subjects had no difficulty in performing two arm movements

simultaneously, although there was evidence that the Parkinsonian subjects

were relying more on visual information than the control subjects, whose
behaviour was indicative of motor programming.

The unidirectional and repetitive reaching experiments demonstrate

subtle defects in coordination which may at first glance pass unnoticed. In

most respects the Parkinsonian subjects behaviour was qualitatively similar to

the normal subjects behaviour; only the correlation of interlimb movement time

variability [L-MT(sd):R-MT(sd)] was reliably lower for the Parkinsonian subjects.

Ivan however found both unilateral and repetitive reaching impossible, yet

similar arm movements to those required in the experiments could be elicited

by suddenly throwing a ball at him. Obviously the latter movement also

required planning and programming, but of a very different nature. Where the
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information to act is immediate, direct and compelling, Ivan was able to

respond in an appropriate manner. In contrast, when the appropriate

movement required access to a motor program, in the absence of such

information - or a process whereby movement might be controlled by vision,
he was unable to even initiate movement.

Perhaps it is possible to distinguish the two types of movement by

the temporal locus of control. In situations such as catching or hitting a ball,
the information specifying time to contact with the subject is contained in the

changing optic array; thus the temporal information required to hit the ball is
available to the perceptual and action systems (Lee et. al., 1983). This type of

information is not typically available in situations where the subject must utilize
an internal motor program containing a temporal parameter. Here the subject
must extrapolate information from previous occasions on which a similar task
was performed and generate a motor program; a process which appears to be

very difficult for Parkinsonian subjects such as Ivan.

The gulf separating the patients with mild Parkinsonism and Ivan is

clearly enormous. Although it has been implied here that Parkinsonian motor

deficits lie on a continuum, with the experimental group at one end and Ivan at

the other, the strategy adopted in this thesis may fairly be criticized for not

including a wider range of patients. With hindsight, I would accept this

criticism, but defend the decision to examine a small group of subjects with

similar symptoms, firstly for the reasons given in the introduction, i.e within
and between subject variability and time consuming analysis of data, and

secondly because I did not expect to find, prior to conducting the reaching

experiments, only very subtle indications of impaired movement control in the
Parkinsonian subjects. Whereas in the tapping experiment, the problem of

overcoming tremor was clearly visible, the results of the reaching experiments
did not directly highlight the struggle between voluntarily and pathological

processes. The results were not fully appreciated until I considered them in a

wider context which eventually involved the development of the hypotheses

which were tested in chapter 5.

The division between movements controlled by motor programs and

movements which require exproprioceptive information during the course of

movement, highlighted in chapter 5, does not however exclude the possibility
that the latter class of movement also utilizes motor programs. For example
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the Suzuki technique of teaching children to play stringed instruments employs

feedback in a manner comparable to its role in the development of a motor

program; rather than driving each component of the program, feedback is used
to monitor the outcome of the program through its implementation and if

necessary it provides a source of corrective information which can be used to

modify the program. Thus the parents of a child select a single piece of music

that involves the instrument of interest and play it repeatedly to the infant

(Pronko, 1969). Only when the child shows signs of recognizing the music is
another piece selected and so on until the child is 4 or 5 years old. In this

way the child forms a template of what good music should sound like and the

child then learns to play the instrument not by reading notes but by using his
or her template repertoire to recognize when the instrument produces good or

bad sounds and then use that comparison to correct subsequent performance.

While playing an instrument involves an ongoing interaction between the

musician, the instrument and potentially many other sources of information

(Clayton, 1986), the application of a motor program allows the performer to

become less dependent on interaction and feedback - just as deafening certain

bird species does not affect their song, if the birds are deafened after they
have learned the song (Nottebaum, 1970). The author also reports that a bird
that knows the song well can have nerves cut that render the muscles on one

side of the bird's voice box inoperative; consequently some song segments are

lost entirely, but the remaining segments occur at the appropriate times

interspersed with blanks for the missing parts. This experiment demonstrates

that once a motor program is established the song can persist without normal
feedback.

In chapter 5, strong evidence for the hypothesis that repetitive

reaching is controlled for normal subjects by a motor program was obtained.
Whether subjects reached with eyes open or closed the pattern of movement

produced was characterized by a regular rhythm and fairly constant amplitude
and terminal position. With eyes open, the Parkinsonian subjects behaved in a

similar manner but with eyes closed, the pattern became much more irregular,

amplitude was smaller and amplitude/position variance was increased. Thus

movements which appeared to be produced by a motor program (eyes open),
were actually made under visual guidance.

Prablanc et. al. (1986) have recently demonstrated that the underlying
control process involved in reaching towards a target is so sensitive that it is
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impossible to differentiate on the basis of kinematic analysis between

continuous on-line visual control of movement and discrete non-visual

correction filtered by the inertial properties of the moving limb. The latter
correction process is so rapid that subjects were never aware that the target

position was changed when the initial saccade, made after reacting to the

stimulus to move, was at peak velocity. The implication of this study for

Parkinsonian patients is that they may be able to compensate for the deficit in

motor programming by utilizing available informational sources.

Many Parkinsonian patients, including Ivan, construct on their own

initiative 'surrogate' motor programs which enable them to compensate for the
loss of automatic motoric and ideational processes which normal subjects are

continually using in their interactions with the world. Ivan writes that when he

is running, "a problem may arise if someone else comes on the scene where I
am wanting to walk for a bit, as the tremor will manifest itself quite vigorously.
I throw my hands behind my back in an attempt to keep myself upright. My

rate of movement slows down. As the person approaches, emotions build up

and I find myself stooping further forward. So I break into a run in order to

pass the person without exhibiting tremor."

In the more prosaic setting of the laboratory, Ivan found it extremely
difficult to pick up a pen from the table in front of him, and use it to write

something on an adjacent pad of paper. The very idea of picking up the pen,

exacerbated the tremor to such a degree that his hands were rapidly hitting the

table with some force. Eventually he conceived (with some help) a strategy

whereby he held the edge of the table with his left hand, while with his right
hand he threw a tennis ball to the floor, catching it on its return, several times.

This repetitive act dissipated the rigidity and tremor in the right hand which
were now increasingly manifested in the left hand. However as the left hand
was not taking part in the intended act, Ivan was able, as he puts it to focus

his resources on the right hand. With the tremor temporarily displaced in this

hand, he engaged in some repetitive arm movements between his chest and

the table. This seemed to accentuate the fluency which had developed during

the ball throwing and catching and this gave Ivan the confidence to pick up the

pen and write his name and address on the paper. He was able to do this for

up to 30 seconds before tremor reasserted itself in the right hand, making

writing impossible. On one occasion, Ivan's writing was interrupted by tremor,

due he said to his inability to remember the name of a local landmark (Arthur's
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Seat), whose name he had not been able to recall. This illustrates the trade-off

which takes place between ideational, emotional and motoric processes.

While normal people can perform these actions in an almost reflexive

manner, Parkinsonian patients such as Ivan must evolve 'surrogate' motoric and

ideational strategies to compensate for their inability to formulate and execute

motor programs. Parkinsonian patients cannot rely, as normal people do, on

the lower levels of the motor system to implement actions geared to achieving

particular goals.

The hypothesis advocated here is underscored by recent work on the

connectivity of the basal ganglia to the supplementary motor area (SMA),
situated on the mesial surface of the frontal lobe. Schell and Strick (1984)

demonstrated that the globus pallidus internal segment (GPi) and the SNr have
routes to the SMA via the thalamus. As the SMA receives input from the basal

ganglia it is especially interesting that defects caused by SMA closely resemble

those observed in Parkinsonism. Damasio and Van Hoesen (1980) found that

SMA damage resulted in far fewer spontaneous limb movements, while

Kirzinger and Jurgens (1982) found that SMA ablations seriously reduced the

frequency of spontaneously generated vocalizations in squirrel monkeys. In

normal human subjects Roland et. al. (1980a, 1980b) have shown that the SMA
was highly activated when subjects rehearsed and prepared a sequence of

movements of the digits to be performed without visual information. Evarts

and Wise (1984) concluded on the basis of these and other studies:

"Both clinical and laboratory observations support the idea
that the SMA acts with the basal ganglia as part of an integrated
system .... essential for movements initiated and executed
without exteroceptive guidance, i.e. movements that are
self-initiated, self-guided and spontaneous."

in fact so much evidence in support of this conclusion has emerged in

recent years that Goldberg (1985) has hypothesized that the basal ganglia form
a bridge between the SMA and the sensory and prefrontal association areas.

The function of the basal ganglia in this position is to link specific aspects of
the sensory cortex to the selection of motor programs. Cools (1980) proposes

that, "dopaminergic activity determines the animals ability to select the best

motor strategy....under pressure of factors intrinsic to the organism."
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Goldberg postulates the existence of a medial bilaterally organized

premotor system which is normally involved in performing movements which
are driven by motor programs When this mode of control is impaired, as

Goldberg claims it is in Parkinsonism, the subjects movements may be

subserved by the lateral premotor system which is normally associated with

environmentally interactive movements. This system which has poorer

interhemispheric coupling and is more dependent on visual information enables

the Parkinsonian subject, "to perform bimanual tasks in an alternating

concurrent mode, shifting the visual focus back and forth between the two

hands and completing sub-units of the task unilaterally and alternately under

direct visual control" (Goldberg, 1985). The results of the reaching experiments

reported in chapters 3 to 6 are consistent with Goldberg's model and may

therefore be interpreted as further evidence in support of a division between

the two types of motor system outlined above.

If Goldberg's model is correct and Parkinsonian patients are principally
deficient in producing intrinsically programmed movements, then the

implications for therapy are two-fold. Firstly, patients should be encouraged to

form a strong template for the movements they find difficult to make. Like the

Suzuki technique it may be appropriate to copy or imitate other people

performing these actions. Oliver Sacks writes that, "very often the mere sight

of running, swimming etc. may call forth by sympathy or suggestion an equal

naturalness of movement in Parkinsonian patients. The intuitive kinetic

sympathy of attunement can never be simulated by any mechanical feedback..."

This type of approach has been rigorously implemented in the system of

therapy known as conductive education. Developed in Hungary by Andreas

Peto (see Cotton and Kinsman, 1983), this system attempts to counteract motor

dysfunction, not by providing mechanical aids or helping people to come to

terms with their handicap, but by restoring orthofuction - the opposite of

dysfunction - i.e. voluntary control of movement, unaided by behavioural or

environmental prostheses. Although conductive education draws heavily on the

work of Pavlov, the S-R formula is modified so that in the long term the

'stimulus' becomes internalized and the patient can voluntarily initiate and

control troublesome actions. The 'conductor' focuses on a particular

movement sequence which the patient finds problematic and breaks it down

into its components. Each component is then practised repetitively under the

guidance of the conductor who provides an associate stimulus in the form of a
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verbal command. By using the 'second-order signalling system', previously
difficult movements may be restored to their previous fluency. Conductive
education offers a system of therapy which aims to restore, by a circuitous

route, the normal role of motor programming in movement. However as this

system aims to restore orthofunction, it cannot employ techniques which

involve adaptation of the environment in which movements occur.

The second implication for therapy, of the model of Parkinsonian
motor dysfunction outlined above, concerns the role of perceptual - and in

particular visual - information to compensate for defective motor programming.
As the tapping and reaching tasks illustrate, visual information can play an

important role in actions which normal subjects program and execute without

using visual information to control their movements, except perhaps to monitor

the outcome.

Bilateral finger and limb movements observed in the tapping and

repetitive reaching experiments, confirm what previous researchers have found;

namely that a single timing parameter is applied to both fingers/limbs. In the

case of tapping this sometimes took the form of a compromise between

voluntary and pathological processes, while in the reaching experiments the

pattern of results support Schmidt's hypothesis that timing is an integral

component of the motor program; even without visual information this pattern

was observed in the Parkinsonian data. The latter result suggests however that

rhythmical movements are produced by something more primitive than a motor

program. Perhaps the term 'automatism' coined by von Hoist (and discussed in

chapter 2) is a more appropriate term to describe the underlying process.

As stated in the introduction, the aim of this thesis was to examine

the organizational and control processes involved in making rhythmical and

coordinated movements. The group of experiments which were conducted

illustrate that Parkinsonian subjects tend to use vision to control movements

which in normal subjects are programmed. While normal subjects certainly use

vision to determine the position of a target the difference between the eyes

open and eyes closed conditions was negligible during performance of the

reaching task. In contrast Parkinsonian subjects performance deteriorated when

their eyes were closed which suggests that the process of program formation

is impaired by dopamine depletion. The neurophysiological evidence reviewed

also points to the fact that the basal ganglia are involved in the generation of
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predictive, intrinsically generated movements.

These two levels of analysis - the behavioural experiments and the

neurophysiology of the basal ganglia - cannot fruitfully be considered in

isolation from each other. By examination of the particular problems involved

in motor programming, some light has been shed on the reciprocal relations

that exist between brain and behaviour in Parkinsonism. More that 300 years

have elapsed since Spinoza wrote in his Ethics (1677/1959):

"No one has thus far determined what the body can do...for
no one has yet had a sufficiently accurate knowledge of the
constitution of the human body as to be able to explain all its
functions...Whence it follows when men say that this or that
action arises from the mind which has power over the body they
know not what they say or confess with specious words that
they are ignorant of the cause of the said action and have no
wonderment at it..."

Today the science of motor control is firmly established on a

materialist base, but the relationship between mind and body continues to

haunt researchers in this field and nowhere more so than in research into

Parkinsonism. In many cases victims feel that they are deprived of what David

Hume called the "liberty of spontaneity". Although it may seem paradoxical to

emphasiseinvoluntary and mechanical motor processes, the conclusions reached
in this thesis indicate that the most propitious path for future research lies in

extending our knowledge of what, in materialist terms, exactly constitutes a

motor program and to then use this knowledge to restore the patients capacity
to act at will.
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